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WINE, ART, and NICOLAS 
by 


James Gabler© 


[Weare especially pleased to inaugurate Volume 11, bearing our 


new mastht:.1d, with this premier study of the highly prized publi


cations of Etablissements Nicolas. Jim Gabler, a Wayward Ten


drils founding member, is well-known to the wine book world. 


Among his award winning wine works are Passions. The Wines and 
Travels of Thomas Jefferson (1995) and his 1985 bibliography, 
Wine int.o Words. the standard reference for English language wine 
books . He is currently finishing up a novel and well along on the 


much-awaited .second edition ofh.is bibliography . -Ed .] 


lthough wine and art have a 
history of over four thousand 
years, the Nicolas catalogs 
and special wine publications 
are unique in bringing to
gether the best contemporary 
artists, graphic design£'rs and 
printers with the world's best 
wines. The graphic art that 


the publications display is innovative, assertive , and 
attractive for its style, illustrations, typography and 
printing. The text is in French. 


A complete set of the publications consists of 
thirty-three Liste des Grands Vins Fins catalogs, five 
Monseigneur Le Vi'n tomes, three Plaquettes illus
trated by Paul Iribe , Mon Docteur le Vi'n illustrated 
by Raoul Dufy, and Le Genie du Vi'n illustrated by 
Andre Derain. 


The genesis of the publications occurred 
when Etablissements Nicolas , the largest of all 
French wine retailers, with headquarters at 
Charenton-Sur-Seine, a Paris suburb , began publica
tion of Monseigneur Le Vi'n, a series of five , color
illustrated monographs in 1924. The lively line and 
color illustrations that fill the five tomes all relate in 
some way to wine. The tomes were issued with 
presentation letters describing what they are about; 
they are identical in size, 5%" x 7%", bound in fragile 


marbled paper wraps having a suede-like feel, with 
Monseigneur le Vin stamped in gilt to the front cover. 


The first tome, Le Vin a Travers l'Histoire, 
issued in 1924, deals with wine from Biblical times 
until the time of publication. The text is by Georges 
Montorgueil (1857-1933), a well-known history writ
er, with fanciful color illustrations by Marcel Jean
jean (1893), painter, illustrator and cartoonist, and 
beautifully printed by J. Van Gindertaele Press, 
Paris . It contains 46 pages, plus two foldout charts at 
the end. The number of copies printed is not stated. 


The next year, 32,000 copies of Le Vin de 
Bordeaux were printed in red and black on 
Madagascar paper and illustrated with over sixty 
four-color drawings by Pierre Lissac (1878), painter 
and illustrator. Georges Montorgueil provided the 
text; the printing is by Poyet Freres, Paris . This 
second tome of the series has eighty-three pages plus 
a detailed, colored folding map and statistical tables 
at the end. 


The third book , Le Vi'n de Bourgogne, ap
peared in 1926. Issued in 32,000 copies, it contains 84 
pages plus a large, folding map and statistical table 
at the end . It is illustrated with over fifty color 
drawings by Armand Vallee and printed by Poyet 
Freres of Paris on Lafuma vellum paper . The text is 
again by Georges Montorgueil. 
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Charles-Emile Carlegle (1877-1940), painter, 
engraver, designer, and illustrator of high quality 
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literature, is the artist whose seventy-five muted 
watercolors grace the fourth tome , Anjou-Touraine 
Alsace, Champagne et autres Grands Vins De 
France . Georges Montorgueil's text , and Carlegle's 
beautiful illustrations , along with four maps and 
statistical tables , take the reader on a fascinating 
llO-page journey through France's other wine 
regions. The number of copies printed is not stated, 
but given the fact that the two preceding tomes, and 
the final tome , were issued in 32,000 copies , it is 
probably safe to assume that the same number of 
copies were printed in 1927. With this publication, 
Draeger Freres at Montrouge , Paris, the best color 
printer in France, and perhaps the world, became the 
printer. Draeger printed every Nicolas catalog and 
special publication from 1927 until the series ended 
in 1973 . 


In 1928 , the fifth and final tome of the series, 
L'Art de Boire. Preparer , Servir , Boire was issued in 
32,000 copies . It is printed on French vellum paper 
and contains 121 pages . The text is by Louis Forest , 
and the art deco line and color drawings are by 
Charles Martin (1848-1934), a prominent illustrator , 
and designer of fashions , furniture , sets and 
costumes for the theatre and ballet. The text 
describes the wine cellar , decanting , matching wine 
and food, and a discussion on the proper use of 
wineglasses , with eight tipped-in wineglass plates. 
One of the plates illustrates the "perfect glass ," 
created for Nicolas by Cristalleries of Saint-Louis, 
the oldest crystal manufacturer in Europe. 


An altered version of this book, titled Wine 
Album. Adapted from Monseigneur Le Vin, was 
reproduced in 1982 by the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art and Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, New York. 
The seventy-nine-page text is in English. It d0es not 
have the tipped-in wineglass plates, but includes 
additional line drawings by Charles Martin taken 
from a four-page advertising insert. 


Liste des Grands Vins Fins 
The success of Monseigneur Le v'in inspired Nicolas 
to launch Liste des Grands Vins Fins , a series of 
catalogs that were issued annually from 1928 
through 1973 , except for 1937 , the war and 
immediate post-war years 1940-1948 , and 1952, 
1968 , and 1972 . The project was initiated under the 
supervision of Etienne Nicolas, himself an art 
collector , who personally selected the artists. Mon
sieur Nicolas engaged A. M. Cassandre (1901-1968) , 
perhaps the greatest poster artist and graphic 
designer of his time, to design the first catalog in 
1928. Cassandre remained the designer and typog
rapher of the catalogs and special publications 
through 1949. Beginning in 1950 , Alfred Latour 
assumed responsibility for the catalogs' design and 


layout, and he continued in that capacity until it was 
turned over to Jean Latour in 1966. 


The raison d'etre for these beautiful catalogs 
was promotional , but with the specific intention of 
serving Nicolas' customers. Each catalog contains a 
list of Nicolas wines and prices . Beginning with the 
first catalog in 1928, the wines are listed under two 
categories: regular bottles, and exceptional bottles 
(Bouteilles Exceptionnelles). The following year a 
third category was added, prestigious bottles (Pres
tigieuses Bouteilles) consisting of 68 Grands Crus 
Bordeaux ranging in age from 1878 Lafite to 1840 
Ausone . Nicolas' customers obviously knew a good 
thing when they saw it, because the list of prestigious 
wines had dwindled to five bottles when last offered 
in the 1970 catalog. 


The conditions of sale are set out in the first 
issue, and repeated in subsequent issues, advising 
that the wines are strictly reserved for private 
consumption and not intended for the stocking of 
private cellars, or for resale by restaurants and 
hotels . A "star" beside a bottle indicated that the 
wine was the authentic product of the Chateau or 
Domaine. An "R" indicated that the wine was not 
available in regular Nicolas retail stores, but could be 
ordered in minimum quantities of five bottles; this 
minimum order requirement was soon discontinued. 
Nicolas, however, reserved the right to reduce orders 
that appeared to them to be exaggerated. The symbol 
"(R)", found only beside the Prestigieuses Bouteilles, 
warned that these bottles were sold advisedly and in 
good faith. In 1950 a further condition was estab
lished for the Prestigieuses Bouteilles-, when ordered 
they would be decanted by a Nicolas representative 
and brought to the customer's residence in an 
insulated container one hour before they were to be 
drunk. A further provision stated that orders for the 
prestigious wines would be accepted only for Paris 
and the nearby suburbs. 


Although publication numbers were not 
stated, about 30,000 copies of Liste des Grands Vins 


- continued on p .13 







WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY 
Our Newsletter , having outgrown its name and 
deserving of a more "prestigious" title , proudly dis
plays a new masthead! The Newsletterwas originally 
launched to be the "linking tendril" between 
members , maybe four or five pages of newsy bits , 
some "duplicates" and "wants" lists , etc . But over the 
past ten years, our members have generously 
increased their contributions of top-quality articles 
on all aspects of collecting wine literature , and we 
have filled sixteen to twenty pages each issue. As the 
Wayward Tendrils QUARTERLY , notably the only 


publication of its kind , it will now reflect this quality . 
With sincerest appreciation from your Editor-who 
tendril-ly encourages more members to participate
congratulations on ten impressive years! 


JANUARY IS 
TENDRILS RENEWAL TIME!! 
A renewal form is enclosed . ~!~~, 


Welcome New Wine Library Tendrils! 
We have gathered into membership three new wine 
libraries, who each have secured a complete run of 
our newsletter for their collections: Cal Poly Univer
sity , Pomona ; California State University , Fresno; 
and the Viticulture and Enology Research Center , 
Fresno (Petrucci Library) . 


TRIBUTES .. . 
The Miniature Book Society has shown a big interest 
in Leonard Bernstein's article on "The Miniature 
Wine Book" (July 2000 issue) , and will reprint it in 
their Newsletter . We are pleased to learn the State 
Library of South Australia has established a new 
website, "The Wine Literature of the World" 
(www.winelit.slsa.sa.gov .au), based on the library's 
extensive collection of wine related materials . They 
have posted W-T membership I subscription details 
and will, from time to time , reprod _uce some 1)f our 
articles on wine book collecting. 


"ANTEBELLUM NECTAR" 
Tendril Mannie Berk continues his love affair with 
Madeira and its early U.S . history with his latest 
publication , Antebellum Nectar. Champagne & 
Madeira in Pre-Civil War Charleston & the U.S. 
(Sonoma , CA: The Rare Wine Co., 2000). It is a 
beautifully printed and illustrated 30-page booklet , 
11 Y4 x 8Y4, limited to 150 copies . $25 (postpaid). 
Available from The Rare Wine Co: FAX 707.996.4491 
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or e-mail Mannie at: berk.rwc@snet.net. 


A NOTABLE BOOK 
David Bird , Chartered Chemist and Master of Wine, 
has recently written and published Understanding 
Wine Technology. A Book for the Non-Scientist that 
Explains the Science of Winemaking (Newark, Eng
land: DBQA Publishing , 2000). Originally written as 
a text book for students of the UK WSET Diploma 
exams and for Master of Wine students, it should 
prove popular with wine lovers in general . 226 pp., 
well illustrated , glossy card covers. Available from 
the author I publisher : DBQA Publishing, w I FAX 44 
(0) 1777.838.990 or email: davidbird@dbqa.co.uk. 
£16.50 postpaid (in UK); £19.50 postpaid (to U.S.). 


Wine Country ANTHOLOGY 
Benjamin Russack , editor, has gathered together in 
Wine Country. A Literary Companion (Berkeley: 
Heyday Books , 1998) stories , reminiscences and 
poems to pay tribute to the beauty of Northern 
California's Wine Country. Arranged chronologically, 
each piece-by writers Robert L. Stevenson, Idwal 
Jones , Sidney Howard, Sir George Simpson, Ambrose 
Bierce , Jack London, M.F.K. Fisher, Jessamyn West, 
and others-was chosen for its unique literary or 
historic value . An enjoyable, rich sampling. 


Wine Country MYSTERIES 
Don't miss these two! Conversations with a Corpse 
by Robert C. Dennis (Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1974). The 
dust jacket sets the scene: "Paul Reeder's psychic 
powers lead him into bad trouble when he rents a car 
at the airport of the small California town of Orofino, 
the Wine Capital of the West." Later, caught in a 
spell-binding chase in the vineyard, he muses, "All I 
was doing was running to be on time for my own 
murder ." A good story . Deadly Vintage by William 
Reiling Jr. (NY: Walker & Co., 1995) features retired 
Treasury agent Jack Donne, now a So. California 
vintner. Perhaps a little too much detail to keep the 
story revved up, but Relling's wine references, with 
plenty of vinous name dropping , are accurate. 


..r: 


THE WAYWARD TENDRJLS is a 11C>t-jor-proftt organization.founded 
in 1990 for Wine Book Collectors . Yearly Membership I Slllucription 
to THE WAYWARD TENDRJLS QUARTERLY is $20 USA and 
Canada ; $25 cwerseas. Permission to reprint is requested. Please 
address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box 9023, 
Santa Rosa. CA. 95405 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. Editor and 
Publisher : Gail Unzelman. -
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: FOREIGN-LANGUAGE 
WINE BOOKS 


by 
Gail Unzelman 


·. n our last issue we reviewed some of 
the standard bibliographic sources for 


lllml!PA~!!!~ the wine book collector - auction cat
alogues , Gabler , Simon , Vicaire . We continue this 
bibliographic tour with some of the more important 
foreign language wine book guides (other than 
French , already covered ). 


As Tendril and antiquarian bookseller Hans 
Weiss recently pointed out , "It is essential for a 
collector of early wine books to have bibliographies 
for books printed in Germany and Italy-these two 
countries took the lead in the early history of 
printing and were at the same time major wine 
producers." 


The following is in part excerpted from "Wine 
Book Bibliography: An Extended Journey ," first pub
lished in Vol.4 No.I (January 1994): 


GERMAN WINE BOOKS 


For German works on wine , "Schoene" is the stan
dard reference: BibHographie zur Geschichte des 
Weines by Renate Schoene [Mannheim: Siidwest
deutsche Verlagsanstalt , 1976; Supplement 1, 1978; 
Supplement 2, 1982; Supplement 3, 1984]. In 1988 
[Munich: K.G. Saur] a second edition was issued that 
handily combines these four books into one volume of 
480 pages listing 14,713 entries , froi;n incunables to 
modern times. Another to consider is the now quite 
rare Verzeichnis der Litteratur iiber Speise und 
Trank bis zum Jahre 1887 by Carl Georg [Hannover , 
1888], describing some 1700 titles on food and drink , 
dating from 1475 to 1887. Thankfully , it has been 
reprinted in facsimile by Martino Publishing [Mans
field Centre, CT, 1966]. 


ITALIAN WINE BOOKS 
Although Lord Westbury's checklist is titled Handlist 
of ltahan Cookery Books [Firenze: Leo Olschki, 
1963; 237 pages, illustrated], it contains many wine
related entries. He covers the period from the earliest 
printed book in Italian dealing with gastronomy 
(c1475) to the year 1860 . Westbury reminds us that 
"the greater part of the [Italian] literature on wine
making is contained in books which deal with 
agriculture as a whole and this is particularly true in 
earliest times ." He provides a substantial listing of 
these works. His book , one of the Biblioteca di 
Bibliografia Italiana series , is finely printed, but 
unfortunately is bound in less-than-sturdy card 
wraps. The titles are listed by author , with a 
chronological index at the end ; inciuded is an in-


teresting Appendix of a "List of Wines brought to 
Rome in the mid-16th century" taken from Scarlino's 
Nuovo Trattato della varieta & quaHta de Vini che 
vengono a Roma . A complementary reference is 
Giacomo Sormanni 's Catalogo Ragionato delle opere 
di Viticoltura ed. Enologia [Milano: Eusebiana, 1883; 
Reprint edn. , Bolognese: A. Forni, 1983]. This work 
of 139 pages lists Italian publications printed to the 
year 1881. In 1994 the Foundation Bibliotheque In
ternationale de Gastronomie issued the three-volume 
Catalogo de] fondo Jtahano e Latino delle opere de 
Gastronomia. Bound in silk cloth in matching silk 
slipcases, Weiss names this "the most luxurious pub
lication of books on food and drink existing." Most all 
of the books are in the Foundation , the most prestigi
ous private collection on gastronomy worldwide, and 
which can be visited in Lugano, Switzerland. [See 
NOTE below for ordering information.] 


PORTUGUESE WINE BOOKS 
Referred to as "the I.V.P.", Esbo,;o de Uma BibHo
gra.ia [Porto: Instituto do Vinho do Porto, 1945], with 
its two supplements , is the recognized bibliography of 
works on the Portuguese wine trade. Segundo 
Aditamento ao Esbo,;o de Uma BibHogra.ia was 
published by the I.V.P. in 1947; in 1952 the Terceiro 
Aditamento ao Esbo90 de Uma BibHogra .ia was 
issued. These three volumes, issued in flimsy card 
covers (!), list over 4600 books and pamphlets. Al
though not readily available, a diligent search should 
turn up a copy of the set. 


[NOTE: Hans Weiss advises that he has available copies of the 
Sormanni reprint (60Sfr I $34 US) and the Catalogo de] fondo 


Jtahano ... (1000 Sfr I $570 US). His e-mail address is : bibliotheca 
gastronomica @bluewin.ch or fax 41 01 341 9790.J 


SPECIAL EVENING FOR ALL 
FINE-BOOK LOVERS 


On Saturday , January 20th at 7 p.m., 
the Sonoma County Wine Library will host 


an evening with James and Carolyn Robertson, fine 
press artisans and proprietors of Y olla Bolly Press. 
In their "workshop in the woods" in remote Covelo, 
CA, the Robertsons design and produce some of the 
world's most beautiful books (wine labels, too!). Wine 
book collectors prize their limited edition copies of 
The Man Jf'.ho Made Wine (J.M . Scott) published in 
1998. Other Yolla Bolly gastronomic delights are Two 
Kitchens in Provence (M.F.K. Fisher, 1999) and The 
Adventures of Chef Gaflois (ldwal Jones, 2000). 
These, and other fine books by the Press, are on 
display at the library . Wine and savories will be 
served . Call the SCWL for tickets! 707-433-3772. 







IN THE 
WINE LIBRARY 
by Bob Foster 


A Century of Wine. The Story of a Wine 
Revolution . Edited by Stephen Brook . San Fran
cisco : The Wine Appreciation Guild , 2000 . 192 pp ., 
hardback , $50. 


Finally ! A wine book that does justice to the end of 
the millenium . While there were a number of wine 
books published in the last year that tried to tie into 
the festivities over the end of th e 20th century , 
almost all simply worked the word millenium into 
their title . The text was merely ordinary. But , this 
book has hit on the proper perspective : a look back on 
the major wine regions or key wine techniques and 
how they evolved during the last century . 


The editor has assembled an amazing array 
of wine writers ; they are clearly the best of our times. 
Notable all-stars such as Hugh Johnson , Michael 
Broadbent , James Hallida y, Anthony Hanson , 
Andrew Jefford , Tom Stevenson , and Bob Thompson 
have each contributed sections to the book. As noted , 
some of the chapters cover wine regions. For ex
ample , Anthony Hanson's chapters on the Burgundy 
are rich and fascinating as he chronicles the changes 
brought on by economics , new wine making tech
niques , improvements in transportation , and the 
growth of the negociant s. 


Other chapters cover the making or market
ing of wine . I wa s particularl y struck by Andrew 
Jefford ' s chapter on "Wine , Geography and Trans
portation. " Jefford notes that at the beginning of the 
20th century most wine was simply consumed in the 
region where it was made . The development of 
modern transportation systems has allowed wine to 
be rapidly and efficiently shipped around the world. 
Wines from around the globe are now readily 
available in most large wine shops. The other major 
development of the centur y was the shift to bottling 
wine at the source . In the early portion of this 
century transporting huge casks or tuns was 
hazardous and accident-prone. So too was bottling in 
a large variety of vastly different locations where the 
levels of cleanliness and attention to detail could 
vary widely. Bottling at the source eliminated all of 
these issues . Quality control improved immensely. 


The other pattern Jefford discusses is the 
emergence of the "flying winemaker. " These are 
winemakers who make wine at multiple locations 
around the globe. On the plus side , he finds that it 
allows for vast improvements in qualit y as successful 
techniques can be rapidly implemented. On the 
negative side , he worries that winemakers trying for 
a certain style (perhaps one to earn high scores from 
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American wine critic Robert Parker) will produce 
wines lacking in local , stylistic individuality . This 
trend towards making wines in a universal style 
simply to receive high scores , is a controversial trend 
that is touched on by several of the authors. 


The book is profusely illustrated with both 
color and black and white photographs-many from 
the early portion of the century have not been seen 
before in any reference work . There is a detailed 
index. 


This work is a triumph . It gives the wine 
lover a sense of not only how much win e has changed 
in the last millenium but also insights into why those 
changes occurred . The inter-relationship of wine with 
the technological changes in our society is fascinat
ing . The detailed , interesting historical perspective is 
superb . It belongs in every wine lover's library. Very 
highly recommended . 


The Oxford Companion to the Wines of North 
America. Edited by Bruce Cass . Oxford I New York : 
Oxford University Press , 2000. 302 p, hardback, $45. 


Following in the footsteps of Jancis Robinson's excel
lent Oxford Compam ·on to Wine, this book uses the 
same detailed approach to North America . The work 
begins with fifteen short essays from top notch wine 
writers on an amazing variety of topics from the 
emergence of the neo-Prohibitionists to the latest in 
DNA testing to determine the source of the major 
American vines . The essays are scholarly , yet very 
thought provoking and informative. (In this regard , 
Dr. Carole Meredith from U.C. Davis reports that 
DNA testing has proven that Zinfandel is the same as 
the Italian Primitivo. It is not , as once thought , 
related to the Dalmatian grape Plavac Mali .) 


The work then goes into an encyclopedia 
format covering not only wines and wine regions but 
also technical matters such as yeasts or "pre
certification clones. " The material is well done ; the 
scope is not limited to the United States , as there are 
detailed entries on Canadian and Mexican producers 
as well. While there are a few charts and color photo
graphs , the majority of the pages are simply text. 


There is a wealth of information in this work . 
It provides an impressive overview of North Ameri
can wines and winemaking at the turn of this 
century. Highly recommended . 


Wine-Tasters' Logic. Thinking about Wine and 
Enjoying It by Pat Simon. New York/London: Faber 
& Faber . 199 pp ., softback , $18 . 


There is no question that the author has solid 
credentials . He has been in the wine trade for over 
fifty years and has been a Master of Wine since 1966. 
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Given this wealth of experience, I had expected a 
book that reflected years of contemplation and deep 
insights . Instead I found a work that seems to jump 
from topic to topic covering huge areas - sometimes 
in great depth and other times just musing, leaving 
the reader with no direction or conclusion. 


Some of the material is fascinating . In other 
realms, the author leaves the reader mystified. In 
other areas he seems to make so much out of small 
things. For example, he goes to great lengths to 
detail a procedure whereby one can create bottles of 
a solution with a sediment so that the reader can 
practice decanting. Perhaps it's me, but decanting 
just isn't that hard to do. By setting up such 
elaborate procedure it just makes the task seem more 
daunting than it really is. 


I found this book more confusing and 
puzzling than clarifying my thoughts about the logic 
of winetasting . Not recommended . . 


[Bob Foster's wine book reviews 3ppear regularly in the California 
Grapevine . Permission to reprint is much appreciated . - Ed.) 


AN AFTERWORD: PUSHKIN on WINE 
by Robert Hutton 


[In our last issue, Bob gave us a most interesting look into Russian 
wines and the poetry of Aleksandr Sergeevich Pushkin . He sends 
us an update . - Ed.) 


Dear Tendrils: 
My major reason for writing the Pushkin 


article was to give an introduction to the existence of 
Russian wines, and also make the connection with 
Konstantin Frank and what he had done for wines in 
the Eastern U.S . In anticipation of your welcome 
comments, I would like to put the following infor
mation forward. 


1. The translations of Pushkin's poems are 
my own feeble efforts to give a fairly accurate 
rendition of what the great poet was saying, not 
coming anywhere close to producing a poetic 
impression of the music he wrote. If the Russian text 
would be useful, I can provide it . 


2. The Don Cossack sparkling wine method, 
I have discovered, was the usual method of making 
sparkling wine in cold (high altitude or high latitude) 
regions in many other areas of the world where cold 
weather would stop the fermentation, allowing for a 
period of clearing sediment and rebottling , with 
warmer weather in the spring permitting a second 
fermentation with what was left of the natural sugar. 
It seems that even Champagne was made this way 
until the end of the 17th century. 


3. In Georgia, skins (goat, sheep, or what
ever) were the usual containers for wine as late as 
the early 1900s, while the traditional Georgian 
method of making wine in vats buried in the ground 
(kveri) in wine-cellars (marani) is still very much in 
use, particularly by home winemakers. The sweet 
wines I mentioned were, as I found out from 
Georgian winemakers on my visit there, made mainly 
for the Russians who didn't know any better. The 
local wines the Georgians made and make for 
themselves are dry reds and whites. 


Moldavia is what I called that area of 
Bessarabia. I was corrected in this in my original 
article , written in 1988, because while Bessarabia is 
the area between the Prut and Dniester rivers, 
Moldavia was a medieval kingdom west of the Prut 
River now located in Romania. In 1988, the Soviet 
Union was very much in existence, and the area 
which then was the Moldavian Soviet Socialist 
Republic is now known as the independent Rei,ublic 
of Moldova. 


A NEW AND VALUABLE RESOURCE 
ON THE 


LITERATURE OF THE LOIRE 


Tendril Donald Rice, whose special wine book 
collecting interest is the wines of the Loire Valley, is 
on a mission to document and organize Loire wine 
texts. Although admittedly "a bigger task than I had 
anticipated," he explains: "One of the challenges of 
being a collector of books and publications related to 
Loire Valley wines is that there is no existing 
comprehensive bibliography to work from or use as a 
guide, and relatively few sources of authoritative 
significance. Without a master reference that 
enumerates and describes what has been written, 
locating good primary documents to help understand 
the region's winemaking history requires patience 
and perseverance. Most texts about the Loire supply 
introductory material and perhaps a little more , yet 
comprehensive works are rare , and rarely obvious on 
the bookshelf. . .. much of the best writing is buried 
in periodicals and compilations that by title alone 
might not alert the reader to the valuable content 
therein." Following several years of research, cata
loguing, and annotating , he has uploaded his work to 
a website, and welcomes all input: http://members.ao1 
.com/loireindex/bibintro.html. Interested Tendrils 
are encouraged to check it out - Rice's work is a 
welcome addition to any wine reference library. 







,~..,...~~~ BOOKS & 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


It Wasn't Easy: 
The American Wine Story 


The Book: American Vintage. The Rise of 
American Wine by Paul Lukacs. Boston/New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 2000. 370 pp ., hardback, $28. 


• "Dago Red" sales by Gallo to Chicago and the East 
Coast rose to 350,000 gallons in 1935. 
• "Zapple" and similar wines by the Italian-Swiss 
Winery were lightly carbonated and fruit-flavored; 
some were not even made with grapes. 
• "Torpedo juice" was what we called our distilled 
alcohol. (Gallo plant manager) 
• In the 1960s most U.S.A. sparklers were coarse 
and crude, made from grapes considered not good 
enough for quality still wine. 


Thus does author Paul Lukacs give us the flavor of 
the American wine industry not so long ago in his 
irresistible new book, American Vintage. The Rise of 
American Wine. 


To understand the meteoric rise of American wine 
quality in the last three decades, you must get this 
book and enjoy the lucid description by Prof. Lukacs, 
chairman of the English department at Loyola Col
lege, Maryland, and wine columnist for the Washing
ton Times. However , here are a few more tantalizing 
tidbits. 


• THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM. His parents had remained 
loyal to the British crown during the American 
revolution; their New Jersey estate lay in ruins. 
Penniless, only five feet tall and just twenty-one 
years old, he fled west to rid himself of the royalist 
taint. In the summer of 1803 , he hopped off the 
flatboat at the frontier town of Cincinnati. He 
became America's first commercially successful 
vintner and one of the wealthiest men in the country. 
His name was Nicholas Longworth and his story 
starts on page 10. 
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• THE FRENCH CONNECTION. The arrival of French 
winegrowers greatly improved wines years ago in 
South Africa, Spain (Rioja) and Italy (Chianti). Prof. 
Lukacs tells how they led the charge to upgrade 
California sparklers as well, when, in 1972, Moet & 
Chandon bought 800 acres in the Napa Valley and 
created Domaine Chandon. 


• THE FALL OF BOTTLE AGE. Historically, bottle age 
may have been a mark of class, but the new 
American wines have defined quality somewhat 
differently. More and more of them provide delicious 
drinking when young. 


• THOSE NAPA REDS. As early as 1889, the Napa 
Valley reds were becoming celebrated; a typical 
leader in this new "claret country" was a blend of 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Malbec. 
Modern-day Mondavi continued the quest for quality 
wines , those that could hold their own with the best 
from Europe. 


• CHARDONNAY. "If I were forced to choose only one 
California Chardonnay to drink and cellar each year, 
it probably would be Grgich Hills." Lukacs endorses 
this quote of ace observer James Laube. It is 
interesting that while Mike Grgich appreciates the 
effects of soil, vineyard, &c., he feels the chief factor 
is a good winemaker not making too-large volumes of 
the wine. 


• THE CHANGING CENTRAL VALLEY. Three decades 
ago premium grapes were planted in inappropriate 
areas of California, such as the huge, hot San 
Joaquin Valley. But, modern advances in viticulture 
and enology have made it possible for large-volume 
wineries to produce palatable central valley wines at 
very low costs . 


• THE PROFESSOR PREDICTS . Lukacs notes that "Prof. 
George Husmann, the 19th century's most ardent 
popularizer of American wine, said in 1888, 'Nature 
has designed this to be a great Vineland.' A hundred 
years later, in the last decades of the American 
century, he would be proved right.'' 


And Prof. Paul Lukacs provides a fascinating account 


of how it all ha~ 


[Fred McMillin , whose column has regularly appeared in our 
Newsletter (now Quarterly!) from the beginning, has taught wine 
history for thirty years on three continents. He presem;ly teaches 
a monthly course in San Francisco. - Ed.] 
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ZINFANDEL: A HISTORY OF A GRAPE AND ITS WINE 
by 


Charles L. Sullivan 


INSTALLMENT VII 


Of Pendulums and Roller Coasters: 1970-2000 


f a wine loving Rip Van 
Winkle had tasted the "magic 
flagon" in 1970 and awakened 
thirt y, not twenty, years 
later , he would certainly not 
have been as confused as 
Irving ' s Rip , at least not 
about Zinfandel. Looking 
back three decades he'd not 


be surprised to see the average price of a bottle at 
$20.00 (1970 C$ = $3.90 [C$ = Constant Dollars]) , nor 
would he blink at the large number of the highest 
priced bottles with alcohol readings of more than 
14%. Little could he tell from the current Zin 
condition about the marvelous swings in popularity 
and style that California ' s Zinfandels had undergone 
since 1970 . 


The most important American wine facts of 
the seventies are the rise in per capita consumption 
of wine in this country , and the explosion of the 
interest in fine table wine here , both from Europe 
and from California . Together these historic tend
encies help define the modern U.S . wine re volution in 
its simplest terms . California Zinfandel rode the crest 
of this revolutionary wave . 


In the seventies , for an important segment of 
the American drinking public , wine was a fad . Per 
capita consumption rose continuously through the 
1970s , but peaked in 1985 . Then for the next ten 
years consumption declined steadily by 26% until it 
began turning around in 1996 . For many , Zinfandel 
was also a fad , but a very popular one for more than 
ten years. 


The Zins that attracted the most attention in 
the 1970s were those that were made like fine 
Cabernet Sauvignon , rich , brawny , and loaded with 
tannin/phenolics that told the consumer to lay the 
bottle down as if it were a 1970 Latour . These Zin
fandels also had their own peppery/raspberry fruit 
that distinguished them from Cabernets . (But who 
among us in those years didn't confuse these 
varietals in a blind tasting . A stud y done at UC Davis 
in 1975 indicated that the scholars there regularly 
reversed them when no labels were in view . This 
year I took part in an "old Cabernet " tasting among 
some Napa vintners that was won by a 1977 Napa 
Zinfandel. ) 


The Stats 
Before we look at the Zinfandels of the seventies we 
should examine the statistical basis for their 
production . Statewide acreage of the variety rose 
29.7% for the decade , not much compared to the 
other leading premium varieties (Cabernet Sauvig
non rose 204% and Pinot Noir 193%). But the low 
percentage is partly explained by the much larger 
early base enjoyed by Zinfandel. In all, there was a 
growth of about 2,000 acres in this ten-year period. 
In 1970 Zinfandel acres made up 13.6% of the state's 
wine grape total ; in 1980 it was (!own to 8.6%. (Today 
it is 11 %.) 


The counties with the largest Zinfandel 
growth in acres in the seventies were: 1. San Joaquin 
(Lodi), 2. Monterey , 3. Napa, 4. Sonoma , 5. Mendo
cino . The percentage leaders were : 1. Monterey 
(408 %), 2. Napa (172%) , 3. San Luis Obispo (138%) , 
4. Amador (134%), Mendocino (83%). The largest 
loser was San Bernardino which lost 1,536 acres 
(40%). San Joaquin led throughout the period with 
about 38% of the state's Zinfandel acres ; it still does 
with 39%. San Bernardino was second in 1971 but 
was overtaken by Sonoma in 1972 , with 18%. Sonoma 
still ranks second , but now with only 8% of the 
state ' s total. 


At the beginning of the seventies the 
Zinfandel yield was very low, only about two tons per 
bearing acre, both in the northern coastal counties 
and in the Lodi area . By 1980 this total for the state 
had risen to about 3.5 tons in both areas. 


Shortly before the seventies the price for a 
ton of Zinfandel grapes rarely hit as much as $100 . 
By 1970-72 the average was $222 per ton . North 
Coast Zinfandel went for $4 73 in 1972 ; Lodi grapes 
cost the winery $247. By 1980, when Zinfandel that 
was really red was losing favor , Napa I Sonoma 
growers were still getting about the same prices. Lodi 
Zin had dropped well under $200 . 


The average price of a bottle of Zinfandel 
from the vintages of the early 1970s was about $3.50, 
about $19 .00 in 1999 C$ . I base this figure on my 
analysis of Connoisseurs ' Guide 's ( CG) annual Zin
fandel evaluation that began in 197 4. By 1981 the 
average price had risen to only $6 .62 , an amount 
actually lower than the 1974 figure when corrected 
for price inflation . Most will not enjoy remembering 
the annual percentages of such inflation between 







1979 and 1982 (7.7%; 11.3%; 13.5% and 10.4%) We 
shall return to the reason for this real price decline 
in a moment. 


Definitely Zinfandel? Well, of course, definitely Zinfandel. I TOLD 
you it was Zinfandel. 


The Best Wines? 
Wouldn ' t it be nice to be able objectively to click off 
the best Zinfandels produced between 1971 and 
1980? But all I can conve y are very subjective 
opinions . But some opinions are better than others , 
particularly when the evaluator can ' t see the wine 
label. For this reason I find the results of the San 
Francisco Vintners ' Club 's blind tastings very useful. 
I added up the results of all their Zinfandel tastings 
for these years as if each event were a track meet , 
with 5-3-1 points for the top three. The winner was 
Ridge Vine yards with Joseph Swan a close second . 
Well back came Monteviiia and Rutherford Ranch . 
Fifth place was a virtual dead heat between Gemello , 
Clos du Val and Ravenswood , a late entry in 1976. 


CG is also a good source for such opinions . 
Their tasting panels operate with the labels hidden 
and are usually made up of tasters from many 
elements of the wine industry. (I can attest to this 
view as a member of their Zinfandel panels from 
1975 to 1985.) For the 580 Zins they rated in their 
Zinfandel specials for these years I counted up the 
wines receiving two and three puffs ("distinctive" and 
"exceptional") and learned that Ridge and Swan were 
also their top two producers. Then came Carneros 
Creek, Clos du Val and David Bruce. Readers who 
may wonder at the exclusion of several noted 
producers are reminded that unless a winery was in 
the field 25 years ago it is unlikely that its wines 
could have made either of these lists . 


Harry Waugh 
Before Prohibition a useful anecdotal way of identi
fying the best California wine was to read the 
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comments of European experts . Frederico Pohndorff 
and Charles Oldham , the most famous of these , did 
have commercial connections here that might have 
colored their views . Such is not the case with Harry 
Waugh , who had been in the British wine trade 
thirty years before he came to California in 1964 , 
shortly before retiring from the board of the Harvey's 
Group. Eventually he sat in on a Berkeley Wine and 
Food Society dinner , the guest of William Dickerson 
of later Napa Zinfandel fame. Waugh visited Napa 
and became fascinated by what he saw happening at 
the premium end of the California wine industry. 
From then on he visited the state regularly and 
included his observations , along with comments on 
the European wine scene , in a series of books that 
appeared between 1970 and 1987. In his Pick of the 
Bunch (1970) he told of his reintroduction to 
Zinfandel. Those he had tasted earlier had been so 
much lighter . He noted that what he was tasting in 
the late 1960s would benefit from more time in the 
cellar. He loved the Louis Martini , Parducci and 
Buena Vista Zinfandels from those early years. But 
his favorite in a blind tasting is one of historical 
importance I have already discussed , the 1966 Robert 
Mondavi . In Diary of a Winetaster he told of his 
discovery of Ridge Zinfandels. His favorites were the 
1968 Geyserville and the 1971 Occidental. But he 
reserved his strongest praise for the 1968 Maya
camas Late Harvest , "easily the richest unfortified 
wine I have ever tasted ." 


Later he praised the Zins of Sutter Home , 
Harbor , Chateau Montelena , Swan , Grand Cru , and 
Kenwood . In 1978 he was instrumental in founding 
the Zinfandel Club of London , an organization really 
interested in California wine in general rather than 
the single variety. But in fact , in 1978, summing up 
the remarkable gains made in California wine over 
the previous ten years he chose not to mention 
Zinfandel. In his later books he began complaining of 
a heavy style that he did not like, using terms such 
as "harsh ," "rough, " and "cumbersome." In his final 
book in 1987 I can find only one mention ofZinfandel 
in the 36 pages devoted to his 1986 visit here . We 
shall see that this swing in favor was part of a 
general view held by many wine consumers . 


Amador, Monterey, and Paso Robles 
I have already alluded to the rediscovery of the 
Sierra Foothills in the mid-1960s as a premium grape 
source , first in Amador County's Shenandoah Valley. 
But until the late seventies the greatest success came 
to premium wineries outside the area using foothill 
grapes. The obvious exception was Montevifta under 
Cary Gott, whose briary heavyweights came onto the 
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market with the 1973 vintage. But by 1975 Ridge , 
Sutter Home , Carneros Creek , Mt. Veeder, Gemello , 
Geyser Peak, ZD and others were producing very 
good Amador Zinfandels . The success of the region as 
a winegrowing area is also reflected in acreage 
statistics. In 1970 there were about 400 acres of 
Zinfandel in the region ; by 1980 there were 1,275. 
Now there are well over 2,000 acres of Zinfandel , 
which accounts for about half the wine grape acreage 
for the region. Cabernet Sauvignon comes in a 
distant second with about 500 acres . 


But we can see the seeds of decline in the 
Amador success. Already in 1976 Norman Roby, 
writing for Vintage Magazine , was concerned about 
the heavy , dark flavors in so many Amador Zins. He 
correctly noted that these wines were not for 
everyone. He continued to be enthusiastic about 
Zinfandel as a fine claret grape , but more critical of 
"high alcohol monsters. " 


The Zinfandel story in Monterey County 
during the years of the Wine Revolution is not as 
happy as that of the Sierra Foothills. There were but 
twenty acres there in 1968. In 1971 the number was 
475; in 1974 there were 3,194 acres . The number 
peaked in 1978 and then plummeted . Over the next 
five years more than two square miles of Zinfandel 
vineyard disappeared from Monterey , mostly grafted 
to white varieties. This was part of a general mis
calculation. In the seventies thousands of acres of 
vines were planted all over California in the wrong 
places. What happened in Monterey's Salinas Valley 
was fairly typical. 


Today there are about 1,300 acres of 
Zinfandel in the county , mostly planted in the 
southern portion or in the Carmel Valley where the 
grapes can ripen properly . And if quality can be 
guessed from prices today those of Monterey bring 
about 80% of what Napa Zinfandel fetches . In 1980 
their price had fallen to about 40% of the Napa 
average. 


If we want to find the historic champion of 
Central Coast Zinfandel we must look to the south at 
San Luis Obispo County , specifically to the Paso 
Robles area. There our famed variety has not suf
fered Monterey 's roller coaster ride of the last -~hirty 
years. The county had about 500 acres before the 
Revolution , which pushed the total to about 1,000 in 
the seventies. Since 1994 the total has jumped to 
more than 2,000 . Grape prices are comparable to 
those in the Sierra Foothills , but nothing like those 
of Sonoma which approached $2,000/ton during the 
1999 vintage. Thus , like the Zinfandels of the Sierra 
Foothills , those of the Paso Robles area are often 
seen as delicious bargains in today's market . 


The Pendulum Swings 
The decline of California Zinfandel from the late 
seventies through the mid-eighties is not easily 
explained , at least not the decline ofred Zinfandel in 
the style that made it famous in the early seventies. 
I think a combination of factors was involved, but I 
have no general theory that brings them together. 


Many writers have suggested that the wide 
diversity of styles was near fatal. As early as 1973 
Trader Joe was concerned . "Tell us the mocking
bird 's song and we will tell you the Zinfandel's taste. 
After our blind tasting our panel could form no 
general conclusion as to what Zinfandel ought to 
taste like. " In 1977 Norman Roby devoted an entire 
article to the lack of focus in Zinfandel style. 
"Everyone tinkers with the grape and shapes it into 
some different , often delightful, wine." And even 
though he declared his love for its many wines, 
"nobody can honestly say what it should smell and 
taste like. " Before long more were joining the chorus 
and the market was moving in a direction that 
rejected what writers were seeing as confusion , even 
anarchy. 


The most serious complaint that echoed 
across the country in the late seventies and early 
eighties came mostly from wine and food writers for 
newspapers and centered on the high alcohol "dark 
monsters." In later years explanations of Zinfandel's 
decline , especially from wine writers, tended to focus 
on this facile explanation. But there are some good 
data that tend to belie this simplistic view . 


In 1978 CG evaluated 246 wines in its Zin
fandel review . They thought 9% were undrinkable. Of 
the satisfactory wines they thought that 37% would 
benefit from cellaring. In other words it is difficult to 
conclude that most of the varietal Zinfandels being 
offered consumers then were "dark monsters ." I don't 
believe that the wine being offered the public was the 
problem. Perhaps wine writers' complaints about 
some few specific wines were more to blame for the 
situation. CG noted in their Zinfandel review three 
years later "the falling prestige of Zinfandel at the 
premium end of the scale ." But they went on to argue 
that "there are more attractive, well-made Zinfandels 
being offered now than ever before." 


I think the editors of CG had it correct in 
noting that Zinfandel bottle prices had been flat or 
had been declining while Cabernet prices were 
soaring , partially from ,simple price inflation that was 
countrywide. This was a time (1979-81) when US 
consumer prices rose 43%. It was a great time for us 
Zinfandel consumers but producers were hurting. 
Shortly, several important ones left the field, most 
notably Robert Mondavi. 







It is certainly true that laying down monster 
Zinfandels was a fad that ran out of steam in the 
early eighties . But the general situation is one that 
to me is beyond any simple explanation. In 1982 
Kenwood' s Robert Kozlowski determined to organize 
such as us into a Zinfandel Guild . It fell flat 
primarily from the lack of industry support . At the 
same time wine writer Jerry Mead began one of his 
campaigns , this time to save the Zinfandel. It got 
nowhere , although I treasure my huge ZinFan button 
he gave to all who asked. 


White Zinfandel 
Perhaps the most important factor that made it 
possible for serious Zinfandel producers to stay the 
course was the remarkable development in these 
years of White Zinfandel. The idea of making a white , 
or better a pink , wine from Zinfandel grapes was not 
a new one. George West near Lodi had one in the 
1860s . Arpad Haraszthy had used a "white " Zin
fandel in the first really successful cuvees of his 
"Eclipse " sparkling wine. Charles Wetmore had pro
moted the idea of making a pink wine from the free
run Zinfandel crush in the 1880s, specifically 
pointing to the Lodi area as the place where such a 
wine would be a success. 


David Bruce had made a White Zinfandel in 
the 1960s, but Sutter Home under Bob Trinchero was 
the primary agent for that drink's modern success. It 
began on a small scale in 1972 with a small batch of 
dry pink Zin . By 1980 production of a slightly 
sweeter end product had risen to 25,000 cases . By 
1984 the total had reached 1.5 million cases and 
continued to go up for several years . Other producers 
large and small jumped aboard this Zinfandel 
express. Even Ridge had a white Zin . Many writers 
later contended that the real key to Beringer's 
financial success in the eighties was their popular 
White Zinfandel. 


One of the economic pluses to the producer of 
this style of wine was the fact that it could be on the 
market but a few months after the harvest , thus 
generating an early cash flow not possible with most 
red Zinfandel. There were not a few producers of 
powerful Zinfandels in the 1970s who stayed the 
course in the next decade with a boost from their 
White Zinfandel cash flow. So many men and women 
have told me that they were able to keep producing 
small amounts of rich red Zinfandel because of 
dollars generated by White Zinfandel , that I b.3lieve 
this to be a major factor in the survival of our 
muscled friend in the 1980s . It should be noted that 
Trinchero never gave up on red Zinfandel for a 
moment , producing about 100,000 cases in 1986 . He 
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also made his presence in the red Zinfandel field 
more noticeable by buying Monteviiia in 1988. 


We can see the main source for this White 
Zinfandel flood by examining Central Valley acreage 
statistics. In 1985, understandably, the Lodi area had 
10,000 acres; it had always been Zinfandel country . 
But the unlikely desert counties of Kern, Fresno, 
Madera and Stanislaus had but 510 acres. By 1990 
they had 3,365; by 1996 they had 8,800 . 


White Zinfandel was something of a fad, but 
nothing like Cold Duck or wine coolers . After 1989 
consumption dipped but it is still in the millions of 
gallons. 


Modern Times 
To prepare the reader for the next roller coaster ride 
on the Zinfandel express I should like for a moment 
to come down to very recent history. 


On November 2, 2000 the San Francisco 
Vintners' Club had its almost annual Zinfandel taste
off, pitting the winners and runners-up of the past 
year's tasting against one another. The average price 
of the twelve finalists was $25.33 . The average 
alcohol content was 14.8%. The winning producers 
were Domaine Danica (Sonoma) , Ravenswood, and 
Signorello . None of these wines was an "inky 
monster ." But they all were powerful, complex, with 
excellent varietal definition and the kind of phenolic 
structure that urges its owner to '1ay me down" for a 
few years. But they all could be drunk today with 
pleasure , with the right food. Such could not be said 
of powerful Zinfandels of the late 1970s. 


These high-priced and now virtually un
obtainable wines are symbolic of recent Zinfandel 
history . The renewed interest of red Zinfandel as a 
fine wine in the premium market dates roughly from 
1986-87. In 1983 CG had lamented that "the bloom is 
off the Zinfandel market. " Sutter Home's Bob 
Trinchero admitted that Zinfandel "for the moment 
had lost its status as the darling of wine writers." 
Winery inventories were backing up; the number of 
producers was declining sharply. But CG noted that 
"A few stalwart producers have hung on to their 
sources of grapes and have continued to offer a 
stream of well made wine ." 
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Soon wine writers were beginning to point to 
the greater emphasis on less harsh tannins and 
bright fruit flavors . They also did not overlook the 
value that these fine wines offered . In 1986 you could 
easily buy a bottle of first class Zinfandel , to drink or 
lay down , for $6.50. 


In 1987 for the first time Robert Parker gave 
Zinfandel a special section in his annual Wine 
Advocate review . In 1988 the Los Angeles Times 
cheered the Zinfandel's comeback. CG thought that 
"all current signs indicate that red Zinfandel table 
wine has entered a new phase of popularity , after 
almost half a decade in the doldrums. " 


Now producers with names beginning with R 
were becoming the darlings in this growing market . 
Rosenblum , Ravenswood , Ridge , Rafanelli , for 
example . Hop Kiln won the 1987 Vintners ' Club 
taste-off . Nalle took second and third in 1988 and 
1989. But the Rs took eleven of the 18 top places in 
these three years. By the end of the ~ighties the best 
Zinfandels were still averaging under $10 per bottle 
while Cabernet prices continued to soar . Writers 
were talking about Zinf andel as the affordable 
alternative to the higher priced varietal. 


The reason for the difference can be seen in 
grape prices. From 1988 to 1994 Sonoma Zinfandel 
was steady at $714 to $740 per ton. (In 1999 the 
average per ton was $1,943.) In 1988 Napa Cabernet 
Sauvignon went for $1,235, 73% more than their 
Zinfandel. 


In 1994 the state's total Zinfandel acreage 
reached 38,000, up 26% since 1988. But almost all 
this increase occurred in the Central Valley where 
producers began taking advantage of Zinfandel's 
rising name recognition all over the wine drinking 
portions of the nation. For the most part the 
additional wine from this huge region became part of 
the "fighting varietal " market, affordable, cork
finished wines , usually light and fruity , and ready to 
drink . This aspect of the state's premium varietal 
market has continued to grow as the country's per 
capita table wine consumption began rising again in 
the late eighties . 


Today there are about 52,000 acres of 
Zinfandel in California . Two-thirds of these are in 
the Central Valley and almost 60% of this number 
are in the Lodi area . Almost 90% of the growth in 
Zinfandel acreage since 1990 has been in the Central 
Valley . What makes this growth more remarkable is 
the fact that the Zinfandel yield per acre in that huge 
region almost doubled in the nineties to about six 
tons per acre . In contrast , Sonoma I Napa yields 
have held fairly steady between three and four tons . 


Going into vintage 2000 there were almost 
6,000 acres of Zinfandel vines so young they had not 
yet yielded a crop. Most of these vines are in the 
Central Valley. When they do come to bear they 
have the potential of adding 25,000 ,000 bottles of 
wine to the state's total. 


Wait a minute . You didn't introduce me to 
zinfandel. I introduced you to zinfandel. 


You introduced me to Elizabeth. 


[ Cart oons from Charle s' collection . Our Zinfandel ride continues 
nex t iss ue. - Ed.] 


[Inspired by the Wall Street Journal 's "Open That Bottle 
N ow" column , our vintage poet recen tly opened a 1964 
Martin Ray Caberne t Sauvignon and shared it, talking "old 
time s, " with his friend who had given it to him . The wine, 
they reported, was still very good; the resulting poem is ours 
to enjoy. - Ed.) 


WHEN SHALL I DRINK THIS WINE 
by Marts Beekley 


When shall I drink this wine? 
In the moonlight. 
When shall I drink this wine? 
With candlelight. 
When shall I drink this wine? 
With you in my sight. 
When shall I drink this wine? 
Before we share the night . 
When shall I drink this wine? 
Tonight . -







- NICOLAS , continued from p .2 


Fins were distributed annually in late autumn, but 
dated the next year. Nicolas advised that the wines 
be drunk during the holiday season-fetes de .in 
d'annee and , to insure that they were, notice was 
given that the wines would be "withdrawn from offer 
within a few weeks of the beginning of the year." 


Concerned that the Prestigieuses Bouteilles 
offerings might be more window dressing than fact, 
Edmund Penning-Rowsell, an English wine writer 
who wrote on this subject, visited Nicolas and found 
a plethora of 19th century Bordeaux wines resting 
comfortably in its caves. "When I was inspecting the 
cellars containing some of these bottles , I asked if 
they ever sent out a bottle which on opening proved 
deficient . I was assured that they did not; it was 
often necessary to open a second and even a third 
bottle of some of these very old wines ." The 
admission that more than one bottle sometimes had 
to be opened is not surprising considering their age; 
it was not until 1969, forty-one years after the 
inception of the Liste des Grand Vi"ns, before a wine 
produced in the 20th century was allowed on the 
prestigious bottles list. The Nicolas veneration for old 
wine is not just found in the prestigious wine liatings ; 
it pervades the catalogs from beginning to end . 
Apparently Nicolas' obsession with old wines was not 
entirely shared by its customers , because a 1911 
Montrachet first offered for sale in 1928 was still for 
sale in 1957. 


Red Bordeaux were the emphasis throughout 
the forty-five-year span of the catalogs' existence , 
followed in importance by Sauternes (Ch. d'Yquem 
consistently made the exceptional and prestigious 
bottle lists) and red Burgundies . The 1970 catalog is 
the last listing for Bouteilles Exceptionnelles and 
Prestigieuses Bouteilles , although the 1971 catalog 
offered 1961 Ch . Latour and 1959 Ch . Mouton Roth
schild , exceptional and prestigious wines by anyone's 
standards. 


Although red Burgundy wines never merited 
a Prestigiueses Bouteilles rating , in 1932 a Bou
teilles Exceptionnelle list was added for them. The 
Burgundy Exceptionnelle lists routinely included 
such wines as Chambertin , Romanee Conti , Clos de 
Vougeot, Musigny , Grands Echezeaux , and Corton
Grancy , but with the exception of Vogi.ie and Louis 
Latour , the names of the producers .are rarely given . 
For example , Grands Echezeaux is present on the 
Exceptionnellelists , but whose Grands Echezeaux we 
are never told. Surprisingly , no white Burgundy , in
cluding Montrachet , ever made the Exceptionnelle 
list. 


A sprinkling of wines are offered from other 
regions of France such as the Rhone , Touraine , Jura , 
Champagne , Arbois , Anjou , and Alsace , and a few 
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German and Swiss wines , with an occasional Sherry, 
Madeira or Port , but not in any depth. Dry white 
Bordeaux did not make the lists until 1966, and then 
just two chateaux, Carbonnieux and Laville-Haut 
Brion . 


There exists today an elite hierarchy of red 
Bordeaux wines consisting of chateaux Haut-Brion , 
Lafite-Rothschild, Latour , Ausone, Margaux, Cheval 
Blanc, Mouton-Rothschild, and Petrus. (Chateau Le 
Pin is not included here because it did not come into 
existence until 1979.) 


As far back as 1787, when Thomas Jefferson 
visited Bordeaux, and into the present, Lafite , Mar
gaux , Latour, Haut-Brion, and Mouton have general
ly sold for about the same prices. This price parity is 
broken , of course , when one of these chateaux in a 
particular vintage makes a wine of extraordinary 
quality , such as Latour , Cheval Blanc , and Haut
Brion did in 1961, 1982, and 1989, respectively . The 
Nicolas catalogs reflect throughout the First \..!rowth 
price parity , and recognized Mouton's equality long 
before the French government officially conferred 
First Growth Grand Cru status on Mouton in 1973. 


The two great St. Emilions , Cheval Blanc and 
Ausone , currently sell for a bit more than the five 
First Growths , and this price difference is reflected in 
the Listes des Grands Vins prices. Ausone, whose 
yearly production is miniscule compared to its Medoc 
neighbors , in the early catalogs sold for as much as 
25% more than the First Growths . Cheval Blanc's 
price differential , though narrower, narrowed even 
further in later years. 


In the case of Petrus, however, the past does 
not reflect the present. When Petrus first made an 
appearance in the Nicolas catalogs in 1958, it was not 
the price leader . In fact , comparing its price against 
those of its peers through its last entry in the 1969 
catalog , we find that Petrus usually sold for less . 
Clearly, something extraordinary has happened since 
1969, because Petrus now sells at a premium of three 
and four times its competitors' prices. 


Unfortunately, the Nicolas archives were of 
little help in providing information to round out this 
study. The Nicolas representative advised that what 
information it still had was contained in boxes, and 
related mainly to correspondence with paper 
suppliers about the quality of the paper-obviously of 
high quality because none of the publications show 
any evidence of paper deterioration. No corres
pondence was found between Nicolas and the artists. 


What happened to the original paintings? 
Nicolas does not have a clue. The paintings were 
retained by the artists and, I suspect, are in private 
collections . 


Are the catalogs and special publications still 
available? Yes , and you don't have to go to Paris to 
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find them . A few booksellers offer them for sale over 
the Internet and , in my judgment , they are still 
reasonably priced. But if I were going to compile a 
set of the publications , I would go to Paris. The Inter
net is wonderful , but Paris is much more fun . 


THE CATALOGS AND OTHER SPECIAL 
WINE PUBLICATIONS 


1928: The first Liste des Grands Vins Fins has a dull 
gold cover background with scattered letters tumb
ling down the cover forming the word "NICOLAS." 
The front illustration features the Nicolas wine 
porter (created in 1922 by the artist Dransy) on a 
billboard in a Metro Station with a clutch of wine 
bottles in both hands ; the center pages feature him 
fanning Bordeaux bottles in his left hand and 
Burgundy bottles in his right hand. In the last 
illustration , he is transformed into evening dress 
wearing his porter 's peaked cap , while holding with 
the thumb and index finger of each hand a Bordeaux 
and a Burgundy bottle . The graphic design and , prob
ably the drawings , are by A. M. Cassandre. 12Yz" x 
5V.", 24 pp ., stapled. [See rear cover illus tration . -Ed .] 


1929: The cover is black and features the Nicolas 
porter in gold with the letters "NICOLAS" in red. 
Illustrated with four full-page black-and-white photo
graphs , and small gold marginal drawings of the 
Nicolas wine porter by Charles Martin. Design and 
layout by Cassandre. 9" x 6", 24 pp ., stapled . 


1930 : A gold cover features the Nicolas porter in 
black. Illustrated with two full photographic plates 
reproduced in black and gold with small marginal 
drawings of the porter in red. Design and layout by 
Cassandre . 9Yz" x 7W', 24 pp ., wire spiral-bound. 


With the United States still undergoing the 
convulsions of Prohibition , Nicolas engaged Paul 
Iribe , a multi-talented artist , to design and illustrate 
a series of publications contrasting the virtues of 
wine with the evils of liquor . Iribe (1883-1935) -
illustrator of haut-couture women's fashions , de
signer of textiles , wallpaper , Chanel jewelry, and 
furniture , movie director , and artistic director of 
Cecil B. DeMille's first (silent ) version of the Ten 
Commandments - produced three booklets , each on 
a different theme , that Nicolas issued in 1930 , 1931 
and 1932 . The booklets do not contain wine price 
lists. They are listed below chronologically . 


Blanc et Rouge. Plaquette No.I : La Belle au Bois 
Dormant. 1930. The solid bright red cover , front and 
back , is relieved by the letter "N" in white that 


extends the cover's full length and width . There are 
ten black-and-white full-page drawings by Paul Iribe 
of scenes in an elegant cabaret with text by Georges 
Montorgueil. The essence of the dialogue is that the 
art of eating and the art of drinking wine are in
separable , and that the new enemy of wine , the 
cocktail , is a "social poison." The number of copies 
printed of the regular edition is not stated, but two 
limited editions were issued: 20 copies printed on 
Japanese vellum , and numbered I to XX, and 500 
copies on deluxe paper , numbered 1 to 500. 12W' x 
10", 28 pp. 


1931: The catalog has a blue and silver cover with a 
star shaped die cut in-laid with the letter N. 
Designed and illustrated by A. M. Cassandre with 
color lithographs, one a double-page color center
piece . 9Yz" x 7V.", 26 pp ., wire spiral-bound. 


Rose et Nair . Plaquette No. 2: Le 1~!::wvais Geme. 
1931. The design of the cover is the same as 
Plaquette No.I , but in black and pink . Paul Iribe's 
nine full-page drawings are preceded by a 16-page 
pamphlet titled , "A Modern Dialogue in Three Acts 
and Three Cocktails ," by Rene Benjamin. The inane 
dialogue, between a man a woman , becomes sillier as 
they continue drinking cocktails . All of Iribe's draw
ings feature a cocktail shaker or a reference to 
drinking. The anti-liquor message is perhaps best 
illustrated by a drawing showing a recently married 
couple standing in an open doorway looking into an 
empty room. In the caption , the concierge says , "Here 
is the children's room." The husband replies , "My 
dear , this would make a lovely bar." In addition to 
the regular edition , twenty copies were printed on 
Japanese vellum and 500 copies on delUY.e paper. 
12Yz" X 10", 28 pp. 


1932: Edy Legrand (1882-1970) , painter , prolific book 
illustrator (especially children's books) and set 
designer , is the illustrator . The cover is black with 
color drawings of vineyard scenes. The catalog is 
illustrated with eight full-color plates and twelve 
black-and-white drawings of mythical Bacchanals 
picnicking and frolicking in a forest . Legrand was the 
illustrator of a number of classic novels republished 
by the New York "Limited Editions Club" in the 
1950s and 1960s. Graphics by Cassandre. 9Yz" x 7V.", 
32 pp. , wire spiral-bound. 


Bleu Blanc Rouge. Plaquette No.3. France. 1932. The 
cover is styled in the same manner as the previous 
two plaquettes , but in blue, white , and red. Paul 
Iribe's first drawing depicts a beer stein , and vodka, 
whiskey and mineral water bottles captioned, "Today 
the world gets intoxicated by terrible poisons." Four 







black-and-white two-page foldout drawings illustrate 
the ruinous effects these four libations have had on 
the cultures of Russia , Germany, England and the 
United States - Russia's Utopia , labeled "Dumping," 
or unfair competition; Germany's Mechanism , labeled 
"Gold of the Rhine River ," or industrial pollution; 
England's Imperialism , labeled "Freedom of the 
Seas ," or monetary greed ; America's Megalomania 
labeled "Arbitrator of the World," or gangsterism and 
urban sprawl. The final illustration is a color 
painting of a pastoral French scene with two peasant 
couples enjoying a repast of wine , bread and fruit. 
The caption reads , "But when one drinks wine, one 
doesn't lose one's head." In 
addition to the regular 
edition, twenty copies were 
printed on Japanese vellum 
and 500 copies on deluxe 
paper. 12 W' x 10", 20 pp. 


1933: The metallic silver 
cover decorated with a 
vineyard scene and 21 color 
plates of vineyard scenes are 
by Jean Hugo (1894-1984) , 
the great-grandson of Victor 
Hugo . Hugo was a talented 
artist and illustrator who 
earned a reputation for the 
magnificent stage sets he 
produced for his great-
grandfather's dramas , 
adapting them to a 
contemporary format . He 
designed the stained glass 
windows for the Monastery 
of Sarte in Hury , Belgium, 
and he was engaged by 
Baron Philippe de Rothschild 
to design the 1946 Ch. 
Mouton Rothschild wine 
label. A. M. Cassandre is the 
graphic designer. 9W' x 7'!."; 
32 pp. , wire spiral-bound . 


1934: Alfred Latour (1888-1964) , painter, engraver , 
graphic designer and typographer , provided the wood 
engraved ornaments that decorate the cover and the 
twelve color woodcuts of French country scenes that 
illustrate the catalog. (In 1950, Latour assumed the 
design and layout of the Nicolas publications through 
1965 .) Graphics by Cassandre. 9W' x 7'!.", 32 pp. 
With this issue , a more attractive plastic spiral bind
ing replaced the wire binding . 


1935 : The cover in gold , and decorated with grapes 
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and grape leaves in red and black, set the tone for the 
winemaking theme illustrated by Darcy with six full
color plates and small drawings. Graphics by 
Cassandre. 9W' x 7:Y.", 32 pp. , plastic spiral-bound. 


1936: The cover carries scattered letters spelling 
NICOLAS, partly embossed and partly printed in 
color , and bordered in gray and yellow on a black 
background. Designed and illustrated by A. M. 
Cassandre. 9%" x 7'!.", 48 pp., plastic spiral-bound. 


Man Dacteur le Vin 
In 1936 Etablissements Nicolas issued a special 


publication, Mon 
Docteur le Vin, a 
large (12W' x 10:Y. ") 
formatted work of 


~I'· \• '·f 


'" i 
I~ 


48 pages, illustrated 
with nineteen vi
brant watercolors by 
Raoul Dufy (1877-
1953) . Dufy's paint
ings, brilliantly re
produced by Drae
ger Freres , look al
most like originals. 
The message of the 
book is simple -
wine , when drunk in 
moderation, is 
healthy, a belief 
that is now general
ly medically ac
cepted. The text, by 
noted Paris gastro
nome, Gaston Derys 
(1875-1945),
preceded by Mare-
chal Petain's letter, 
"Hommage au Vin" 
- is filled with 
quotes from doctors 
and others extolling 
the curative powers 


of wme . For example, beneath a Dufy painting 
showing two young women playing tennis, the 
caption (in French) reads : 


"Unbelievable. Who could guess these two are 
mother and daughter. 


No kidding! They look like two sisters to me . 
Well you know, they are from Champagne, 


and their bodies and youth are well maintained by 
the local nectar." 
The cover , also by Dufy , features a black-and-white 
drawing of grapes and grape leaves. The graphics are 
by A. M. Cassandre. The number of copies printed is 
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not stated , but Mon Docteur le Vin is not easy to 
come by. 


1937: No catalog isEsued. 


1938: A brown cover is decorated with a wood 
engraving of a wine pitcher . Bois en Couleurs de 
Galanis, is illustrated with 12 color still-life woodcuts 
by Demetrius Emmanuel Galanis (1882-1966). The 
facing center pages depict a peacock with fanned 
feathers shimmering with iridescent color . Galanis , 
born in Athens , came to Paris to pursue a painting 
career , and he became known for his landscape and 
still-life paintings . Catalog design and layout by 
Cassandre. 9W ' x 7~ ". 44 pp ., plast~c spiral-bound . 


1939: A white background with a black letter "N" 
centered on the cover . Black-and-white drawings and 
watercolor illustrations of a wine harvest by C[arl] 
Erickson (? -1958), a popular illustrator. During the 
1940s and 1950s, Erickson did illustrations for Vogue 
and Harper's Bazaar under the pseudonym of "Eric ." 
Graphics by Cassandre . 9W ' x 7~, " 48 pp. , plastic 
spiral-bound. 


1940-1948 : No publications issued . 


Sous le Signe de ... SERIES 
1949: On all pre-war issues the name or initial of the 
firm had appeared on the cover. Beginning with this 
issue that feature is discarded in favor of a cover 
illustration , and the title is shortened to Liste des 
Grands Vins. The 1949 issue was also the first 
catalog to be issued with the theme Sous le Signe de 
and continued through 1962 . Andre Dignimont 
(1891-1965) is the artist whose six watercolors and 
eight line drawings of Paris scenes grace the cover 
and pages of Sous le Signe de Paris. Dignimont, a 
popular book illustrator and painter , was selected by 
Baron Philippe de Rothschild to illustrate the 1949 
Mouton Rothschild wine label. Graphics by Cassan
dre. 9W' x 7W', 36 pp. , plastic spiral-bound . 


1950: Titled Sous le Signe de Soleil Levant , the 
catalog is illustrated by Japanese artist R. Harada 
with eighteen color paintings of Japanese scenes. 
With this issue Alfred Latour became the graphic 
designer and continued in this capacity through 
1965. 9W ' x 7W', 34 pp ., plastic spiral-bound. 


1951: Red and black letters on a white cover spell out 
Sous le Signe d'Une Vierge Follee de Strasbourg. 
The inside pages are illustrated with eleven black
and-white drawings of sculptures from cathedrals 
and museums throughout France . The artwork is by 
Louis Andre Berthomme-Saint-Andre (1905-1977) , 


painter and engraver. Design and layout by Alfred 
Latour. 9W'x 7~ ". 36 pp ., plastic spiral-bound. 


1952: No catalog published. 


1953: A black cover with the profile of Don Quixote in 
gold. Sous le Signe de Don Qw"chotte features eleven 
Neo-Cubism color plates by Leon Gisch.ia (1903-
1990}-painter , illustrator , ceramist, and designer of 
theatre scenes-with text describing the valiant 
adventures of the knight-errant. Gischia studied 
literature , archaeology and art history before he took 
up painting in 1923. He studied under Fernand Leger 
and developed a style that expressed bold 
composition and the use of decorative colors. 
Gischia's style of painting objects and subjects in 
geometrical patterns with vividly contrasting colors 
is beautifully expressed in Don Quixote's travails in 
the 1953 catalog . Ornaments and graphics by Alfred 
Latour. 9W ' x 7W', 40 pp. , plastic spiral-bound. 


1954 : A pink cover carries the title Sous le Signe de 
Quelques Jolies Filles des Provinces de France. 
Inside are seven full-page watercolors of young 
women in their native costumes , and eight color 
drawings of country scenes by Kees Van Dongen 
(1877-1966) . Dutch by birth , Van Dongen arrived in 
Paris at the age of twenty and soon got caught up in 
the Fauvism movement that was characterized by 
vivid colors , free form , and resulting vibrant and 
decorative effects. He became the friend of the 
movement's leader, Henri Matisse , and with two 
prominent Fauvist artists who illustrated Nicolas 
special wine publications, Raoul Dufy and Andre 
De rain. Van Dongen was in his seventies when he 
painted the works that adorn the 1954 catalog, but 
the vibrant colors express his early Fauvism 
influences. His paintings, widely exhibited , include 
the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Design and 
layout by Alfred Latour . 9W' x 7W', 38 pp ., plastic 
spiral-bound . 







1955: Sous le Signe des ''Still Life"features a cover 
and seventeen color prints by Andre Marchand 
(1907-1990), painter , book illustrator , tapestry , ballet 
and stage set designer. During the course of his 
career , Marchand's artistic style underwent several 
changes. These paintings are representative of his 
1950's style of flattened and abstracted shapes in 
washes of color . An index identifies each work. 
Marchand did a considerable amount of graphic work 
including the illustrations for Andre Gide's Les 
Nourritures terrestres. His works are in the 
collections of many museums including the Pompidou 
and the National Museum of Modern Art in Paris. 
Ornaments and typography are by Alfred Latour. 
9W' x 7Y.," 36 pp ., plastic spiral-bound. 


1956: Nineteen buoyant watercolor scenes by Roland 
Oudot (1897-1981)-painter , book illustrator , stage 
set designer , and designer of tapestries for the 
Gobelins and Aubusson factories - illustrate the 
cover and pages of Sous le Signe L'lle de France . 
Early in his career Oudot worked with Leon Bakst, 
painter of Russian ballet sets , and later as an interior 
decorator. By the 1930s , his artistic reputation was 
established , and he was being exhibited in Australia , 
the U.S. , and European countries . Graphics by Al
fred Latour. 9W' x 7W', 36 pp., plastic spiral-bound. 


1957: The cover of Sous le Signe d 'Une Petite Fille 
shows a pretty young woman wearing a hat and 
summer attire . Constantin (Kostia ) Terechkovitch's 
(1902-1978 ) seventeen watercolors record pleasant 
events in this upper-class woman's life from birth to 
marriage . Terechkovitch arrived in France with his 
family from Russia in 1907 and became a French 
citizen. Although he had a versatile range as a 
painter , Terechkovitch is probably remembered best 
as a portrait artist. His portraits of artist friends , 
such as Matisse , Utrillo , Vlaminck, Braque, Dufy , 
Derain , and Van Dongen , are well-known to museum 
patrons . He is widely owned by museums and private 
collectors . Graphic s by Latour. 9W' x 7Y.", 36 pp ., 
plastic spiral-bound. 


1958: The cover of Sous le Signe du Soleil is adorned 
with the color portrait of a young woman , with vines 
and the mountains of Provence in the background . 
Roger Marcel Limouse's (1894-1990) eighteen vivid 
watercolors (eleven full-color plates ) illustrate the 
catalog. The center pages form a picture of a mother 
and daughter looking from a balcony onto a scene of 
sailboats, mountains , and azure sky . The Musee 
d'Art Moderne de la Ville in Paris owns several of 
Limouse's paintings . Graphic design by Alfred 
Latour . 9W' x 7v.'', 38 pp. , plastic spiral-bound. 
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1959: The children and Mexican scenes that Chris
tian Hugues Caillard (1899-1985) - painter , engrav
er , designer, decorator, and illustrator - created to 
illustrate the cover and pages of Sous le Signe de 
Mexique reflect his reputation for painting in an 
imaginative and exotic style that captures the 
character of a locality . The page ornaments and 
typography are by Alfred Latour . 9W' x 7Y.", 46 pp ., 
plastic spiral-bound . 


1960: The color paintings for Sous le Signe des 
Antilles Fran9aises are by Robert Humblot (1907-
1962). Humblot was a member of a Pa risian group of 
artists known as the Forces Nouvelle that took a 
position against avant-garde movements such as 
Impressionism and Abstraction, advocating that art 
should return to the principles of representative 
drawings while maintaining contact with the subject 
and nature . Humblot fulfills that mandate here by 
providing eighteen pages of watercolor scenes of the 
Antilles and its inhabitants . Design and layout by Al
fred Latour . 9W' x 7v.'', 38 pp ., plastic spiral-bound. 


1961: Georges Rohner (1913) , a friend of Humblot 
and a member of the Forces Nouvelle movement, was 
opposed to abstract painting on the grounds that the 
abstract painter had lost touch with ordinary life. He 
was known for painting strongly constructed still 
lifes , and his cover art work and seventeen pages of 
firmly modeled color paintings in Sous le Signe des 
Frw"ts de la Terre de France reflect his painting style. 
Rohner's paintings were exhibited throughout the 
world , while he expressed his other artistic talents as 
cartoonist , illustrator, and designer of tapestries for 
the Aubusson works . His work is owned by the 
National Museum of Modern Art in Paris. 
Typography and graphics by Alfred Latour. 9W' x 
7W , 38 pp., plastic spiral-bound . 


1962: Andre Minaux (1923-1986) , painter , book illus
trator , lithographic printmaker , and sculptor, was 
known for thickly painted , expressive brush strokes 
in subdued colors to portray scenes of everyday life . 
In the 1960s Minaux's colors brightened, and his 
eleven oil paintings in Sous le Signe de l'Ete de la 
Saint-Martin reflect this change: serene portraits, 
native scenes and still lifes painted in thick expres
sive colors. His works are exhibited at the Pompidou 
and London's Tate Gallery. Graphics by Alfred 
Latour. 9W' x 7Y. ", 34 pp. , plastic spiral-bound. 


LARGE FORMAT CATALOGS 


1963 : This begins the large format (11" x 8W') 
catalogs and the elimination of the spiral binding . 
Bernard Buffet's (1928-1999) watercolors on a bull
fighting theme for the 1963 Liste des Grands Vins 
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epitomizes his early 1960's painting style that em
ployed the use of rich areas of red and blue coloring. 
Buffet achieved artistic success early, and he is 
widely exhibited throughout the world with works in 
the Pompidou and the Vatican . In 1963 the Musee 
Bernard Buffet , devoted entirely to his works, was 
opened in Japan and expanded in 1988. Graphic 
design by Alfred Latour . 11" x 8W', 34 pp. 


1964: The Seven Major Sins (Les Sept Peches Capi
taux) provide the theme for Claude Schurr's (1921-
1994) nine striking abstract paintings. Schurr also 
found outlets for his artistic talents as an illustrator 
and painter of designs for tapestries and mosaics . His 
works are in a number of French museums including 
the National Museum of Modern Art in Paris. The 
catalog contains an index of the paintings' titles. 
Graphics by Alfred Latour . 11" x 8W ', 40 pp . 


1965: This is the last catalog for which Alfred Latour 
served as the graphic designer . The cover and 
fourteen plates of buoyant underwater watercolor 
scenes , Profunders Marines , are by Roger Chapelain
Midy (1904-1992) , painter , illustrator , and costume 
designer . Chapelain-Midy's works are in museums all 
over the world including the Victoria and Albert 
Museum , London , and the National Museum of 
Modern Art, Paris . He was also an illustrator of 
fashionable literary works . 11" x 87'2", 38 pp . 


1966: Eleven vibrant watercolor circus scenes , Gens 
du Voyage, by Paul Guiramand (1926) - painter , 
sculptor , lithographer , and theatrical set designer -
fill the covers and pages of this issue . A few black
and-white drawings round out the illustrations. The 
paintings' titles are indexed . Graphic design is by 
Jean Latour . 11" x 8W', 40 pp . 


1967: The cover illustration of La Chaleur du Terroir 
is a vineyard scene. Maurice Louis Savin's (1894-
1973) bold and earthy color paintings , and five line
drawings of outdoor scenes , occupy 19 of the catalog's 
40 pages. Savin also earned a living as an engraver , 
medalist, and tapestry designer . His paintings are 
well-known to curators and private collectors. Graph
ics by Jean Latour. 11" x 8W'. 


1968: No catalog issued . 


1969: Eve and the Serpent are featured on the cover 
of Bernard Lorjou's (1908-1986 ) Le Paradis Terres 
tre. Lorjou , who painted from childhood and was 
largely self-taught , was also a talented sculptor and 
engraver . He developed a "violentl y expressive style 
in which strong outlines stood out from a lighter 
background and contrasted with decorative elements 


reminiscent of the world of the Hippies and the 
psychedelic ." That style is strikingly evident in the 
twelve color-plates that carry out the forbidden fruit 
theme . Lorjou's paintings are widely collected. De
sign and layout by Jean Latour. 11" x 8W' , 38 pp. 


1970 : French-born Maurice Ghiglion-Green's (1913) 
eight full-color paintings illustrating the cover and 
pages of the 1970 Liste des Grands Vins beautifully 
carry out the title's theme , Les Saisons. Ghiglion
Green 's works have been widely exhibited in the 
United States , England , Switzerland and France . 
Graphic design by Jean Latour. 11" x 8W', 36 pp . 


1971: The cover of Des Alpilles a la Meris illustrated 
with an abstract blaze of colors that depict the 
Mistral. M.[aurice] E.[lie] Sarthou's (1911) bold 
abstract paintings occupy ten of the catalog's thirty
six pages , and continue the southern France theme. 
There is an index of the paintings' titles . Graphics by 
Jean Latour. 11" x 8 W'. 


Le Genie du Vin 
1972: Liste des Grands Vins was not published as an 
artist's illustrated catalog in 1972. It was , however, 
printed on plain white paper and placed as an insert 
in Le Genie du Vi'n, a special publication issued by 
Nicolas to commemorate its 150th (1822-1972) anni
versary. The thirteen color paintings that occupy the 
cover and pages of this beautiful publication are by 
Andre Derain (1880-1954) , painter , sculptor, illus
trator , stage set designer, intellectual , and art 
collector . Success came early to Derain , a friend of 
Matisse , Georges Braque , Pablo Picasso , Maurice 
Vlaminck, and other famous artists, and his works 
are in museums around the world. Classical myth
ology occupied Derain throughout the 1930s, and 
these paintings , commissioned by Nicolas in the late 
thirties , have as themes mythology and wine. The 
paintings are titled: Jupiter ; The Grapes and the 
Animals; Joy and Hope; The Sun; The Birth of 
Dionysus; The Abduction of Dionysus; The Grapes of 
Canaan; The Sleep of Silenus; Persian Tale; Saint 
Martin and the Beggar ; Don Quixote; Rabelais ; and 
Peace of the Heart. The author of the florid text that 
accompanies each painting is not identified . Why 
more than thirty years elapsed between the time the 
works were painted and their publication in 1972 is 
not known , but supposition allows two plausible 
explanations. Initially the publication may have been 
delayed by the commencement of the Second World 
War . After the liberation of France in 1945, Derain 
was branded a Nazis collaborator , and he was 
socially ostracized. Nicolas may have held up 
publishing Derain's works during his lifetime for fear 
of criticism, but eighteen years after his death, 







Derain's artistic genius had out-lived his social 
stigma. The number of copies of the regular printing 
is not stated , but there was a limited edition of 300 
copies, numbered 1 to 300. The colophon notes that 
Le Gem·e du Vin is dedicated "to the glory of the 
wines of France ." 12W' x lOW', [28) pp . 


1973: Paris-born Raymond Guerrier's (1920) abstract 
color paintings illustrate the cover and ten pages of 
the 1973 , and final , Liste des Grands Vins Fins . 
Guerrier's assertive abstract paintings are widely 
known to museum curators and private collectors. 
Design and layout by Jean Latour. ll"x 8W', 38 pp. 


The above includes only Nicolas publications 
issued bound in book, booklet or catalog form , and it 
does not include one- , two- and · four-page artist 
illustrated inserts. 


Nicolas issued wine catalogs or brochures 
after 1973 , but not with the Liste des Grands Vins 
title . The 1974 brochure was titled simply "Nicolas," 
and thereafter , "Nicolas Fins Bouteilles." These 
subsequent publications do not contain originally 
commissioned artwork. For example , the 1976 
brochure contains seven Charles Martin illustrations 
reproduced from the 1928 Monseigneur Le Vin tome , 
and the 1977 brochure contains sections of a 
psychedelic-like graphic of the Nicolas porter created 
by A. M. Cassandre in 1935. 


I have read in a book dealer's catalog that 
"the first list proper was issued in 1927 ." The first 
Liste des Grands Vins Fins was issued in the autumn 
of 1927 , but it was dated 1928. If the book dealer is 
suggesting that the first Liste des Grands Vins Fins 
is dated 1927 , I can only say that I have never seen 
it, or otherwise read about it, and I do not believe 
that it exists. 


A NOTE ON THE SOUR CES 
Penning-Rowsell, Edmund . "The De Luxe Lists of 


Nicolas ," Wine & Food, IWFS , London, 1965. 
Pouterman , J. E. "The Publications of The Etablis


sements Nicolas, Wine Merchants , Paris," 
Signature , London , November 1938. 


Nicolas. [Publications catalogued]. 


A number of art works were consulted but the 
principal source of information about the artists was 
E . Benezit , Dictionnaire Critique et Documentaire 
des Peintres , Sculpteurs , Dessinateurs et Graveurs , 
Grund , 1999. 


I wish to thank Ann Muhvich for help with some of 
the French translations , and the library staff at the 
Baltimore Museum of Art for their assistance. 


ANNOUNCING THE PUBLICATION 
OF 


Vinexlibris Tendrilii 
The Wine Bookplates of 
The Wayward Tendrils 
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The idea for this special, limited edition 
booklet began several years ago with Tendril 
Issac Oelgart and a members survey that 
queried their interest in wine-related book
plates, and in particular, their own. December 
2000 dates the publication of this unique, 
tendril-ly produced twenty-page booklet, 
compiled and privately printed by "Isaak 
Buchlieber" at The Port Lover's Library. An 
engaging prefatory note by the compiler 
introduces the eleven following pages, each 
containing a tipped-in Wayward Tendril 
member original bookplate accompanied by a 
brief description written by the plate's proud 
owner. A select bibliography of wine book.plate 
literature concludes the text. Vinexlibris 
Tendrilii, printed xerographically on 80# 
Mohawk Satin paper and hand-sewn into 100# 
Curtis flannel covers, is strictly limited to 60 
numbered copies. Copies #1-22 are reserved 
for the participants; #23--42 are for sale for the 
benefit of The Wayward Tendrils; #4~ are 
for sale by The Port Lover's Library. Cost is 
$25 (postpaid). 
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WAYWARD TENDRILS 
QUARTERLY 


Vol.11 No.4 A WINE BOOK COLLECTOR'S SOCIETY October 2001 


HOMAGE TO Cocks et Feret 
by 


Stephen Werner . 


[ Tendril and professor of French st University of California-Los 
Angeles , Stephen Werner, acknowledges Cocks et Feret ·as one of 
his special collecting interest.s. To our benefit, he was "Tendril-ly" 
persuaded to share this favorite subject with us. - Ed.] 


''Bordeaux will only ever have one bible. Here 
endeth the lesson." - HUGH JOHNSON, 1986 


ORDEAUX ET 


SES VINS, the 
standard 
reference 
work on the 
wines of the 
Gironde 
edited by 
Cocks and 
Feret, was 
first pub
lished as a 
travel guide 


or Baedeker , and was in fact written in English. The 
volume was designed for tourists journeyir:g to 
Bordeaux , a city with special affinities for those 
holding British passports because of associations 
with the 14th-century English occupation of Guienne 
and its proximity to the vacation area affectionately 
known as "the claret country. " It appeared in 1846 
under the title BORDEAUX : ITS WINES, AND THE CLARET 
COUNTRYwith the name C. Cocks on the title page. 


Charles Cocks, born in London in 1812, was a 
professor of modern languages in the Royal Colleges 
of France (Paris) and held the French version of a 
Ph .D. (l'agregation). Cocks was also a professional 
translator (of Jules Michelet and books having to do 
with Christian themes) . Sometime in the 1840s he 
took up residence in Bordeaux at 50 rue de la Taupe. 
Out of devotion to his adopted city, or a direct 
commission from Longmans, he decided to write a 


handbook to the city's numerous attractions. 
The early pages of the book were conceived as a 


leisurely essay in the manner of Murray's Handbook 
to France (a work with which Cocks was familiar and 
which he cited as an important influence). A graceful 
frontispiece illustration of Bordeaux as seen from the 
heights of Cenon set the tone. Observations followed 
on the history of the city in its Roman , English, and 
French periods, and the interest of monuments like 
the 18th-century theater on the Place de la Comedie 
or the docks on the Place de la Bourse. Cocks offered 
his readers information about excursions to the 
Landes, "a vast, wild, uncultivated desert, seemingly 
disinherited by creation." He was not without 
including in the work ironic comments about the 
superstitious character of the Bordelais , "a people 
who believe in ghosts, witchcraft and the mal donne 
or evil eye." 


It was only in the second part of the book that 
Cocks took up the theme of claret. Some of his 
comments were indeed impressionistic (those dealing 
with picturesque harvest rituals, for example, or local 
festivities) . The ·greater number of them were 
extremely detailed and technical. They drew on 
Cocks' familiarity with earlier texts on claret like 
William Franck's Traite sur Jes Vins du Medoc(1824, 
first edition, with numerous subsequent editions) or 
Jouannet's Statistique de la Gironde (2 vols., Paris, 
1843) as well as the knowledge gained from visits to 
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individual properties sur place. Cocks spoke of proper 
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planting techniques , the best type of wine grapes , 
and what he called "the general process of making 
wine." He provided descriptions of the different types 
of wine p!'oduced in the upper Medoc as in the sur
rounding arrondissements of Libourne and Blaye . 
Lists were offered of claret vintages from 1815-1845 , 
all described as to their advantages and defects. 
. Cocks' greatest powers of critical discrimination were 
on display in his chapter entitled "Classification of 
the Medoc, or Best Claret Wines" (pp 192-198). Here, 
some five years before the celebrated classement of 
1855, he had already worked out a system of sorting 
growths according to the central principle of price 
paid per barrel. It led to the devising of a chart of 
their relative merits (Lafite heading the list for first 
growths , Mouton topping that of second crus)-an 
arrangement uncannily reminiscent of the later 
scheme of 1855. 


FERET FILS 
Cocks ' guide soon came to the attention of Michel 
Feret Fils , the well-established Bordeaux bookseller 
I publisher. Feret recognized the usefulness of 
Cocks' classifying scheme and its value as a 
publishing venture. A translation into French was 
called for. What is not generally known is that Cocks, 
formidably equipped as a wine historian and very 
much at home with the exacting standards of written 
French, was chosen for the task. His translation 
appeared in 1850 under the title BORDEAUX ET SES 
VINS, with the fresh imprimatur of Feret Fils , 15 


.fosses de l'Intendance , Bordeaux. Minor changes (of 
style and pagination) were to be found in this 
"frenchified " version of the English text . Yet the basic 
format was virtually unchanged . Here , presented in 
what might be called the language of le pays 
d 'origine, were key terms like recolte and cepage 
(seveuxor coulantwhere matters of connoisseurship 
were concerned) ; here , too, the central principle of 
growths arranged according to their merit was 
bolstered by powerful association with French 
method and logic. 


Cocks' translation of his own travel guide (now 
impossibly rare ) served as the model for the fourteen 
editions of BORDEAUXETSES VJNS that have followed. 
Many are in different bindings , it is true, yet all are 
devoted to the house of Feret' s editorial principle of 
revising and expanding information contained in 
earlier editions (with the familiar phrase refondue et 
augmentee featured on many later title pages) . 
Informat ion on the technical aspect of wine growing 
was enlarged . Handsome colored maps of the wine 
districts of la Gironde were soon considered essential. 
With ~he second edition , published in 1868 by Feret's 
.son , Edo.uard [1844-1910), who became a distin
guished publisher of books on renological subjects 


and a wine scholar in his own right , the initial 
section on the history of Bordeaux was scrapped (to 
be published separately as Guide de l'Etranger a 
Bordeaux ... ). The most significant editorial change , 
however , concerned the introduction , in this same 
edition, of engraved illustrations of the chateaux 
whose history formed the backbone of BORDEAUXETSES 


VJNS. 


EUGENE VERGEZ 
Beginning with the third French edition in 1874, the 
chateaux vignetteswere the work of Eugene Vergez , 
Bordeaux-born landscape artist , and the illustrator of 
Edouard Feret's Statistique Generale du Departe
ment de la Gironde brought out the same year. The 
editions ofVergez's work are of considerable interest 
as historical documents; but they also possess the 
aesthetic qualitie ·s often encountered in pictorial 
reference books. These qualities are present , for 
example , in the beauty of Beychevelle with its Louis 
XV fa~ade , the stately Issan with its moat , the 
eighteenth-century tower of Chateau Latour. They 
come across with greatest intensity , however , when 
Vergez 's illustrations are looked upon as a group. 
Drawn as isolated tableaux (as virtually all of them 
were) , removed from any contact with farm imple
ments , laborers or other jarring details of real life in 
France , they stand as a kind of dream landscape . 
They evoke a vision of claret country at a moment of 
supreme achievement untouched by phylloxera or the 
''black rot"- the chateaux of Margaux, Pauillac , or 
St .Julien as given over to the enterprise of growing , 
harvesting and turning grapes into bottles of wine 
from which the Gironde derived both its economic 
stabilit y and undying fame . 


The name of Charles Cocks has been removed 
from the cover of the most recent editions of BOR 


DEAUX ET SES VINS and replaced by Edouard Feret . Yet 
it is surely the dual entry .of Cocks et Feret that will 
always be first in the mind of those drawn to the 
romance of old wine books. It highlights a publishing 
and scholarly association of great distinction and 
originality undertaken by these inhabitants of 
France 's fourth city- the one a Bordeaux resident of 
long standing , the other a Bordelais by adoption-out 
of which emerged yet another contribution to a long 
line of illustrated French reference books already 
swollen with the plates of Diderot's Encyclopedie or 
the Grand Dictionnaire Larousse. The venture also 
gave rise to a set of volumes well deserving of an 
over-worked , yet surely appropriate , term of honor 
a reference text that is not only a useful handbook to 
claret country or even an introduction to its merits , 
but "the bible of Bordeaux ." 







BORDEAUX ET SES VINS ~~u 
[Compiled by Gail Unzelman] -


D 1846 - Bordeaux: Its Wines, and the Claret Cozmtry. 
C. Cocks . London : Longman , Brown , Green, and 
Longmans , Paternoster -Row. xii , 215 pp. Frontis
piece engraving : "General View of Bordeaux . From 
the Hills of Cenon. " [1st EDITION] 


D 1850 - Guide de l'Etranger a Bordeaux et dans la 
Gironde. J Bordeaux se,; Environs et ses Vins Classes 
par Ordre de Merite . Par Charles Cocks . Bordeaux : 
Feret Fils , Libraire-Editeur , 15 fosses de l'Inten
dance. 319 pp. [1st FRENCH ed.] 


• Illustrated with four engraved plates of promi
nent civic structures , and a folded "Plan de 
Bordeaux , 1850." 
0 • Also, 1984 facsimile reprint edition 
published by Feret et Fils . 


D 1868 - Ch. Cocks J Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite. Deuxieme Edition , entierement 
refondue par EDOUARD FERET . Paris: V. Masson & 
Fils , Editeurs I Bordeaux: Feret & Fils , Editeurs , 15 
cours de l'Intendance . iii , 471 pp . [2nd FRENCH ed .] 


• "Enrichie de soixante-treize vues des principaux 
chateaux vinicoles de la Gironde ." NOTE : Two 
copies examined had 72 leaves of illustrations , not 
73 as declared on the title page. Many (aJl?) of 
these illustrations are by Charles Lallemand 
(some signed , some not) , and are identical to his 
engravings in Charles de Lorbac's Les Richesses 
Gastronomiques de la France, Jes Vins de Bor
deaux , c.1867-1868 . 


D 1874 - Ch. Cocks J Bord:Jaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite. Troisieme Edition , refondue et aug
mentee par EDOUARD FERET . Paris : G. Masson I 
Bordeaux : Feret & Fils . viii , 604 pp . [3rd FRENCH] 


• "Enrichie de 255 vues des principaux chateaux 
vinicoles de la Gironde dessinees par Eug. 
VERGEZ'' 
• This is the first edition with illustrations by 
Vergez , all in-text , rather than full-page plates as 
in the 2nd edition six years earlier. 


D 1881 - Ch. Cocks J Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite . 4th Edition , refondue et augmentee 
par EDOUARD FERET . Paris: G. Masson I Bordeaux : 
Feret & Fils. viii , 636 pp. + 8 maps in color (3 of 
them fold-outs) [4th FRENCH ed .] 


• "Enrichie de 225 vues de chateaux vinicoles 
dessinees par Eug . VERGEZ" 
• This is the first edition with maps . 


0 1883 - Ch. Cocks J Bordeaux and Its Wines. Classed by 
Order of Men "t. 2nd English Edition , Improved by 
EDOUARD FERET . Illustrated by Eug . Vergez. Paris: 
G. Masson I Bordeaux: Feret & Fils . xii, 616 pp. + 8 
color maps (3 of them folding) . [2nd ENGLISH ed ., 
translated from the 4tli French ed .] 
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D • Also, · 1995 facsimile reprint edition, pub
lished in England by Clive Coates , limited to 500 
numbered copies. 


D 1886 - Ch. Cocks J Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite. 5th Edition , refondue et aug
mentee par EDOUARD FERET . Paris: G. Masson I 
Bordeaux: Feret & Fils. x, 635 pp. [5th FRENCH ed.] 


• "Enrichie de 225 vues de chateaux vinicoles 
dessinees par Eug . VERGEZ," with a frontispiece 
folding color map & 8 other color maps . 


D 1893 - Ch. Cocks J Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite. Sixieme Edition , refondue et aug
mentee par EDOUARD FERET . Paris: G. Masson I 
Bordeaux: Feret & Fils. x, 794 pp . [6th FRENCH ed .] 


• "Enrichie de 400 vues de chateaux vinicoles 
dessinees par Eug. VERGEZ," with a frontispiece 
color map & 10 other color maps. 
0 • Also , a German edition: Bordeaux und Seine 
Weine. Translated from the 6th French ed. by 
Paul Wendt. Stettin : Friedrich Naegel. 854 pp . 


D 1898 - Ch. Cocks I Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite. Septieme Edition, refondue et 
augmentee par EDOUARD FERET. Bordeaux: Feret 
& Fils I Paris: .Libraires Associes . xix, 859 pp. [7th 
FRENCH ed.] 


• "Enrichie d'environ 450 vues de chateaux vini
coles dessinees par Eug . VERGEZ," and 11 maps in 
color (all but one folding) . 


D 1899 - Bordeaux and Its Wines . Classed by Order of 
Merit. Third English edition , translated by M. 
Ravenscroft from the 7th French edition . Bordeaux: 
Feret & Fils . 831 pp. [3rd ENGLISH ed .] 


• The next English edition would not appear until 
almost 100 years later , in 1986. 


D 1908 - Ch. Cocks I Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes par 
Ordre de Merite. 8th Edition , refondue et augmen
tee par EDOUARD FERET . Bordeaux: Feret & Fils I 
Paris: L. Mulo. xxviii , 1116 pp. [8th FRENCH ed.] 


• "Enrichie d'environ 700 vues de chateaux vini
coles ," and 10 color maps (all but one folding) . 
• This is the first edition to include photographs 
in addition to the regular illustrations, and the 
last edition published by Edouard Feret before his 
death in 1910. 


D 1922 - Ch. Cocks et Ed. Feret I Bordeaux et ses Vins 
Classes par Ordre de Merite. Neuvieme Edition , 
refondue et augmentee. Bordeaux: Feret & Fils . xxii , 
1130 pp . [9th FRENCH ed .] 


• "Enrichie d'environ 700 vues de chateaux vini
coles ," frontispiece folding color map (15" x 18"). 


D 1929 - Ch. Cocks et Ed . Feret I Bordeaux et ses Vins 
Classes par Ordre de Merite. Dixieme Edition , revue 
et augmentee. Bordeaux : Feret & Fils. xiv, 1294 pp. 
[10th FRENCH ed.] 


• "Enrichie de plus de 900 vues de chateaux vini
coles," and two folding color maps . 
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D 1949 - Ch. Cocks et Ed. Feret I Bordeaux et ses Vins 
Classes par Ordre de Merite. Onzie~e Edition , revue 
et mise a jour . Bordeaux : Feret & Fils. xi, 1135 pp. 
[11th FRENCH ed.] 


• "lllustree de nombreuses vues de chateaux vini
coles ," frontispiece folding color map (15" x 18"). 


D 1969 - Ch. Cocks et Ed. Feret I Bordeaux et ses Vins 
Classes par Ordre de .!v.lerite. Douzieme Edition , re
fondue et augmentee par Claude Feret. Bordeaux: 
Feret & Fils . xviii , 1744 pp. [12th FRENCH ed.] 


• "Illustree d'un millier de vues de chateaux vini
coles," and a large folding map laid-in . 
• Claude Feret (1910-1995) was the grandson of 
Edouard , and carried on the work of the family 
publishing house located in the rue de Grassi . 
D • Also, a corrected & enlarged edition , January 
1974. 1791pp. 


D 1982 - Edouard Feret I Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes 
par Ordre de Merite dans Chaque Commune . 
Treizieme Edition , refondue et augmentee par 
Claude Feret . Bordeaux: Feret & Fils . 1887 pp . 
[13th FRENCH ed .] 


• "Illustree de douze cents vues de chateaux vini
coles ," and color folding map (36" x 26"), "Carte 
Vinicole de la Gironde ," laid-in. 
• This is the first edition to ap.pear without the 
name of Cocks on t:!:ie cover ; also in this year the 
traditional size of the book , 7" x 5", was ofnec~s
sity enlarged to 9%" x 7". 
D • A 3rd printing , 1986. 


D 1986 - Edouard Feret I Bordeaux and Its Wines. 
Classified in Order of Merit within each Commune. 
Thirteenth Edition , remodelled and enlarged by 
Claude Feret . Bordeaux: Feret et Fils . 1867 pp. [4th 
ENGLISH ed .-the first in almost 100 years-a 
"complete and unabridged translation " of the 13th 
French ed.] 


• "Illustrated with twelve hundred pictures of 
vinicultural chateaux ," color folding map , "Carte 
Vinicole de la Gironde " (36" x 26"), laid-in . 
• NOTE: In his informative preface tracing the 
book's publication history , Hugh Johnson says 
that the now-familiar chateaux engravings were 
introduced in the 1881, 4th French edition (see 
1874,.3rµ French ed.). This mistake is repeated in 
the preface to the 1998, 5th English edition. E. 
Penning-Rows£,ll (see "Sources " at end) first made 
this mis-statement in his 1975 article . 


D 1991- Edouard Feret I Bordeaux et ses Vins Classes 
par Ordre de Merite dans Chaque Commune. 
Quatorzieme Edition , refondue et augmentee par 
Claude Feret et Marc-Henry Lemay . Bordeaux: Feret 
& Fils . 1975 pp . [14th FRENCH ed.] 


• [32] pages ofplat')s ; illustrations ; maps . 


D 1995 - Marc-Henry Lemay I Bordeaux et ses Vins 
Classes par Ordre de Merite dans Chaque Commune . 
Quinzieme Edition , refondue et augmentee par Marc
Henry Lemay. Bordeaux: Editions Feret. 2012 pp. 
[15th FRENCH ed.] 


• 800 illustrations; folded , color map (34" x 26") 
laid-in. 


D 1998 - Cocks - Ed Feret I Bordeaux and Its Wines. 
Classified in Order of Merit within each Commune. 
Fifteenth Edition revised and enlarged by Marc
Henry Lemay. New York: John Wiley & Sons I Bor
deaux: Editions Feret . 2111 pp . [5th ENGLISH ed.] 


• "The 150th Anniversary Edition (1846-1996) ." 
• 800 illustrations ; folded , color map (34" x 26") 
laid-in . 


~~~~~~~SOURCES~~~~~~~~ 
Buehler , Eberhard. Wine & Gastronomy . Catalogue C, 


1997, pp.29-33 . 
Dictionnaire Critique et Documentaire des Paintres, &ulp


teurs, Dessinateurs et Graveurs ... Paris: Grund, 1976. 
Penning-Rowsell , Edm. "The Bible of Bordeaux- Cocks & 


Feret." Vintage Magazine , August 1975, pp.42-45 . 
Sonoma County Wine Library , Healdsburg , CA. Bo 


Simons , Wine Librarian 
Unzelman , Gail G. Wine & Gastronomy . A New Short 


Title Bibliography Guide ... Santa Rosa, CA: Nomis 
Press , 1990. 


Unzelman Library , Santa Rosa , CA. 
Vicaire , Georges. Bibliographie Gastronomique. London : 


Holland Press , 1978. NOTE : Vicaire incorrectly lists : 2nd 
English ed . [1883) as 1882; 5th French ed . (1886) as 1885. 
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~ ., NEWS j 
& NOTES ,, 


Welcome! to our new Tendrils: Cornell Univer
sity , Frank E. Lee Library , NY State Agricultural 
Experiment Station at Geneva (630 W. North St ., 
Geneva , New York 14456); Kelli Dever (10654 W. 
Excalibur, Boise, ID 83713); Paul Hofer (11248 S. 
Turner, Ontario, CA 91761); Lynn Keller (1477 
Patton Dr, Boulder, CO 80303); Andrew Senbert 
(75 Extension Street, Mansfield , PA 16933); and 
Jonathan Jensen (16 Kensington Park, Bloomfield, 
CT 06002) who inherited from his uncle the core of 
his 150-book collection ; "J.J." has a special interest in 
the social history of wine (including humour) and the 
history of wine production in the Roman Empire . 


www .secondharvestbooks.net 
Tendril Warren Johnson , proprietor of Second 
Harvest Books in Florence , Oregon , is up and run
ning on the net. He cordially invites all Tendrils to 
browse his stock of used wine books. 


A TENDRIL LIBRARY FOR SALE: 
20th Century WINE & ALCOHOLIC 


BEVERAGES !! 
A collection of more than 500 books dating 
from the 1920s to 1990, the library 
represents many years of wandering 
through bookshops in the U.S. and 
England. All books are in very good to 
excellent condition; almost all are in 
English. A listing of books is available. 
My hope is that the library would remain 
intact . Best reasonable offer takes all. 
Contact RICHARD ROBIN at rrobin@lmu.edu 
or (310) 642.3090 . 


"MONUMENTAL" BOOK 
The Global Encyclopedia of Wine by thirty-six 
authors , edited by Peter Forrestal. Australia: Global 
Publications/USA: Wine Appreciation Guild , 912 pp. 
The W .A.G. offers a gift-boxed book and CD ROM for 
$75. Tendril Jeffrey Benson, the book's contributor 
on places such as India , China, Korea, Thailand , 
Ethiopia and Zimbabwe , sent us a note saying the 
encyclopedia "is an enormous book full of in-depth 
information and photographs relating to all the wine 
growing regions of the world , regardless of how 
remote and small ." 


"FRITSCH SALE" CATALOGUE 
Tendril Hans Weiss , proprietor of Bibliothec~ Gas
tronomica Antiquariat in Zurich , offers a special 
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price to Tendril members for copies of Une 
Bibliotheque Bachique, auction catalogue of the 
Kilian Fritsch Collection (Paris: G. Oberle , 1993). 
This lavishly illustrated, well-annotated, 313-page, 
hard-bound catalogue (with prices realized) is an 
important, but scarce, reference work appreciated by 
all serious wine book collectors. The W-T special 
price is 90 Sfr (mention membership when ordering). 
Hans' e-mail: bibliotheca .gastronomica@bluewin.ch. 


BROWSING ... 
• The 4-page section on the ''Literature of Wine" in 
The Oxford Companion to Wine (Oxford University 
Press, 1994) offers an excellent overall view of wine 
writing from classical times to the present day. 
Within the text, written by Christopher Fielden, 
individual writers and topics are indexed for further 
reading . • "A Check List of English & American 
Books on Wine, Wine Glasses and Vessels " appeared 
in Wine and Food (No.41, Spring 1944). Presumably 
compiled by editor Andre L. Simon, the 14-page list 
includes a number of "available second-hand copies" 
(priced) , e.g. Barry's Observations ... on the Wines of 
the Ancients , 1775. 30s. Bertall's La Vi"gne, 1878. 42s. 
Etablissements Nicolas: Monseigneur le Vin. Bor
deaux. Burgundy. Anjou-Touraine , Alsace ... Each 
15s. ["Please send. "] If any member would like a 
photocopy of the Check List, contact your editor. 


Vinexlibris Tendrilii 
A few copies of this special, limited edition booklet of 
''The Wine Bookplates of The Wayward Tendrils " are 
still available for $25. (See Vol.11 No.I, p.19 for full 
details of the printing.) Send your orders to W-T, 
P .O. Box 9023 , Santa Rosa , CA 95405 . 


Revue de Viticulture Articles 
Tendril Don Rice sends a generous offer : "I have 
recently come across several articles from the 1890s 
(in French and published in the Revue de Viticulture) 
which were written by T. V. Munson of Texas, and a 
few pieces by other authors (Gos, Guicheteau, 
Marlatt) which I thought might also be of interes ·t. 
Most are regarding rootstocks and American grape 
varieties , which undoubtedly were of great interest 
during the phylloxera crisis. If any Tendrils would 
be interested in these essays , I would be happy to 
make copies. " [donaldrice@cs.com or check your 
Roster for his mailing I phone numbers] 


MUNSON, T.V. "Les Vignes Americaines en Amerique ." 
Janvier 1894 . 


__ . "Explorations Viticoles dans le Texas ." Oct 1894. 
__ . ''Les Portes-Greffes des Terrains Crayeux Secs ... " 


Janvier 1895. 
__ . ''Les Vignes Americaines en Amerique ." Fev 1895. 


[cont 'd. page 15) 
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THE EAGER OENOGRAPHERS 
With ·a Select List of Books on 


Grape Growing and Winemaking 
Important in 19th Century Australia 


by 
Valmai Hankel & Dennis Hall 


[In our las t iss ue we enjoyed in-depth visits with the earhest of 
Australia's enthusiastic wine-growing colonists and their "yeasty 
writings ." We condude our "bibulous bibliographic " journey with 
further visits and a checklist . - Ed.) 


INSTALLMENT II - CONCLUSION 


he new everyman 's oenology 
included such titles as W. E. 
Malet ' s TheAustralian Wine
Growers Manual (Sydney, 
1876); Francois de Castella's 
Handbook on Viticulture for 
Victoria (Melbourne , 1891); 
George Sutherland's South 
Austrahan Winegrowers 


Manual ; a Practi_cal Guide to the Art of Viticulture in 
South Australia (Adelaide , 1892); and A. J . Downey's 
TheAustralian .Grapegrowers ' Manual. For the Use 
ofBeginners(Melbourne , 1895). These books draw on 
over half a century of Australian experience with 
viticulture. Sutherland 's and de Castella's , in partic
ular , are extremely able handbooks · in which large 
practical experience is presented with admirable 
lucidity. They are very different from the illiterate 
ambiguities so often published by agricultural 
department mouthpieces today . 


The wine bibliographies omit a small book , The 
Coonawarra Frw l Colony and Yallum Estate , near 
Penola , South Australia by W. Catton Grasby 
(Adelaide , 1899) , that deserves to be known because 
of Grasby's enthusiastic belief in the future of 
-Coonawarra claret which , he says , "promises to have 
a very high and wide reputation-indeed, there is no 
doubt but that it will be a beautiful wine of good 
body , fine colour , delicate bouquet , and low alcoholic 
strength ." 


The eager enthusiasm and ever-seeking faith of 
the viticultural pioneers is witnessed most of all in 
the writings of Ebenezer Ward and Hubert de 
Castella , optimists , visionaries , true believers in an 
Australian win .~ industry . 


EBENEZER WARD 
Ebenezer Ward visited nearly fifty South Australian 
vineyards and orchards , wrote a series of descriptive 
and appreciative articles for The South Austrahan 
Advertiser and Weekly Chronicle , and published 
them as a book , The Vineyards and Orchards of 
South Australia. First series , in 1862. Some existing 


vineyards were omitted , and the second series, im
plied in the title , must have been planned to include 
them . It did noi appear . 


An extract from Ward 's introduction is typical of 
the approach of the educated colonist to wine and 
wine making: 


South Australia will without doubt become one 
of the most important Wine countries of the 
world. The experiments of the last twenty years 
have proved the advantages of its soil and 
climate, and enough practical knowledge has 
been acquired to enable its Vignerons to guard 
against the common errors which so frequently 
produced discouragement in the earlier days of 
the Colony. And I venture to say that the 
enthusiasm for his business which is shared by 
every Vinegrower I have encountered in the 
Colony will have the effect of speedily 
overcoming whatever difficulties remain to 
impede the general recognition of the value of 
South Australian Wines . The attempt to make 
good Wine is elevated into the earnest , 
persevering effort to make a better , and the best . 
Every cottager who has half a rood of vines in 
his garden (and there are few who have not) has 
all the pride of ambition as to the quality of his 
wine, and will grudge no exertion . .. in the 
acquirement of knowledge, or in downright hard 
work. 


Ward has used all the key words-experiment , 
practical knowledge , enthusiasm , persevering effort , 
hard work, pride , quahl y, acquirement of know
ledge-and he has introduced the wine-growing 
cottager who was believed to be a necessary inhabi
tant of the antipodean utopia. His book demonstrates 
that the very new vignerons were indeed willing to 
work, to experiment , to acquire knowledge, to try all 
available grape varieties (and these were many) , to 
appraise varietal wines, and to strive happily for 
excellence . 


In spite of his rhetoric , Ward's book is as fasci
nating as a stone-built wine-cellar on a hot day. 
Although he wrote only twenty-six years after the 
settlement of South Australia , he was able to des
cribe large estates , carefully planned , with home
steads laid out with care and foresight around houses 
built of quarried stone . His lavish descriptions-of 
grounds planted with an amazing variety of native 
and exotic trees -and shrubs (including an apple 
named the Yellow Wesleyan and called the Bilious 
Methodist) , of vineyards , orchards , huge plant 
nurseries , stables furnished with polished native 
woods-are charming. They are also historically 
important, for they describe the environment that 
produced the South Australian wine estates. In 
particular , reading between Ward's euphoric lines 
one can see the "gentlemen of Adelaide ," hard-







working men with considerable skills in organisation 
and management, with eager and enquiring minds 
exploring both the world's wine literature and their 
own micro-environments with the curious persistence 
that took Sturt and Stuart across the inland deserts. 
The sort of men who spent lamp-lit evenings with 
books, microscopes, and glasses of wine. 


Ward 's book is by no means all suggestion . He 
describes the methods of winemaking of the 1860s, 
with the antipodean vinoprogenitors eagerly arguing 
the merits of treading, sq1:eezing or crushing grapes, 
discussing the undesirability of bruised seeds in the 
must , the necessity for cleanliness , for lime on floors 
and sulphur fumes in hogsheads. Experiment, trial 
and invention range from Mr. Williams' grape 
stripper and John Wrathall Bull's crusher to Mr. 
Evans ' apparatus for keeping fermenting wines 
under carbon dioxide. And the list of grape varieties 
grown and evaluated is formidable. 


Reading Ward , one sees plain signposts to the 
future: the gentlemen with their energy , capital, and 
willingness to experiment, founding what were to 
become great wine firms; the smaller vignerons 
depending on the technical knowledge won by the 
gentlemen until they finally abandoned winemaking 
to concentrate on their vineyards. A future that 
seems to have ended , or at least to have finished its 
grand period, with the wave of takeovers that has 
submerged South Australian wineries under a flood 
of commercial exploitation , with its consequent scum 
of barbecue wines . 


HUBERTdeCASTELLA 
The most lyrical and entertaining of our nineteenth 
century oenographers was Hubert de Castella , whose 
Notes d'un Vigneron Australien (Melbourne , 1882) 
and John Bull 's Vineyard (Melbourne , 1886) are 
exuberant books , running over with rich bonhomie , 
loving detail and good advice. 


A naturalised migrant from Switzerland , de 
Castella was an optimist , like most of the early 
oenographers , an enthusiast for Australia , for wine , 
and for the "contentment " of the happy wine
drinking Australian worker . But he was also a 
practical winemaker , excited by the richness of his 
adopted land, by the problems of vinification, and the 
mysteries of science. In his first book he merely 
mentions Pasteur ; four years later , in John Bull's 
Vineyard, he shows an almost child-like pride and 
excitement in his belief that he alone realised the 
significance of Pasteur's discovery that yeasts exist 
on the skin of the grape , and not ~n its flesh and 
juice . 


Notes d 'un Vigneron AustraHen has recently 
been translated with an informative introduction and 
notes by C. B. Thornton-Smith and published by 
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Kenneth Hince, antiquarian bookseller of Melbourne. 
While many episodes and ideas appear in both Notes 
and John Bull's Vineyard, the Notes , intended to 
interest the French public in Australia and the 
Australian wine industry, is more realistic. It relates 
financial hardships and other problems, including 
disastrous choices of grape varieties and viticultural 
methods in the unknown Australian climate , that are 
glossed over in the second book. 


De Castella deplored the making in Victoria of 
the sort of wines to be expected from growers who 
drank no wine, and he recollects one "amateur vig
neron who had his grapes carried on the zinc roofs of 
his sheds and cellars, and, previous to crushing them, 
left them for two days improving under a burning 
sun. " He looks at wine exhibitions where (sur
prisingly modern) wine judges "indulging in self
glorification , instead of favouring clean, dry wines , as 
light as their climate can produce , adjudicate the 
greatest number of prizes to what their list of awards 
call sweet full-bodied red , and sweet full-bodied 
white-abomination of desolation ." 


[From de Castella , John Bull's Vineyard, 1886) 


His delight and pride in ''Victorian sauvignon" 
reveals itself in several anecdotes , including one in 
which the sauvignon and a Chateau Lafite are served 
in swapped bottles in a "great Melbourne club ." His 
vignettes of Victorian vignerons and the hospitality 
of the times are vivid and charming. He wrote : 
''Wine growing is an enticing pursuit . It is an art , a 
bond of hospitality , pride to the host and good 
humour to his friend. " That is the testament of 
Hubert de Castella , a: man who gave more to Aus
tralia than he ever took from it . 


THE COMIC ELEMENT 
The old oenography was not all informed enthusiasm 
and hard-won expertise . The comic element had 
appeared by 1883 when Leo Moonen read his paper, 
AustraHan Wines, to the Victorian Chamber of 
Manufacturers. 


"Really competent judges and discriminating 
experts have pronounced the Wines of Australia 
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worthy of the highest possible awards .... " We have 
"excellent white wines, possessing less acidity, more 
body and aroma , even than Rhenish wines of any but 
the highest class. " Vines should be planted because 
"the demand will come with the supply." But "it may, 
to unthinking persons , appear strange that the wines 
of Australia have not , favoured as they are by soil 
and climate , reached perfection in a single bound ." 
They have such _"natural alcoholic strength" that, 
whereas "Bordeaux or Burgundy wines go 'flat' when 
left uncorked, an Australian wine will not ." Of 
course we need to improve our peerless wines and 
give them "that 'mysterious ' quality known to 
connoisseurs as character ," but this is a bit tough 
owing to the lack of cheap and skilled labour . And 
even if our plank is a bit rough , a few local names 
- "even ... aboriginal " -<:ould give it a boost. And of 
·course our winemakers lack experience, so "it would 
be advisable to invite labourers from Spain and 
Portugal ." 


Then there was Samuel-later Sir Samuel
Davenport who was a partner with Dr . Kelly and 
other Adelaide worthies in the Tintara vineyard later 
owned by the Hardy family. In 1872 Davenport 
delivered a paper on The Fermentation of Grape 
Juice and , reading his solemn marshalling of windy 
authorities , including Guyot , and his allusions to a 
mysterious "vegeto-animal matter analogous to and 
also called 'leaven ' or 'yeast ' or 'ferment '," it is hard 
to believe that Louis Pasteur had been working for 
fifteen years at the Ecole Normale ; and that in 
another twenty years J. A. Despeissis in The Vine
y ard and the Cellar; with Two Chapters on Wine 
Fermentation and Racking (Sydney , 1894) could 
prophesy that distinct races of yeast would in future 
be cultivated for the fermentation of red and white 
table wines , ports, sherries and champagne. 


PROFESSOR ROOS 
Our bibulous bibliography must end with Professor 
. L. Roos , whose L 'Industrie Vinicole Meridionale 
(Paris , 1898) was translated by Raymond Dubois and 
W. Percy Wilkinson and published as Wine-Making 
in Hot Climates (Melbourne , 1900). Roos wrote for 
vignerons who , only thirty years after Dr . Kelly , had 
made room in their cellars for burettes and balances , 
hydrometers , stills and microscopes , for patent 
mechanical crushers and presses , pumping and 
cooling systems-<:omplexities that would have 
daunted even Busby and Macarthur . 


His book · is written for people at least 
acquainted with wine chemistry and , instead of the 
old perplexities about agents of fermentation , it has 
portraits of wine-yeasts , and of the bacteria now held 
responsible for spoilage. As might be expected from 
its title , much space is given to the problem of 


controlling fermentation temperatures, which had 
always obsessed Australian vignerons , and there is 
an appendix which quotes five pages from Dr. Kelly's 
The Vine in Australia of 1841 (sic), and twenty-two 
pages on The Control of the Temperature in Wine 
Fermentation by A. P. Hayne (University of Chicago , 
1897). 


But Roos understood that there were Edens 
barred to the oenologist. Since he wrote, some 
attempts have been made to crash the Gates; but 
Bryce Rankine , in his Wines and Wineries of the 
Barossa Valley(Brisbane, 1971), has pointed a wiser 
approach to the Garden: ''We are now finding that 
our ideas about the compounds responsible for the 
taste of wine were very naive. It is seldom the 
presence or absence of one compound which causes 
the difference in :flavour and aroma between two 
sound wines. Rather, it is the complicated interaction 
of changes in concentration of many compounds .... 
We are beginning to learn about wine :flavour and 
aroma , but we still have a long way to go." 


Seventy-three years earlier , Roos had under
stood something of this: "The tasting is very complex, 
and exceeedingly difficult to analyse .... We must 
apply for the tasting trial to wine merchants, who 
always have a tendency to judge more favourably 
types of wine adapted to their own particular trade ." 


In general , the old oenographers wrote first for 
the privileged amateurs des vins, later for the sweaty 
blockers . In the twentieth century , as the great wine 
firms fought to achieve excellence - for its own sake, 
and to survive in bitter economic climates-and 
before they were degraded into wine factories , the 
tendency has been to the publication of a pop. lit . on 
one hand - a propaganda for plonk - and on the 
other a respectable technical literature. Both can be 
puzzling to the honest and thirsty citizen. But 
whatever remains good in our winemaking is a 
consequence of the interest , enthusiasm , hard work 
and willingness to experiment of our predecessors . 


The eager oenographers of nineteenth century 
Australia produced books that are informative , 
entertaining , vigorously human , and rich in the 
source material of colonial , technological and 
scientific history. Today they exist only as a few well
used copies , which are eagerly sought by book 
collectors. Any collector who succeeds in owning one 
of these books should remember that he possesses a 
fragile portion of our past , something as unique and 
irreplaceable as the last bottle of a once-great 
vintage. 







,g. A SELECT LIST OF BOOKS ON 
GRAPE GROWING AND WINEMAKING 


IMPORTANT IN 19th CENTURY AUSTRALIA 


BELPERROUD , JOHN . The vine ; with instructions for its 
cultivation , for a period of six years ; the treatment of 
the soil , and how to make wine from Victorian 
grapes . Being two essays .. . [by J . Belperroud and D. 
L. Pettavel] . Geelong , 1859 . 97 pp . (Reprinted by 
Casuarina Press , 1979.) 


BLEASDALE, JOHN I. (1822-1884) . An essay on the wines 
sent to the Intercolonial Exhibition by the Colonies of 
Victoria , New South Wales and South Australia , with 
critical remarks on the present condition and 
prospects of the wine industry in Australia . 
Melbourne , 1876. 35 pp. 


___ . On colonial wines . A paper read before the 
Royal Society ofVictoria , 13th May , 1867. Melbourne , 
1867. 24 pp. 


___ . On wines . Melbourne , 1873. 33 pp . 
___ . Pure native wine considered as an article of food 


and luxury , and the growing of it as an industry 
admirably suited to South Australia . Adelaide , 1868 . 
24pp . 


BURGES S, H. T. (1839-1923). The fruit of the vine. Ade 
laide , 1878. 138 pp. 


BUSBY, JAMES (1801-1871) . Catalogue of vines in the 
Botanic Garden , Sydne y, introduced into the colony 
of New South Wales in the year 1832. Sydney , 1842 . 
11 pp. 


___ . Journal of a tour through some of the vineyards 
of Spain and France. Sydney , 1833 . 138 pp. (Re
printed by David Ell Press , Sydney , 1979.) 


___ . A manual of plain directions .for planting and 
cultivating vineyards , and for making wine , in New 
South Wales . Sydney , 1830 . 96 pp . (Reprinted by 
David Ell Press , Sydney , 1979 .) 


___ . A treatise on the culture of the vine and the art 
of making wine. Sydney , 1825. 270 pp . (Reprinted by 
David Ell Press , Sydne:v, 1979 .) 


CASTELLA, FRANCOIS DE (1867-1953) . Handbook on viti
culture for Victoria. Melbourne , 1891. 184 pp. 


CASTELLA, HUBERT DE (1825-1907 ). John Bull's vineyard ; 
Australian sketches. Melbourne , 1886. 263 pp. 


___ . Notes d 'un vigneron Australien. Melbourne, 
1882 . 87 pp. 


___ . Notes of an Australian vine-grower. Translated 
with preface and notes , by C. B. Thornton-Smith . 
Melbourne : Mast Gully Press , 1979. 75 pp . 800 copies . 


CONFERENCE OF FRUIT-GROWERS AND VINE-GROWERS , 
Sydney , June 1890. Report of the Conference ofFruit
growers and Vine-growers , together with appendices . 
Sydney , 1890. 144 pp . 


CONFERENCE OF VINE-GROWERS ' ASSOCIATIONS , Mel
bourne , 1894. Proceedings of Conference of Vine
growers' Associations . Melbourne , 1894 . 88 pp . 
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DAVENPORT, S. (1818-1906) . The fermentation of grape 
juice. Adelaide , 1872 . 6 pp . 


DESPEISSIS , J . A. (1860-1927). The handbook of horti
culture and viticulture of Western Australia. Perth, 
1895. 138 pp. 


___ . The vineyard and the cellar; with two chapters 
on wine fermentation and racking. Sydney , 1894 . 
76pp. 


DOWNEY, A J . The Australian grapegrowers manual. For 
the use of beginners. Melbourne , 1895. 70 pp. 


FALLON, JAMES T. (1823?-1886). The wines of Australia. 
London , 1876. 47 pp . 


GRASBY, W. CATTON (1859-1930). The Coonawarra Fruit 
Colony and Yallum Estate , near Penola , South 
Australia . Adelaide , 1899 . 40 pp . 


GUYOT, JULES (1808-1872) . Culture of the vine and 
wine making . Melbourne , 1865 . 108 pp . 


HARDY, THOMAS (1830-1912). Notes on vineyards in 
America and Europe. Adelaide , 1885 . 134 pp . 


___ . Vigneron abroad ; trip to South Africa. Adelaide , 
1899 . 33 pp . 


KELLY, ALEXANDER C. (1811-1877) . The vine in Aus
tralia . Melbourne, 1861. 216 pp . (Reprinted by David 
Ell Press , Sydney , 1980 . Two-volume set , including 
the following title; 1000 copies.) 


___ . Wine-growing in Australia , and the teachings of 
modern writers on vine-culture and wine-making . 
Adelaide , 1867 . 234 pp . (Reprinted by David Ell 
Press , Sydney , 1980 . See previous title.) 


KECHT, JOHANN S. Improved practical culture of the vine. 
Sydney , 1843. 44 pp. 


KING, JAMES (1800-1857) . Australia may be an extensive 
wine-growing country . Edinburgh , 1857 . 16 pp . 


KRICHAUFF , F . E. H. W. (1824-1904) . The future of our 
wine industry and the results of manuring vineyards 
in Europe and Australia . Adelaide , 1899. 36 pp . 


KYNGDON, F. B. Wine-culture in New South Wales. 
Sydney , 1899. 14 pp . 


LEADER, newspaper(Melbourne). Wine and raisin making 
[at Thomas Hardy 's Bankside Vineyards]. Adelaide , 
1875 . 8 pp. 


[MACARTHUR, J . and W.] Some account of the vineyards at 
Camden , on the Nepean River , forty miles south west 
of Sydney , the property of James [1798-1867) and 
William [1800-1882) Macarthur. London , 1849 (i.e. 
1851). 11 pp . 


MACARTHUR, Sir WILLIAM. Letters on the culture of the 
vine , fermentation , and the management of wine in 
the cellar , by Maro [Sir Wm . Macarthur] . Sydney , 
1844. 153 pp. . 


McEWIN , GEORGE (1815-1885) . The South Australian 
vigneron and gardeners' manual : containing plain 
practical directions for the cultivation of the vine ... 
Adelaide , 1843. 124 pp . 







___ .. The South Australian vigneron and gardeners' 
manual: containing pla;n practical directions for the 
cultivation of the vine ... 2nd ed., revised and en
larged. Adelaide , 1871. 134 pp . 


MALET, WILLIAM E. The Australian wine-growers 
manual. Sydney , 1876. 255 pp . 


MAZADE, M. First steps in ampelography: a guide to facili
tate the recognition of vines. Translated by R. Dubois 
and W.P . Wilkinson . Melbourne , 1900. 95 pp. 


MITCHELL , THOMAS L. (1792-1855) . Notes on the culti
vation of the vine and the olive , and on the methods 
of making wine and oil ... Sydney , 1849. 39 pp. 


MOONEN , L. Australian wines ; a paper read at a special 
meeting of the Chamber on Monday , 23rd April , 
1883. Melbourne , 1883 . 20 pp. 


OLIVE AND THE VINE, adapted for South Australia. 
Gawler , 1871. 12 pp . 


ROOS , L. Wine-making in hot climates. Translated by R. 
Dubois & W.P. Wilkinson . Melbourne , 1900. 273 pp. 


SEARLE, G. (1845-1927). The grape-vine and its cultiva
tion in Queensland . Brisbane , 1888. 17 pp . 


SEPPELT , (B.) AND SONS LTD. Views of Seppeltsfield , South 
Australia . Adelaide , 1899. 76 pp . 


SUTHERLAND , GEORGE (1855-1905) . The South Aus 
tralian vine-grower 's manual ; a practical guide to the 
art of viticulture in South Australia . Adelaide , 1892. 
176 pp. 


SU'ITOR, GEORGE (177 4-1859) . The culture of the grape
vine , and the orange , in Australia and New Zealand 
... London , 1843 . 184 pp . 


V., pseud The vine and wine-making in Victoria , by "V'' 
and "Beberrao". Melbourne , 1861. 64 pp. 


VILLANlS , P. Theoretical and practical notes upon wine
making and the treatment of wines, exclusively 
applied to Australian wines . Adelaide , 1884. 107 pp . 


WARD, EBENEZER (1837-1917). The vineyards and or
chards of South Australia. First series. Being a series 
of articles written expressly for the South Australian 
Advertiser and Weekly Chronicle , and now reprinted 
from those journals . Adelaide , 1862. 78 pp . (Re
printed by Sullivan 's Cove, Adelaide , 1979 ; 750 
numbered copies .) 


YOUNG, E. B. What inducements can we offer to vine
growing ? Adelaide , 1892. 12 pp. 


On Jancis Robinson: 
A BOOK REVIEW and A CHECKLIST 


by 
Allan Shields 


Tasting Pleasure: Confessions of a Wine Lover by 
Jancis Robinson . New York I London: Viking Pen
guin , 1997. 342 pp. Index . 


n her replete 
and amazing 
web site (http: 
//www .jancisro 
binson.com/jr9 
O.htm) , Jancis 
Robinson in
vites readers 
who are curi
ous about her 
life story: " ... 
you could 
plough your 


way through my autobiographical memoir .... " Candor 
fairly flows from her as wine from a wineskin or bota. 
Depending largely upon the interests one brings to 
the work (and she is right: it is work) , the drudgery 
of ploughing may be mitigated. The more au courant 
about wine you are ; the more you feel comfortable in 
the company of tasters who speak and understand 
French ; the more curious you are about the royalty of 
wine writers , tasters , and critics, such as Robert M. 
Parker, Jr., Hugh Johnson , Robert Mondavi , etc. , the 
more you may enjoy the book. Though she is not an 
acerbic critic of vintners or other wine writers , she is 
clearly capable, when treating the royalty in the 
court of wine , of leaving no throne unstoned. Jancis 
(if she will excuse the first name use) is her own 
woman . Repeatedly , she reminds the reader emphati
cally that she is a wine writer, not a critic, and not a 
professional taster in the trade . Her constant safe
guards against being thought to be in the pockets of 
chateaux , merchants , traders, or vintners are reas
surances of her "objectivity ," really her "subjective 
detachment ," and independence as a writer . 


For over twenty years , she has written, on 
average, a book per year (not counting translations), 
most of them solid contributions to the literature 
recognized by the cognoscenti. Since this auto
biography was published in 1997, she has produced 
five new titles. Some of her books have been 
translated into Portuguese, Japanese , French, 
German , Danish , and Finnish . Constant and 
numerous awards have descended upon her for her 
wine writings. She passed the demanding , rigorous 
exams the first try to become a prestigious Master of 
Wine (MW) in 1984, and was awarded an Honorary 







Doctorate by the Open University (UK) in 1997. In 
Europe , her appearances on television , radio, and on 
video are well known . 


Her autobiography is unique in this regard: No
where does she state the year , month , or day of her 
birth . Instead , she emerges in 1971, a full-blown 
scribe of Bacchus , from St. Anne's College , Oxford , a 
product in "Maths and Philosophy ." Not until 1975, 
when she wrote her first wine piece , did she find her 
calling. 


To state the conclusion now and get it over with , 
Jancis ' autobiography is a progress report , not any
thing like a final assessment or summing up. It is an 
elaborate announcement that she is prepared to 
launch into the next volcanic phase of her hyper
active life , warning us all to be prepared to read 
more : it is coming and it promises to be worth 
waiting for . 


Her gifts as an anecdotist allow us to share her 
worldwide relationships with wine men (and some 
few women) . From California to Asia , from Asia 
Minor to the east coast of the United States, she has 
entered enthusiastically into the web of wine. Her 
characterization of Robert Parker, Jr. , significantly 
placed at the book 's end , is generous with wise 
reservations . She says he is a wine critic who works 
from glass to glass , while she writes her way directly 
into the full context of wines-geography , human 
beings , cultures , history , ampelography , viticulture , 
and the enological arts-enough to fill three 
encyclopedic volumes as well as her daily writings. 
Parker assigns a summary number : 85 or 90. Jancis 
adds more anecdotes and interviews. Parker is 
supremely selfconfident . Jancis finds still more 
reason to be hesitant . 


Her book is predominantly about the wines , 
wine tastings , vintages . Many of the elaborate 
dinner-tastings , banquets in castles are marathons , 
some starting at high noon and lasting until three or 
four the next morning. Through it all , at least in 
hindsight , she tries to stay focused on her major 
responsibility: writing. She admits to swallowing 
wine on occasion , and even found some of her notes 
less than legible. 


Some topics on which she expands in her lively, 
running st yle are the ridiculous pricing (cost) and 
marketing of wine ; the place of alcoh9l in the culture 
of wine , its effect on health and safety , including 
inebriation and related forbidden topics ; the many , 
creative ways of tasting and judging wine values
blind tasting (brown bagging it) , comparison tasting, 
group tasting , repeated (and comparative) tasting, 
and "formal tasting. " She discusses wine auctions 
and their faux hype ; the importance of external 
factors affecting taste values, such as one ' s emotional 
state , illness , even the weather ; and, yes , she has a 
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family, husband Nick Lander and three "vintage " 
children. 


About half way through the book , one realizes 
that Jancis is speaking in tongues about wine, in 
argots we could call, variously, winespeak , plant
palaver , vitistalk, bottlebinbanter, and corkchat. (No 
charge for these novel neologisms , which my com
puter rejects, too.) The only real danger for a reader 
in these different tongues she speaks lies in the 
discovery that you may come to find yourself actually 
understanding her meanings . 


On the other hand , her style of writing is nearly 
conversational (albeit sprinkled with Brit idioms and 
endless French names), sounding as though what you 
read as headlong-uninterrupted-machine-gun-deliv
ered-richly-informed chat actually appears on the 
page just as she wrote it down at first flush. Most of 
it was written, too , from old, detailed , if cryptic notes . 
In the rush to go to press, she produced sentences 
like these (while . some harried editor must have 
simply shrugged): 


"Funnily enough , however , when years later both of us 
were invited to join a famous French tasting group to 
evaluate a great range of red bordeaux , it was me and not 
him who turned out to have the dubious honor of tasting 
closest to the group norm." 


"Ernst George, the little Czech so beloved by Liz Morcom 
and I, ... " 


These are not isolated examples. Such con
fusions of objective -subjective cases no doubt fall 
easily on the aural , if not the inner , ear when 
imagined to be spoken with a clipped, British accent, 
but would not get past an editor in New York or San 
Francisco. Who cares? We can only hope that a sequel 
will read as well , as richly vinous, perhaps printed 
with purple , grape-colored ink, so that Jancis may 
continue her chatter about her three favorite 
subjects: wine , food, and words. Perhaps we will then 
learn more about Nick , the bunch of kids-and her 
birth date . 


JANCIS ROBINSON: BOOKS ON WINE 
[Compiled by Gail Unzelman - Listed Chronologically] 


D 1979 - The Wine Book: A Straight Forward Guide to 
Better Buying and Drinking for Less Money . London: 
Fontana I A. & C. Black. 255 pp. D Revised , 1983. 


D 1980- Which? Wine Guide. London : Consumers Assn . 
I Hodder Stoughton . 0 Also , 1981 edition. 


D 1982 - The Great Wine Book. London: Sidgwick & 
Jackson I NY: Wm . Morrow. 240 pp . 
• Gabler , p.227 : ''The special quality of ... this book ... 
concentrates on the personalities behind the world's 
greatest wines .... A handsome book that includes over 
300 color photographs , wine labels and maps. " 
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0 1983 - Masterglass. A Practical Course in Wine Tast
ing . London I Sydney: Pan Books . 176 pp . D USA 
(272 pp) and Japanese edition , 1987. 


D 1986 - Vines, Grapes & Wines. London: M. Beazley I 
NY: Alfred Knopf. 280 pp . Also published in French, 
German, Danish, and Finnish. 
• Robinson's "first major reference book" and "the 
first complete guide to grape varieties and the wines 
made from them." Clicquot Wine Book of the Year. 


[From Vines, Grapes & Wines] 


D 1987 - Jancis Robinsons Food & Wine Adventures . 
London : Headline . 96 pp . 


0 1988 - The Demon Drink. London: M. Beazley. D Re
published in 1994 (London : Cedar) as How to Handle 
Your Drink. 


D 1989 - Vintage Timecharts. The Pedigree and Per
formance of Fine Wines to the Year 2000. London: M. 
Beazley I NY: Weidenfeld. 176 pp. Also published in 
French and German . 


D 1994- '!'he Oxford Companion to Wine. Editor . Oxford 
I NY: Oxford University Press . 1087 pp . D German 
edition , Hallwag , 1995; D French ed ., Hachette, 1996; 
D Danish ed. , GAD, 1997; D 2nd ed. , rev ., Oxford Uni
versity Press , 1999. 819 pp ; D Japanese ed. , 2001. 
• Winner of nine prestigious book awards , including 
Clicquot Wine Book of the Year , Andre Simon Me
morial Award , and the Glenfiddich Award . Robinson 
calls this book ''her pride and joy''; several have called 
it "the greatest wine book ever published." 


D 1995 - Jancis Robinsons Wine Course. London: BBC 
Books. D USA ed ., NY: Abbeville Press, 1996. 320 pp . 
D Also , German & French eds ., 1996. D Japanese 
edition , 1999 . 
• Designed to be a complete introduction to wine , it 
was written for Robinson's 10-part BBC TV series. 
Voted Wine Book of the Year and Television Pro-


gramme of the Year by the Wine Guild of the UK. 
0 1996 - Jancis Robinsons Guide to Wine Grapes. Lon


don: Oxford University Press . 232 pp. D Also, Dan
ish , German , and Japanese editions. 
• An up-to-date , compact, pocket-guide to thE: world's 
relevant wine grape varieties. 


D 1997 - Tasting Pleasure. Confessions of a Wine Lover . 
NY I London : Viking Penguin . 342 pp. 0 UK edition 
is titled Confessions of a Wine Lover. 


D 1999 - Jancis Robinson Tastes the Best Portuguese 
Table Wines. [Portugal] : Edicoes Cotovia . 274 pp. D 
Also a Portuguese translation . 
• A handy pocket book discussing 250 of Portugal's 
best wines currently available on export markets. 


0 2001 - Jancis Robinsons Concise Wine Companion . 
London: Oxford University Press. 640 pp. 
• Here , "the meatiest bits of the second edition of The 
Oxford Companion to Wine are condensed and pack
aged into a convenient (if thick) paper-back. " 


D 2001 - Jancis Robinsons Wine-Tasting Workbook. How 
to Taste . London: Conran Octopus. 208 pp. D U.S . 
edition : How to Taste . A Guide to Enjoying Wine. 
New York: Simon & Schuster. 
• A heavily revised version of Robinson's 1983 
Masterglass. 


D 2001 - Hugh Johnsons World Atlas of Wine, 5th ed ., 
completely revised and updated by Jancis Robinson . 


[Related Reading : See Bo Simons , «An Interview with Jancis 
Robinson ,» in Wayward Tendril s (Vol.5 #3, July 1995) - Ed.) 


~ ~~~~~r . ~~ -'Q'o 
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"We don't have any!" 







THE 
DELTA 


COLLECTION 
by 


Robert W. Hutton ©2001 


[Bob Hutton, a retired cataloguer for the Library of Congress with 
a penchant for wine, especially Eastern European , treats us to 
another look at the great library's books . - Ed.] 


a previous article, 'Wine 
at the Library of Con
gress" [Vol.6 No.3, July 1996), 


I made a reference to 
some catalog cards I found 
at the Library with rather 
strange triangles drawn 
on them . Since I had 
started work at the Li
brary of Congress in the 
"old" days, when we still 
used catalog cards rather 
than computers, I soon 


was able to start noticing and collecting some of the 
bits of Library history that have been lost now that 
the catalog record has been computerized . 


Why the triangles? How have they been lost? 
And just what was their meaning on the cards? Well, 
the triangles were added to the catalog cards of books 
which were sent off to what we used to call the Delta 
Collection . In popular parlance , that meant the dirty 
book collection , the corner of the library where 
pornography was sequestered. In actual fact , it was 
the special place where books which were in danger 
of being destroyed or dismantled by virtue (or lack of 
it!) of their character and content had to be held for 
their physical safety . Pornography had to be saved 
under some sort of special sanctuary or it would be 
stolen . Given the expense of storing such stuff in the 
Rare Book Library , with its air conditioning , an 
expensive rarity for those days , something like the 
Delta Collection was set up for those books deemed in 
danger , without needing the special care required by 
really rare books . 


That's understandable. But what about the 
books on booze? Were they really pornographic? One 
suspects that the Library authorities were not so 
much concerned about the effects of such books on 
susceptible souls , but on the danger presented to 
such books by susceptible souls newly released from 
the constraints of Prohibition who would be tempted 
to rip out useful pages from those books, in the 
absence of our present copying machines. For such 
fine-tuning one has to look at the dates such books 
were sent into exile , as it were. Alas , from the 
examples we show , the dates of committing to Delta , 
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or for returning from, are not shown on the front of 
the card; they were written on the reverse side, 
which was not copied . Neither was such information 
transferred to the current computer record . However, 
we can see from the date of publication that almost 
all the nefarious works were published just before or 
after the date of the repeal of Prohibition, and 
therefore were deemed in danger of being molested. 


I must add that the cards here listed are not the 
only ones that were in such a situation. They are 
simply a representative sample, as best I could find 
them. There are probably more, now lost to memory, 
since only the official cataloging information has 
been transferred to the current electronic form . 
That's one of the prices we have to pay for progress. 


A SAMPLING OF DELTA CARDS 


Wine and Wine-Making 
Ozias , Blake. How the Modern Hostess Serves Wine; a 


Practical Handook with Menus, Recipes and Table 
Settings. New York: Epicurean Press , 1934. 


Franz, Arnulf. The New Wine Book. Information and 
Directions for making Wine .from Grapes, Raisins, 
Oranges, Berries ... LA: Western Beverage Corp., 1934. 


Rolli , Otto. Wine for Home and Medicinal Use. Canton, 
OH, 1933. 


Schenley Import Corporation. A Series of Artides devoted 
to Imported Wines and Liqueurs , .from Notes taken at 
Lectures given by the Schenley Wine & Spirit Corp. to 
its Selling Force, Nov . 1933. NY: Schenley , 1933. 


Schoonmaker , Frank. The Complete Wine Book. New 
York : Simon & Schuster, 1934. 


Simon , Andre L. The Wines of France. New York: The 
Wine & Food Society, 1935. 


,rua: AMT irrn .onfft. 


Fnuiz, Amalf. 
The new wine book, by A.rnulf Fl"Ul%; information and 


din,ct.ions for making wine from grapes, raiaina, o.-uigu, 
berries, and frah or dried fruit. Los .A..ngelea, c.alif., Western 
beverage corporation 1"111Mi 


Collfonu 1D • ,e.neral wa7 to 'Du zwa• wel.Abocla' b7 l"r1edr1dl 
Bauer which ,... pabUabed ID ClermanJ'. ID 111211. ,:f. J'oNwoni. 


"nnt ~ICDA ed.itJOD lQU." 


1. Wlae and wlAe malclD&- L Bauer, l'rledrtch. Du - welnb9$. 
IL TlU&. 


Library or Coasr


- -- Cop12. ~ 
Cop7rl&bt ~ 14li2'1 


Liquors 


TPll4&.rr 11134 


Altschul, Ira D. Drinks as they were Made before Pro
hibition. Santa Barbara : Schauer Press , 1934. 


Anderson , Frederick. Handbook of Modern Cocktails. 
Stamford , CT: J.O . Dahl , 1934. 


Anderson , Russell. 100 Famous Cocktails; the Romance of 
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Wines and Liquors , Etiquette, Recipes ... New York : 
Kenilworth Press , 1934 . 


Atherton , Emmett [pseud] . Here's How. Seattle : Pacific 
Publications, 1933. 


Bailey, Alfred J. The Mixologist ... a Complete and Up-to
date Guide for the Business Establishment and Home 
Buffet. Denver : AJ . Bailey , 1934. 


Banning, Kendall . The Squire's Recipes ; being a Reprint 
of an Odd Little Volume... Chicago : Brothers of the 
Book, 1912. 


Beverage Research Bureau . A Manual on Beers , Wines 
and Liquors for Everybody. Alliance , Ohio: Beverage 
Research Bureau , 1934 . 


Boothby, William T. "Cocktail Bill " Boothby's World 
Drinks and How to Mix Them . San Francisco: Re
corder Printing Co., 1934. 


Bowen , Harvey E. The Mixer . SF: Select Puhl. , 1933 . 
Bredenbek , Magnus. What shall We Drink? Popular 


Drinks , Recipes and Toasts. NY: Carlyle House , 1934. 
Brown , Florence Isabella . The Bartender's Friend A 


Compilation of the Best in Mixicology ... both Old and 
New ... NY: Jarmor Publishing Co., 1933. 


Burke , Harman Burney . Burke's Complete Cocktail & 
Drinking Recipes ... New York : Books , Inc. 1934. 


rxi,JF·:· tIQ~o~ . 


.ft: 
:r:::... .Banning, Xend&ll, ·1879-


.. The . squire's recipes; being a reprint of an odd little ·· 
·,·otnmo as -done by Kendall Banning . Chicago, Brothers 
of the book, 1912. 


,36i P. · m- . fl.OO 


Cohan , Erwin . "Here 's How " by Clegg [pseud] . Phila : 
Columbia Publishing , 1933. 


Culver , John Breckenridge. The Gentle Art of Drinking . 
New York: Ready Reference Co., 1930 . 


Massard , Secondin . The Art and Secrets in the Manu
facture of Wines and Liquors according to Ancient and 
Modern International Methods ... New York : La Vogue 
Publishing Co., 1934 . 


Meyer , Jean Robert. "Bottoms Up." Brooklyn: Jean R. 
Meyer Studio , 1934 . 


Muckensturm, Louis . Louis ' Mixed Drinks , with Hints for 
the Care & Serving of Wines. Boston : H.M. Caldwell 
Co., 1906 . 


Mueller , Charles C. Pioneer s of Mixing at Elite Bars . 
New York City , 1934 . 


North , Sterling. So Red the Nose; or, Breath in the After
noon. New York: Farrar & Rinehart , 1935 . 


BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 


LI!::z..::D...-l=:a,;;;;z:t::t::,,--J Fred McMillin 


PROHIBITION WITNESS 


"Man is 85% water and the Prohibitionists 
still are not satisfied." - ANONYMous 


BUT THE PROHIBITIONISTS LOST in 1933 when Repeal 
again legalized the California wine industry . What 
damage had been done by thirteen years of inaction? 
As a first-hand witness to the debris , Horatio Francis 
Stoll [1873-1947) reported: 


"A new generation of wine drinkers has grown 
up ... tasting only muddy bootleg Claret, most of 
which was less than a year old." 


"During Prohibition wine was something to be 
hidden , so [opaque] goblets of gold, silver, and pewter 
became the vogue , denying the wine drinker the joy 
of color-one of the main sensations to be derived 
from good wine. " 


In view of this sea of ignorance and "his 25 years 
as a [leading] spokesman for the wine industry ," Stoll 
"was besieged with requests for information about 
the various types of wines , how to build up a cellar , 
how to serve wines , &c." His answer was Wine-Wme. 


THE BOOK: Wine- Wise. A Popular Handbook on 
How to Correctly Judge , Keep, Serve and Enjoy 
Wines, by Horatio F . Stoll. San Francisco: H.S. 
Crocker Press , 1933 . 120 pp . Illustrated. 


IN HIS INTRODUC'TION to Stall's book , University of 
California wine scientist , Frederic T. Bioletti , re
viewed Horatio Stall's '1ong and intimate connection" 
with the grape growing and wine making industry. 
As a youth , Horatio learned the fundamentals with 
his uncle, Bernard Ehlers , who had founded his Napa 
Valley winery in 1886. In 1910 , Stoll became the 
publicist for the "far-famed wines" of Italian-Swiss 
Colony . He later served on the State Board of 
Viticultural Commissioners, was in charge of the 
exciting "Grape Temple " at the 1915 San Francisco 
Exposition , and served a lengthy term as secretary of 
the California Grape Growers' Exchange . In 1919 , 
Mr . Stoll founded the monthly California Grape 
Grower (later renamed Wines & Vines) , which he 
edited and published throughout Prohibition . "Mr . 
Stoll 's advice and information regarding the choice 







and use of the various wines are excellent." 


STOLL'S SAGE ADVICE: HIGHLIGHTS 
Your Wine Merchant - "Choose your wine merchant 


as you choose your wife ." 
Wine Glasses - "The ideal glass for serving a 


precious wine would resemble a soap bubble cut 
in half ... . " 


Total Amount to Serve a Guest -
"One quarter bottle, Reticence, 
One half bottle , Sufficience, 
Two thirds bottle, Eloquence , 
Full bottle, Benevolence ." - ow ENGLISH SAYING 


The Names of Wines - "To many people the names 
of wines sold on the American markets are con
fusing for the reason that so many of them are 
European geographic names. Why can't we give 
our American wines American names?'' Stoll 
answers, "Wines in California [with names such 
as Burgundy or Chianti] are faithful reproduc
tions of the foreign wine types." If new Amer
ican names were used , the "result would be even 
more confusing, since there would be great 
difficulty in identifying the wine as to type. " 


Notes & Quotes - Horatio provides plenty, such as 
"Socrates compares the effect of a small glass of 
wine on the weary man to the effect of rain on 
drooping flowers. " 


POSTSCRIPT : There is a second edition of Stall's Wine
Wise (without changes to the title or Contents pages 
to indicate so), that has an added Chapter IX -
"Progress Since Repeal ," dated July 1, 1946 (pp.121-
124), tipped-in. Our indefatigable promoter of wine 
reports that after thirteen post-Repeal years , the 
U.S. is ''becoming a wine-consuming nation " - "the 
outlook is bright and the possibilities tremendous " as 
"California's grape and wine industries now enter on 
a new era of development and expansion. " 


THE BOTTLES: Stoll lists some two dozen "most 
popular brands ." Notably , in 1933, wines were not 
named for the grape variety-no mention of Cabernet 
Sauvignon , Chardonnay , Pinot Nair , or Merlot. Of 
present-day California varietal leaders, only Zin
fandel drew praise. Today , two wineries from Stall's 
list survive: Beaulieu and Korbel. 


In remembrance of two of the "most popular" 
pre-Prohibition wines , "Beaulieu Vineyard Bur
gundy " and "Korbel Sec Champagne ," we can enjoy a 
Beaulieu Vineyard 1997 Cabernet Sauvignon-Clone 
4, Rutherford ($130) and a Korbel NV Brut Rose 
Sparkler ($11). 


For the five varietal wines mentioned above , 
here are a recent tasting panel's highest scorers : 
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON, Silver Oak, Alexander 
Valley, 1997. $60. 


PINOT NOIR, Marimar Torres Estate, Sonoma's 
Green Valley, 1999. $32. 


MERLOT, St. Clement , Napa Valley, 1998. $26. 
CHARDONNAY, Robert Young Winery, Alexander 


Valley , 1999. $35. 
ZINFANDEL, Deaver Winery, Amador County, 


1998. $20. 


[A turn-of-the-century Korbel Sec advertisement) 


[RICE, cont'd . from page 5] 


__ . "Les Vignes Americaines en Ameri.que." Sept 1894 . 
__ . "Les Vignes Americaines en Amerique." (La-


bruscae , Labruscoidae , Aestivales , Cordifoliae .) 1895. 
__ . "Les Vignes Americaines en Amerique ." Oct 1896 . 
__ . "Les Traitment du Black Rot en Amerique ." 1896 . 
__ . "Black Rot en Amerique : Cepages Resistants." 1897. 
GOS, F. "Les Vins de Californie. " 1894. 
GUICHETEAU , F. "La Situation du Vignoble de New-York ." 


1898. 
MARLATT, C.-L. "La Lutte contre des Insectes en Cali


fornie ." Novembre 1897. 
"La Lutte contre des Insectes en Californie ." 1898. 
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ZINFANDEL: A HISTORY OF A GRAPE AND ITS WINE 
by 


Charles L. Sullivan 


CONCLUSION 


ZW-11 
The First Zinfandel War (ZW-I) was fought in the press in the 1880s , but only one combatant 


had much zeal for the fight . He won , and the old men out in the wine country , who knew the truth, lost . 
History , for about ninety years , lost as well . · 


iiil~~~szz~~~~~~~~;rr;~~ has been a 
series of 
skirmishes , 
but there has 
beenmoreat 
stake than 
historical ac
curacy. There 
is money in
volved , and 


~~~~~M to date the 
outcome is still in doubt. 


The Primitivo 
The seeds of ZW-II were planted in the autumn of 
1967 when Austin Goheen , a USDA plant pathologist 
working out of UC Davis , decided to visit a friend in 
southern Italy after at~ending a conference in 
Germany. The place was Bari , a town high on the 
heel ofltaly 's boot, on the Adriatic , in the province of 
Puglia (Apulia) . His friend served him a red wine 
that tasted like Zinfandel , so Goheen asked to see 
some of the vineyards that produced the grapes for 
this rustic local wine . They drove from Bari to 
Taranto , more to the inside of the heel , and looked at 
several vine yards . Goheen was no ampelographer , 
but the vines looked very much like the Zinfandel 
vines he knew in California . He found that the 
growers and producers in Puglia called the vine 
Primitivo , often adding a geographical term for 
greater specificit y, such as Primitivo di Gioia , or di 
Turi . 


Goheen arranged to have cuttings from these 
vines shipped to UC Davis where they were planted 
in 1971 beside a row of California Zinfandel. Leon 
Adams picked up this information and was able to 
place a hint of the possible discovery in the first 
edition of The Wines of America (1973). By the time 
the second edition appeared in 1978, Adams was able 
to report that Goheen 's suspicions had been largely 
confirmed. 


The vines growing at Davis did look like their 
fellows in the next row and now there was a scientific 
procedure available that would go beyond the 
ampelographer's observational approach . In 1975, 


using a technique developed in the sixties , Wade 
Wolfe, a doctoral candidate at UC Davis , showed that 
California Zinfandel and Primitivo were probably the 
same variety. The technique, isozyme fingerprinting, 
is not as perfect a test as DNA fingerprinting, which 
was yet to come in the field of viticulture. California 
Zinfandel producers wondered at the "probably'' in 
Wolfe's conclusions . 


The discovery unlocked a torrent of viticultural 
nonsense , mostly from wine writers . Some announced 
that the .Q!1gin of Zinfandel had been discovered . 
Others guessed that the vine had been brought to 
California by Italian immigrants. Or perhaps , wrote 
others , the Primitivo had been introduced to Italy 
from California. 


In 1979 the Italian Trade Commission in San 
Francisco organized a tasting of Zinfandels and 
Primitivos, reported in Wines & Vines (4/79), The 
trade journal decided that the "Primitivo could well 
be Zinfandel ," and could give our Zinfandel and other 
American wines "a run for the money ." The run 
began two years later when an East Coast importer 
brought in a wine whose label announced it to be 
"Imported Zinfandel ," under the Mirafiore brand. 
Wine critic Norman Roby judged the wine to be 
"light , fruity , a little thin , but acceptable ." At a 
similar tasting at the Italian Trade Center in New 
York , David Rosengarten found raspberry and cassis 
in the flavors , "a dead ringer for a California 
Zinfandel ," but '1ight and acidic with a rather short 
finish. " 


BATF Action 
But when Sonoma nurseryman Rich Kunde found a 
bottle of this wine in a mixed case of Zinfandel he 
had bought from a local merchant , he complained to 
the BATF, and the first major skirmish of ZW-II was 
under way. In the process I was drawn into the fight , 
not for my explanation of how the Zinfandel got to 
California from the East Coast , but for my comments 
on some 1983 findings I made at the National Agri
cultural Library in Maryland. 


While there I looked through all the old Italian 
ampelographies in this great collection. Mind you , 
such items can ' t be Yfil:Y old since Italy was not a 







united country until the 1860s . And it was hardly 
likely that the benighted Kingdom of Two Sicilies, 
where Puglia was located, had done any such work. 


I was asked to comment on the Zin/Prim 
question being worked on by the BATF and I 
suggested that the Primitivo might be sold in this 
country under a Zinfandel label after the Italians had 
successfully sold the wine as such in their country for 
a while. I admitted "a chauvinistic pride in my 
state's wine ." I also noted the rumor abroad in this 
country that the Primitivo was a newcomer to Italy 
and had not appeared in Puglia until the 1880s. 


I showed that this idea was incorrect , citing 
Italian government publications from the 1870s 
analyzing Primitivo wine from vines certainly 
planted no later than the 1860s, or before. But I also 
noted that there was no official record of the vine's 
earlier Italian ancestry, since there was no Italian 
government earlier. This was an error m 
communication that has haunted me ever since. 


The fact that there was no documented evidence 
of the vine was meant to imply that I could not tell 
how long the vine had been in Puglia. But what has 
transpired ever since in this country is that I had 
written that the Primitivo was not in Italy before the 
1850s; thus, it was in America before it was in Italy. 


I really believe that the vine has been in Italy 
for a long time, perhaps even brought there by Greek 
colonists when this southern land ·was known as 
Magna Graecia , perhaps earlier by the Phoenicians 
from Cyprus. But I still have seen no official 
documentation of it before those first Italian 
ampelographies . We shall see this question pop up in 
a later skirmish. 


The Primitivo's length of stay in Italy did not 
have a bearing on the BATF's ruling in early 1985. 
They simply disallowed the use of Zinfandel as a 
synonym for Primitivo on Italian imports to this 
country . The Bureau's decision was explained to me 
in a letter (3/6/85) from the Chief of the Product 
Compliance Branch. It was based on two factors. I. It 
has not been proven that the Zinfandel and Primitivo 
"are one and the same ." 2. The European Union's list 
ofltalian grapes does not include Zinfandel, meaning 
that it was not legal to sell Primitivo in Italy under 
a Zinfandel label. The Chief went on to say that the 
prohibition would stay in effect until both conditions 
were reversed . 


Meanwhile a few Californians had acquired 
I ta1ian Primitivo cuttings from one source or another. 
One "Samsonite" import was brought in by an 
eastern wine writer who passed on .the cuttings to 
Joseph Swan. He grafted them and planted a plot in 
front of his porch in Forestville. If there was a better 
Zinfandel master in those days than Swan... I think 
it was in 1984, before a dinner at Chez Swan , that he 
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lined up four glasses of red wine and asked me to 
taste through them. What did I think? They all tasted 
like high quality young Zinfandel. Two of them came 
from his Primitivo vines, the others from two highly 
respected Sonoma vineyards. Each had undergone 
the same viticultural regime and cellar treatment. I 
was really excited after Joe let us know what we 
were drinking. He was not. I asked him what he was 
going to do now. "Graft them over to Pinot noir. I 
thought I might have something special here. But 
there's plenty of good Zinfandel around . This is 
nothing special ." 


About this time another Sonoma producer 
brought out a wine from fifty-year-old Zinfandel 
vines, labeled Primitivo. He had also trade marked 
the "Primitivo" term. Today there are several other 
California wineries whose Zinfandels the BATF has 
allowed to label Primitivo .. 


An Italian View 
By the late eighties Italians were becoming 
interested in this question. In 1987 L'Enotechnico 
published an article titled, "Primitivo e Zinfandel: 
Due Nomi per un Solo Vitigno ." (Two names for the 
same vine.) It was authored by Antonio Calo, the 
director of the Experimental Institute for Viticulture 
in the Italian Agricultural Ministry. First he 
summarized Zinfandel's history in the US. He cited 
my articles which, he claimed, indicated that Agosta 
(sic) Haraszthy had brought the vine to California 
from New England around 1850. (Calo's English may 
be even worse than my Italian.) 


When he began digging into the documentary 
literature on the Primitivo in Puglia he did much 
better. He cited a 1913 work by G. Musci, an 
important viticulture expert in Bari, who wrote, "I 
don't begin to pretend I can trace the origins of this 
excellent variety." But he has found that a certain 
Don Francisco Indellicati at Gioia del Colle, near 
Bari , "noted that one vine was adopted, in preference 
to the others, to the red soil of the region." This was 
around 1800. ("Noto che un vitigno si adatova-a 
preferenza degli altri- all terre rosse .... ") He called it 
Primitivo "precisely because of the precocious 
maturation of the fruit ." 


Calo properly calls this information a "glimmer 
of light," ("Ecco davvero un barlume di luce") , but 
nothing more than that, so far as Primitivo history is 
concerned. In the last three years this slender 
glimmer has become the blazing beacon of an Italian 
searchlight. 


Actually, I don't understand the growing Italian 
interest in showing early introduction of the 
Primitivo in Puglia , except to counter an Italian 
government report that the variety was introduced in 
the Taranto province in 1890-1892 . As fellow Tendril 
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Darrell Cort i argued , this does not mean that it was 
not earlier to be found in the Bari area . And then 
there is the repeated point emphasized on the 
California front that has insisted there was no official 
documentation of its Bari residence before 1850. But 
it might have been there much earlier ; I think it was. 
But the sentence from G. Musci cited above is a frail 
reed to grasp when looking for "authoritative 
historical documentation ," a claim by a Puglia 
producer I recently took off the Internet. 


DNA 
Wade Wolfe's suggestion in 1975 that the Zinfandel 
and Primitivo were the same vine was based on good 
science. But it wasn 't a sure thing. The sure thing 
was delivered by Professor Carole Meredith and her 
UC Davis crew in the tlarly nineties. Her DNA 
fingerprinting indicated that the possibility that the 
two vines were not identical was in the millions to 
one. The expression "morphologically indistin
guishable " sums it up and leaves no doubts . 


It did not take long for the Italians to draw a 
logical conclusion. The two stated reasons given in 
the 1985 BATF ruling that kept Zinfandel off wine 
labels for Italian wines were: 1. No scientific proof 
that the vines were identical . 2. Not synonyms in 
Italy or the European Union. The second condition 
was reversed soon after Meredith's research became 
available , it having reversed the first condition. 


I should like to race ahead to the recent 
indecisive conclusion of this question , but in 1996 
Plavac Mali , earlier suggested as a possible Zinfandel 
twin or close relative , became central to another 
skirmish . 
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Plavac Mali 
Wine Enthusiast, a consumer publication , announced 
in its August number: "Zinfandel - The Mystery 
Solved ." Wine writer Terry Robards put it all 
together , and laid out "the true origin of America's 
Zinfandel grape .... " 


He based his '.'origins " argument on the idea that 
southern Italy was disqualified as a ''home " because 
the Primitivo arrived there after the "Zinfindal " 
arrived on Long Island in the 1830s . Here we have 
another illogical inference drawn from my statement 
that there was no official documentation of the 
Italian vine's residence before the 1850s. 


Robards then "amassed an array of newfound 
evidence " that the Zinfandel "came from Croatia ." It 
was the Plavac Mali (PM). This is the evidence he 
amassed : 


1. The Zin and PM have "virtually identical " 
flavor and character. 


2. A certain Croatian winemaker (not Mike 
Grgich) told Robards that "the Italians called it 
Primitivo because they know it was from 1000-year
old Croatian vineyards ." 


3. A second century Greek writer , Agarthchides , 
wrote that great wine was made on the island of Vis , 
and today the PM is that island's principal grape and 
has been "for as long as anyone remembers ." (Try to 
find this Greek in Durant , Gibbons , Toynbee , or the 
Loeb Library .) 


4. PM and Zin can both attain high alcohol 
levels. 


5 . Napa winemaker Mike Grgich is sure that 
the Zin and PM are the same variety . 


This is hardly a mass of evidence . Historically it 
is little more than worthless. But if Prof. Meredith 
were to make the same DNA Zin/PM link she had 
with Zin/Prim - that would be the bulk needed. She 
had tested the PM vines at Davis from cuttings 
Austin Goheen acquired in 1971. The lineup of DNA 
markers was not identical , but the profile was similar 
enough to suggest a clear genetic relationship. 


Meredith was soon able to acquire three new 
accessions of PM from Dalmatia. Again , none was the 
same as Zinfandel , but all were closely related. She 
also found that all the PM samples were not the 
same, suggesting that the PM may actually be a 
population of closely related varieties . Meredith 
thinks it possible that someday they may find a 
perfect PM/Zin link "tucked away in a remote 
location , perhaps one of the islands. " But if they find 
it, her research has proved conclusively that it will 
"certainly not be the major variety Plavac Mali" in 
Croatia today. 


She also noted that her crew had tested all 57 
accessions in the Zinfandel Heritage Vineyard at 
Oakville (Napa Valley) . This on the chance that 







perhaps a Croatian immigrant had years ago brought 
the PM to California . "Every single one was true 
Zinfandel. None of them is Plavac Mali. " 


The San Francisco Vintners Club had a chance 
to test Robards' first evidence . In August 1999, a 
1996 Plavac Mali , made by Mike Grgich at his winery 
in Croatia, was tasted with eleven powerful young 
California Zinfandels. In this blind tasting, with only 
two of those present aware of the PM's presence , it 
placed eleventh. That is also wh~re I ranked it. _I 
thought it a good wine and scored 1t 81. But to ~e 1t 
didn ' t taste like Zinfandel. My notes stress a mmty 
flavor with a cedar-like aftertaste. Members of the 
group .reported leather , black cherries , lavender, cold 
cream, and talcum powder in their ratings . Several 
also thought it did not taste like Zinfandel. 


We might think that the strange flavors came 
from cellar practices peculiar to Croatia . But Mike 
Grgich made the wine just as he has done for years 
with his powerful Napa Zinfandels . 


Italian Reactions 
Italian producers were quick to jump on Meredith 's 
definitive :findings about the Primitivo. By late 1997 
reports of Primitivos with references to Zinfandel on 
the label began coming in from several US markets. 
In northern California we saw Mother Zin as the 
brand name on a $5.00 wine. Above the brand in 
small letters: "Old Vines Primitivo. " The back label 
reported that the Primitivo was "transported to the 
United States by immigrants in the 19th century. " 
The consumer was invited to discover the "mother of 
all Zinfandels ." California producers sent up a howl , 
individually and through ZAP, and such sightings on 
the wine shelves soon ended. The 1985 BATF ruling 
was still in effect , whatever Meredith ' s findings. 


Of far more importance has been the mercurial 
leap in the quality of a few Primitivo wines coming 
from several producers in Puglia . I first perceived 
this leap in a bottle brought me from Venice in 1999. 
It tasted like a great young Zinfandel that might go 
for $25-30 in California , if it had come from one of 
the first-rank producers here . I was sure that it came 
from northern Italy until I found its production site 
just up the road from Bari. 


Overnight , it seemed , a small segment of wine 
production in Puglia had leaped into the premium 
category . In 1998 a consortium for the "Defense of 
Primitivo di Manduria " was formed , this an area 
southeast of Taranto. There the Perrucci family has 
led the way , backed by investment in stainless steel 
tanks , heat exchangers , and a jacketed rotary 
fermenter . At the gigantic , year-2000 ZAP tasting in 
San Francisco , Gregorio Perrucci was a guest of 
Darrell Corti . 


There has been almost no reference to Zinfandel 
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in the recent promotion of these high-end Primitivos 
in this country, at least not by the producers. But in 
Europe the connection has been made clear, since the 
European Union has now accepted Zin/Prim as one 
variety . One easily can find these wines ?n . ~he 
Internet . I did it by asking Google to search Pnnutivo 
+ Zinfandel. 


A•Mano 
Another development that has surely caught the 
attention of California Zinfandel producers has been 
the meteoric appearance on the international wine 
scene of A•Mano (By Hand), a brand of Primitivo 
introduced by the 1998 vintage . I first read about the 
1999 vintage when it made Wine Spectator'sworld's
best-inexpensive-red-wine-list. I found it and bought 
a bottle listed in the monthly catalogue of a large
scale California discount house at $7.59. After 
drinking it a friend and I returned and wiped out the 
local store's inventory. Meanwhile from London a 
fellow Tendril sent me a two-page ad from the 
Sunday 'llmes magazine which announced that the 
1999 A•Mano had been named the "Red Wine of the 
Year " in Wine Magazine's International Wine 
Challenge. 


I understand why. In my opinion this wine had 
all the character of a young $25 California Zinfandel 
that was worth the price . (In London it was selling 
for $8.47.) I recently checked Google on the Internet 
for Mano + Primitivo and found about 250 entries for 
the 1999 wine. It was on sale in the US, Canada, New 
Zealand , Germany , UK, Sweden and the Nether
lands. Many of the retailers with web sites made 
direct reference to the California Zinfandel as the 
offspring of the Primitivo. 


There is an unlikely star behind the A•Mano 
success. Mark Shannon came to Puglia in 1997 after 
making wine in California at Beringer and Bogle. He 
brought together the grapes from several small 
growers from the low hills east of Taranto. He also 
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acquired the most modem production equipment and 
a load of new French oak barrels. To this, with his 
own technical experience with high-end Zinfandel, he 
added the expertise of Elvezia Sbalchiero, a north 
Italy wine marketing specialist. The result has been 
three vintages ofA•Mano Primitivo, the 2000 vintage 
already receiving howls of critical approval. 


BATF Again 
Wine writer Burton Anderson came out in praise of 
the Perrucci efforts with Primitivo in June 2000. But 
his article in Wine Today contended that the 
Primitivo was documented in Puglia in the 1700s. 
This article got ZAP's attention and they responded 
a few days later. They wondered about the early 
Italian documentation of the Primitivo , as do I. But 
the chief thrust of the ZAP press release was that the 
Primitivo and Zinfandel "are not identical," and the 
two names were not synonymous. The release also 
indicated that ZAP had recently met with BATF 
officials to get stronger enforcement of their 1985 
ruling . That is what the present skirmish is about. 


Then sometime between June 2000 and January 
2001 the ZAP position came a bit closer to scientific 
reality . Evidence for this modification can be seen in 
the fact that at the 2001 ZAP tasting the Perrucci's 
had their own table . Darrell Corti was there 
introducing members of the Italian production team 
to some of the most illustrious California Zinfandel 
producers . All to whom I talked were convinced that 
the 1985 BATF ruling was dead or dying. 


I wanted to hear what the Bureau thought about 
the situation. My answer came from a supervisor of 
the Alcohol Labeling and Formulation Division. Yes, 
the ruling was still in effect. Why should it not be? 
After voicing my necessary neutrality in the matter, 
I asked how the Bureau was dealing with the UC 
Davis discovery that the two vines were genetically 
identical . The answer came that they had received no 
such information from UC Davis. I promised to send 
the ALFD the literature dating back to 1992 when 
Prof . Meredith's findings appeared. It was a sizable 
package which included a tape of her 1997 talk at the 
conference of the American Society for Enology and 
Viticulture in which she restated her well-circulated 
conclusion that the two vines were "morphologically 
indistinguishable ." 


I begged for a quick reply so that I could write 
this final chapter to my history. After three months 
of silence I wrote the Chief of the ALFD and included 
all the material I had sent earlier, plus my 16 March 
1985 letter from the BATF. 


The packet elicited a quick phone call from the 
Chief. She said that the Bureau would soon release 
a proposed ruling that American wines might now 
bear the term "Primitivo " on their labels. (I did not 


tell her that the Bureau had been allowing this 
practice for years.) She stressed that this was only a 
proposal and that responses from the American wine 
industry would be encouraged. 


I cautiously suggested that this was not the 
issue. Might Italian Primitivo be sold in the US with 
a Zinfandel label? She responded very simply. If the 
EU and Italian law allowed the practice in Europe 
and Italy, it would be legal in this country. 


I still wonder if this position marks the end of 
this part of ZW-11. In June, ZAP published its current 
view of the battle . They now admitted that the 
"California Zinfandel is genetically identical to 
Italian Primitivo." But ZAP also argued, correctly I 
think, that no Zinfandel or Primitivo should be 
allowed in this country whose label "states or implies 
that the origin of Zinfandel is Italian." They argue 
further that putting a Zinfandel label on Italian wine 
"is an attempt to take advantage of the high quality 
reputation that has been painstakingly earned by 
California Zinfandel producers ." I think that the 
Italians are going to find that they don't need 
Zinfandel on their labels if they can sell a wine like 
A•Mano in this country for under $10 and make a 
profit. 


I suspect that no real armistice really exists now 
in ZW-11 far less a peace treaty. I intend to try the 
2000 A•Mano the instant it hits the California 
market. I'll sit out the duration, I am sure, con
tinuing to relish the great California Zinfandels of 
the late eighties and early nineties I bought for less 
than $15. When these are gone I hope I have a better 
understanding of the economics of wine . For now I 
am puzzled that I can buy a bottle of vintage 2000 
Chateau Giscours or Duhart-Milon , grand cru 
Bordeaux from one of the great vintages of the last 
century, more cheaply than twenty-eight of the 
Sonoma and Napa Zinfandels evaluated last June by 
Connoisseur's Guide. · 


(This .i.nal, and 9th, installment of Charles Su}Jjvan's scholarly 
investigations into the origins of the "mysterious" grape began in 
our July 1999 issue (Vol.9 No.3). We want to again express our 
gratitude to Charles for presenting his unpubhshed manuscript to 
us for pubhC1Jtion. Thank you, Charles, for a blockbuster story, 


w,JJ told. Cb,m! -Ed .) ~=========;i 
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ent ertaining, essay-co-authored with her late-husband-first 
appeared in The Australian Wine Browser (Sydney: David Ell 
Press, 1979). We are pleased to presen t it, in two parts . - Ed .] 


INSTALLMENT I rtJl~lim:i n spite of the theories of 
II L'Y.~~':11 popular historians who are 


probably teetotallers , not all 
early Australians were con
victs , gold-seekers , Henry 
Lawson types who watered 
their self-pity with Bengal 


:,,.__"'"""'""'"' rum and colonial beer, or 
fl!~~~ll!lli!'!!t~~ Kelly gangsters who dosed 
theirs with Hibernian truculence. Some at least were 
True Believers , men who knew what wildernesses 
were for. And whether or not they gave their women 
singing lessons , they kept their eyes on the essential, 
and planted vines. 


Among these happy few were Australia's first 
oenographers , true colonials all , cultivated men who 
regarded good table wines as a prime necessity of 
civilised life, in or out of the wilderness , who were 
grateful for the Australian climate that favoured 
viticulture , and who expressed their gratitude in 
books designed to help their fellow settlers. 


THE ENTHUSIASTS AND THE PRAGMATISTS 
The colonists who were interested in wine-growing , 
and who wrote books about it , can be divided into two 
general groups: the enthusiasts and the pragmatists. 


But they and their yeasty writings are much too 
ebullient to be confined under categorical labels. 
Hubert de Castella, for example, believed emotionally 
in the goodness of wine, in his adopte _d coun~'s 
possibilities as an Empire vineyard, and m the s~al 
importance of wine. But he ~as also a. pra~cal 
vigneron, a believer in promotmg Australian wmes 
by sheer hard work, and _an amusing th~o_rist. All 
these things burst out of his _exuberant wntings. 


In John Bull's Vineyard (Melbourne, 1886), de 
Castella pointed out that "the vine is, par excellence, 
the plant of sunny lands, not of tropical regions, but 
of those where life is best to live ... " and that the 
Australian selector could, with little exertion, grow 
his own vines and make his own wine , which he could 
give "diluted with water, to his wife and his young 
children for whom the acidulated taste is freshness 
in the m~uth " so that "the children grow to like only 
the fruity li~uid which they get at home; they will 
never care for strong drinks afterwards." 


Dr. Alexander Kelly, on the other hand, tried to 
write soberly about wine. But in his attempts to 
produce authoritative handbooks on vines and wines 
there were times when his feelings coloured the clear 
stream of science that flowed from his pen. He 
despised John Bull's "perverse conduct" in preferring 
"artificial compounds" from Spain and Portugal to the 
"light wholesome wines of France ," with "lamenta~le 
results ... in the vitiated tastes and degraded habits 
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intoxicating drinks." He regretted that "the original 
pure wines of Spain and Portugal are now too dry for 
the general taste," but just occasionally he permitted 
himself a wistful optimism worthy of de Castella: 
"The Australian-born youth, accustomed to [a sound 
wholesome wine] nauseates the coarse wines, beers, 
and spirits which find favour with the British-born 
and bred." 


Whether their emblems were the lyre or the 
ledger, the oenographers of the day created a few of 
their own problems. Hubert de Castella writes of 
colonial vignerons from France, Italy, Germany, 
Switzerland and from vine-less Britain who "found 
themselves in a Babel of confusion. They resorted to 
books; unfortunately, there the same discord pre
vailed. Operations recommended by one authority 
were disapproved of by another. The length of time 
the must should remain in the vats was fixed by 
some at five days, by others at eight, at twenty, and 
even at thirty days. As to the origin and cause of 
fermentation, all the savants disagreed except in one 
point, in which they were all wrong-'That the 
ferment was originally in the juice of the grape'." 


JAMES BUSBY 
Earliest of the Australian builders of Babel was 
James Busby, who, on the strength of some ac
quaintance with Celtic agriculture, a month or two in 
France, an age of twenty-four, and a year's residence 
in New South Wales, published in 1825 in Sydney, A 
Treatise on the Culture of the Vi'ne and the Art of 
Making Wine. 


To read Busby is to receive the legacy of the 18th 
century. He is very young, very much a member of 
the Superior Classes, very eager to impart his brand
new knowledge. His instructive language is as windy 
as a bean-fed politician; his sentiments, largely 
derived from the writings of Chaptal and others, are 
a mixture of common-sense, supposition, and plain 
superstition. He is as omnivorous as an ostrich, and 
his regurgitations range from information about the 
"square" amphorae of the revered Romans to the 
news that "the vine is indigenous . . . in all the 
climates suited to its nature in both hemispheres in 
the new world .... In the wilds of New Holland, also, 
there is a kind of vine indigenous to the soil." 


Busby saw New South Wales as "destitute of, or 
producing in a very inconsiderable degree, any article 
of produce which might minister to wants or comforts 
of Great Britain." His Trt:!atise was intended to show 
"the respectable portions of the community" how to 
produce wine and thus to give value to tracts of land 
which otherwise "would in all probability remain for 
ever useless." 


He was, thus, an early advocate of the exploi
tation of Australia for the benefit of an overseas 


power. But he also regarded viticulture as fitted "to 
increase the comforts, and promote the morality of 
the lower classes of the Colony" - a theme that 
persists through much of our nineteenth century 
oenography. 


Later, with a somewhat firmer step, Busby 
descended from his private Olympus to publish A 
Manual of Plain Directions for Planting and 
Cultivating Vineyards and for Making Wine in New 
South Wales (Sydney, 1830). This was designed to 
provide practical instructions for the small farmers 
whose numbers were now increasing; but he finds 
room to wave the banner of temperance, declaring 
the benefits of wine-drinking to young men and to a 
colony dominated by the rum culture. Settling to 
business, he lays down rules for choice of situation 
and soil, for preparing ground, planting, pruning and 
training the vine. He describes the time for vintage 
and the equipment needed for winemaking. He points 
out the need for cleanliness; describes fermentation; 
discusses the addition of sugar; describes racking, 
sulphuring, clarification, and drinking-two weeks 
after sulphuring. He is careful to point out the need 
for cool clean cellars, well away from such prevalent 
contemporary sources of contamination as middens. 
Finally, he gives instructions for making the sort of 
sweet wines that the farmer's wife would wish to 
keep for visitors (although he doesn't say whether 
these went well with wallaby patties and pumpkin 
pie) and for making vinegar and raisins. The amount 
of research is amazing, considering the period and 
the distance from Europe. 


Whether one admires young Busby for his 
industry or deplores his introduction of our premier 
plonk variety, grenache, from the warm south of 
France, Australia is indebted to him for our first 
ampelography. His Catalogue of Vines in the Botanic 
Garden, Sydney, introduced into the Colony of New 
South Wales in the year 1832 (reprinted, Sydney, 
1842) lists grapes from "Mr. Busby's private 
collection," "from the Garden of Luxembourg" and 
from the "Montpelier collection." His annotations 
range from "Carbenet Sauvignen - Excellent for 
wine, violet; exceedingly sweet, small bearer, early 
ripe" to "Chasselas, blanche- Excellent, white, 
round; for table." Such descriptions, with their many 
numbered duplications, indicate the existence of 
these grapes in Australia in the 1830s, and the 
precocious establishment of a jungle of nomenclature 
through which our ampelographers are still 
attempting to cut tracks. 


Busby's Journal ofa Tour through Some of the 
Vi'neyards of Spain and France (Sydney, 1833) 
contains a catalogue of the vines he collected in 
Europe, as well as an interesting mixture of travel 


[continued, p.6] 
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NEWS 


Welcome! to new members: Peter Burke (Box 146, 
Newborough , Victoria 3825, Australia ; email: burke 
@vic.australis .com.au) , who has been collecting wine 
books, with a special interest in "Wine as Medicine ," 
for almost 30 years. Dean Walters (P.O. Box 717, 
San Anselmo , CA 94979 ; w 415.459.6393; e-m : 
dean_w@pacbell.net) , who does business as Vintage 
Antiques , is a very knowledgeable dealer in antique 
and collectible wine-related items (visit his website: 
http://home .pacbell .net/dean_w) . His personal col
lecting passion is "ephemera and advertising from 
pre-Prohibition California wineries and wine mer
chants ." He notes that he is seeking collectors who 
have like material for loan or use in the publication 
of a book on the subject and/or an exhibit in Napa 
Valley. Bravo! And , we send hearty Congratu
lations! to Valmai Hankel upon her retirement as 
rare books librarian for the State Library of South 
Australia. Her new e-mail: valmaih@chariot.net.au. 
Don't miss her article this issue on early Australian 
wine writers! 


JEFFERSON'S BOOK STAND? 
In our last issue , one illustration for Bob Hutton's 
article , "The Wine Books in Jefferson 's Library ," 
caught the attention of Tendril Allan Shields , life
long chamber musician . A number of years ago , he 
saw this stand during a tour of Monticello , where it 
was identified as a "quartet stand , designed by 
Jefferson (an amateur violinist) , made at Monticello , 
and could hold the sheet music of four musicians." 
Our illustration came directl y from a Library of 
Congress Jefferson exibit catalogue that labeled it a 
book stand! But as Allan points out , "What possible 
use would a four-sided book stand be?" Think we 
should tell the L of C exhibit committee? 


THE BEST CELLAR 


by Charles Goodrum (New York : St. Martin 's Press , 
1987) is an entertaining mystery featuring Thomas 
Jefferson 's library that was sold to the Library of 
Congress. Author Goodrum proposes a very different 
scenario than that recorded in Bob Hutton 's article ! 


NOTABLE NEW TITLES 
• Editions la Valsainte , publishers last year of the 
facsimile reprint of John J . Dufour's 1826 American 
Vine-Dresser's Guide, have recently published a 
French edition , Le Guide du Vigneron Americain , 
translated by Stephan Woollcombe , with sixteen color 
illustrations (photos , drawings , maps) added. It is a 
handsome , cloth-bound book , $35 USA + $7 .50 
postage. Details of the book and ordering information 
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are at the Valsainte website : www .valsainte.ch. Or, 
fax 41.21.922 .2159; e-mail: edition@valsainte .ch. Also 
announced is an English edition of this publication, 
with the illustrations, available in September at the 
same price. • Wine and War: The French, the 
Nazis, and the Battle for France's Greatest 
Treasure, by award-winning writers Don and Petie 
Kladstrup (New York: Broadway Books, 2001). 
Hardback, 279 pp. , illustrated, $24. "To be a French
man means to fight for your country and its wine." 
• The Society of Wine Educators: A History of its 
Inception and the First Ten Years, by Charles L. 
Sullivan. Preface by Bob Levine. (Princeton, NJ: Bob 
Levine , 2001). Soft cover, 110 pp. , $14.95 . May be 
ordered from Bob Levine , 29 Linwood Circle, Prince
ton , NJ 08540. • The Winemakers of Martinez 
USA , by James G. Carroll. First published by the 
author in a limited edition printing in 1985, this 
remarkable and well-illustrated chronicle of a little 
known area of northern California wine country has 
been recently reprinted by the Martinez Historical 
Society , Martinez, CA. Soft cover , 108 pp. Send $20 
(postpaid) to P .O. Box 14, Martinez, CA 94553. And, 
two guides for corkscrew collectors • Collectible 
Corkscrews , by Frederique Crestin-Billet. English
language edition translated by Anne Rubin. (Paris: 
Flammarion, 2001). Glossy card wraps, 5Y2x5Y2, 381 
pp ., with over 500 color photographs of corkscrews. 
$15 . • The Ultimate Corkscrew Book, by noted 
corkscrew collector Donald A. Bull (Atglen, PA: Schif
fer Publications , 1999) . A lavish, beautifully illus
trated book for collectors, with price guide (12 x 9, 
318 pp. , cloth). $90. • The Vintner's Luck by Eliza
beth Knox (NY: Picador Paperback , 284 pp. $13; first 
published in New Zealand in 1998)) is a novel set in 
19th century Burgundy . Described by one reviewer 
as "incredibly rich ... a wine-soaked meditation on 
life , death and the fate of man ," it is also "strangely 
compelling" and a "one-of-a-kind novel." 


THE FINAL INSTALLMENT 
of "The Zinfandel Story" by Charles Sullivan 
has been postponed until the October issue. 
Our Zin historian has taken a short leave of 
absence to tra vel and tend to some health 
matters ... ~ 


www.wine-maker.net 
Tendril Sean Thackrey , proprietor and vintner of 
Thackrey Wines, passionately collects, and reads, the 
early wine-making books-in almost any language, 
he manages them all. He is painstakingly trans
fering, often with translation, important and inter
esting text from his books , in the exact type font, etc., 
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as the original . You must check out his website , 
which Sean describes as "definitely for readers , not 
for anyone in a hurry ." Now ifwe can only convince 
him to publish all this in book form! 


WINE BOOKS FOR SALE!! 
Stephen Skelton sends a list of English (as in 
country, not language) wine books he has for sale . (If 
you don't have your Membership Roster at hand , his 
contact numbers are : spskelton@btinternet.com , or 
fax 0870 1218740 .) The books : 


Barty-King, H. Tradition of English Wine, 1977. 
Brock, Ray B. Viticultural Research Station Re-


ports , No.2 (1950), No.3 (1961), No.4 (1964). 
Hyams, Edw. Grape Vine in England , 1949. 
Landsell , J . Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines ... , 1948. 
Ordish , G. Vineyards in England & Wales, 1977. 
Ordish , G. Wine Growing in England , 1953. 
Rook, Alan . Diary of an English Vineyard , 1971. 
Smith, Joanna. The New English Vineyard, 1979. 
Ward, J . Complete Book of Vine Growing in the 


British Isles , 1984. 


SKELTON'S NEW BOOK AVAILABLE 
Stephen Skelton's new book, The Wines of Britain 
and Ireland. A Guide to the Vineyards of Eng
land, Wales, the Channel Isles and Ireland , 
recently published by Faber & Faber , is available 
from the author . Copies mailed to USA addresses 
are at the following rate.;:: £17 .50 (Book price), £6.95 
(Air Mail) or £3.85 (Surface Mail) . Credit cards 
accepted . Book details and continental ordering 
information are listed on Stephen's website : www . 
englishwine.com . 


Alexander Kelly REPRINTS 
Two very rare books written by the Australian wine 
pioneer , A.C. Kelly , M.D. (see Valmai Hankel article 
this issue) , The Vine in Australia (1861) and Wine
Growing in Australia (1867) , have been reprinted 
in facsimile (Sydney: David Ell Press , 1980), with an 
added introduction and well-researched biography of 
Dr . Kelly by Valmai Hankel and Dennis Hall. Al
though the slipcased , two-volume set is limited to 
1000 numbered copies , a diligent search should 
reward you with a copy for less than $100 . 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organizationfollllded 
in 1990 for Wine Boole Collectors. Yearly Membenhip I Stlbscription 
ID the WAYWARD TENDRJI.S QUARTERLY is $20 USA 01td Canada; 
$25 owruas . Permt&sion to rq,rinl is reqwes~ Please addreu all 
co,1~ to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box 9023, Sonia Rola. 
CA. 95405 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. E-mail: ~ndrib@jpuet . Editor 
and Pllbll.fher: Gail U,rzebltan. -


IN MEMORIAM: PAUL SCHOLTEN 


Dr. Paul Scholten-physician , gourmet , wine 
connoisseur , writer, and educator--died 9 May 
2001 of cancer at the age of 79. Born in 1921, 
a third-generation San Franciscan , he attended 
San Francisco State College and graduated 
from the University of California School of 
Medicine and its residency program in 
Obstetrics & Gynecology. Dr . Scholten 's career 
embraced a lifetime of service to his com
munity and his profession . While in private 
practice-and delivering thousands of San 
Franciscans-he was active in local and State 
medical affairs . He served as president of the 
S. F. Medical Society and editor of its bulletin ; 
he held a teaching post at U.C. School of 
Medicine , and upon his retirement from private 
prac tice in 1980, became director of women's 
outpatient health services at S. F. State . For 
almost thirty years he served as a State 
delegate to the American Medical Association. 
He was a guiding member of the Society of 
Medical Friends of Wine , which he joined in 
1955 ; he served as the Society president in 
1969 and chaired the Wine Research Award 
Committee from 1974-2000. Paul Scholten 
was a prolific writer , mainly on his favorite 
subjects of wine and food. He was a frequent 
contributor to the Journal of the International 
Wine & Food Society , and for many years self
published a guide to the best restaurants in 
San Francisco and the Bay Area , the last 
edition revised for the year 2000 . As a 50-year 
avid collector/appreciator of the literature of 
wine and food, he joined the Wayward Tendrils 
in 1991 and authored five articles for our 
Newsletter: "The Connoisseurship of Sherlock 
Holmes , with Observations on Brandy in Vic
torian Medical Therapeutics" (v.10 #1) ; "Leon 
D. Adams and the Medical Friends of Wine" 
(v.6 #1); "A Medical Friend of Wine Salutes Dr . 
Maynard A. Amerine" (v.8 #2); "Salvatore P. 
Lucia : The Man and His Books" (v.3 #1); "The 
Physiology of Taste: A Classic Revisited " (v.4 
#3). Paul's gracious presence and knowl
edgeable contributions to the "art of good 
living" will be deeply missed. 







Nicolas: The Missing Link 
by 


Mannie Berk 


etween 1928 and 1973, the Paris 
wine merchants, Nicolas, pub
lished a series of wine catalogues 
(Listes des Grands Vins Fins ) 
that have few peers in the 
history of advertising. In the 
January 2001 Wayward Tendrils 
Quarterly, Jim Gabler did justice 


to these great catalogues, producing the most 
complete history we've seen. 


While few questions about the Nicolas cata
logues were left unanswered, there was one: the 
possible existence of a 1927 list. Jim wrote: "I have 
read in a book dealer's catalogue that 'the first list 
proper was issued in 1927' ... if the book dealer is 
suggesting that the first Liste des Grands Vins Fins 
is dated 1927, I can only say that I have never seen 
it, or otherwise read about it, and I do not believe 
that it exists." 


We think we can put 
that question to rest. The 
1927 list referred to is almost 
certainly Nicolas' normal 
price list from that year: the 
tarif courant. In 1927, there 
was no Liste des Grands Vins 
Fins, published specifically 
for Nicolas' wealthiest -
clients. This was, as Jim 
asserts, published for the 
first time in 1928. However, 
the 1927 list was an impor
tant part of the development 
of the Liste des Grands Vins 
Fins-a project haYing its 
origins in 1925, when Eti
enne Nicolas decided to 
expand his experiments in 
graphic design from wall 
posters to booklets. 
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The 1925 list is a simple booklet, 4-7/8" wide and 
8-3/8" tall, with a mottled green cover. The Etab
lissements Nicolas emblem is embossed on the front 
and a drawing of a Nicolas delivery truck printed in 
black ink on the back. The only artwork inside the 
booklet are occasional bottle illustrations. As for the 
wines listed, they range from liquors and vins de 
table, to prestigious items like 1900 Margaux and 
Ausone and 1901 Chateau d'Yquem. Significantly, 
this edition was printed by J. Van Gindertaele of 
Paris, not Draeger, the famed printer of the later 
catalogues. 


By 1927, the design of the tarif courant (now 
printed by Draeger) had evolved into something more 
adventuro~ven though the beverages listed were 
little changed. The size is larger (6-1/4" x 9-3/4") and 
the cover and contents are tied together by a single 
design motif: Nectar, the comical cellarman created 
by Dransy and the subject of much of Nicolas' best 
advertising art. Nectar appears as a small drawing in 
the lower right hand corner of the front cover, as well 
as in stylized shadow on the front cover and through
out the inside of the booklet. The beige-and-gray 1927 


list may not have the 
artistic range, or the 
luxuriousness, of the 
later Listes des Grands 
Vins Fins, but it cer
tainly suggests the di
rection of lists to come. 
We have seen the 1927 
list included by book
sellers as part of the 
complete series (1927-
1973) four times over 
the past 13 years. The 
first was in a Cooks 
Books "Jottings", Issue 
18, in 1988. In 1993, for 
the Killian Fritsch sale, 
catalogued by Gerard 
Oberle, it was called the 
"first of the great cata
logues," and offered as 
part of Fritsch's com
plete collection. And 
then, in 1998, two Paris 


· booksellers-Chamonal 


According to the adver
tising art historian, ~nd 
Nicolas specialist, Alain 
Weill, annual tarifs courants 
were published in 1925, 1926 
and 1927. While we have 
never seen the 1926 list, we 
have lists from 1925 and 
1927 in our library, and they 


and Flachard-offered 
"complete" Nicolas sets, 


••~~~:::.:.~.:...::.:::.:~-....;......:.:.:::::.=::;.;;.;;;..:;;.;::...;;:...,j each of which began 
[NECTAR: FROM THE COVER OF THE 1927 NICOLAS LIST) with the 1927 tarif 


are quite different from one another. 
courant. -
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[Hankel, continued from p.2] 


notes and theorisings. (Busby's Treatise, A Manual 
of Directions, and Journal have been published as a 
set in a facsimile edition by The David Ell Press, 
Sydney.) One of our earliest attempts at tackling the 
wilderness left by Busby is probably the translation 
by Raymond Dubois and W. Percy Wilkinson of Mar
cel Mazade's First Steps in Ampelography (Mel
bourne, 1900). 


1843 was an oenographical vintage year. It saw 
the appearance of George Suttor's The Culture of the 
Grape- Vine, and the Orange, in Australia and New 
Zealand (London, 1843); J. S. Kecht's Improved 
Practical Culture of the Vine, translated from the 
German, and with an appendix on winemaking by 
the unnamed editor (Sydney, 1843); and in the barely 
seven-year-old colony of South Australia, The South 
Austrahan Vigneron and Gardeners' Manual, by 
George McEwin (Adelaide, 1843). Suttor looks at 
vine-growing from an opposite direction, but his book 
refers mainly to vines and wine in Europe. 
McEwin's work is quite different. 


SO VTH A.USTRALIAN 


VIG NERON 


,llm 


GARDENERS' MANUAL. 


!rcanb eb!tum, 


l.&VIBSD 4Jll'D aJll'LA&OSD, 


.. 
GEORGE McEWIN, J.P., 


OUN rtnlf. 


ADELATDF.: 
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS . 


1871. 


GEORGE McEWIN 
Twenty-eight-year-old George McEwin was gardener 
and nurseryman to a pioneer South Australian 


viticulturist, George Stevenson, and from his brief 
but intensive experience he wrote in his preface: 
"Works ... published at home are totally inapplicable 
to this Colony in their general practice, and are 
calculated to mislead if acted upon; the present work 
has ... been undertaken with the view of obviating 
this evil." He then gives chapters of detailed advice, 
not all of it infallible. 


"For soils of good quality," he tells would-be 
vine-growers, "and where the plants may be expected 
to grow luxuriantly, the distance of six feet from row 
to row, and four feet apart in the row, is not too 
much; but for soils of the inferior class, the plants 
ought to stand much closer; three feet by two will not 
be too close." 


In the second edition of his book, published in 
1871, McEwin amends his planting distances and, 
like other writers, recommends varieties of vines for 
making particular wines. But it is not surprising that 
when Ebenezer Ward visited Glen Ewin in 1862 he 
"found the vines growing so luxuriantly as to be 
almost impenetrable .... The vines are ... planted too 
closely, the distances apart being only 5 feefby 4. 
This Mr. McEwin admits ... ". 


In 1881 the McEwins had religious doubts about 
the morality of wine making, poured their wines 
down the creek, and concentrated thereafter on 
making jam. 


SIR WILLIAM MACARTHUR 
The year 1844 saw the publication in Sydney of the 
Letters of 'Maro'. Today, any believer in heredity 
who reads Letters on the Culture of the Vine, 
Fermentation, and the Management of Wine in the 
Cellar, feels an immediate sympathy with Governor 
Bligh. And one suspects that, to have lived to write as 
'Maro', Sir William Macarthur must have been a dead 
shot: how else could he have survived in a period 
when the duel was still available to gentlemen? But 
perhaps the hauteur so apparent in his book comes 
automatically from gentlemanly residence in New 
South Wales as one of the beleaguered few who had 
both to assert their position and to defend their 
places on the pin-head. Whatever his vices, and its 
virtues, Macarthur's book is historically valuable. 


In his characteristically arrogant introduction, 
Macarthur patronises Busby, whose publications, he 
asserted, "are exceedingly creditable, as well to the 
intelligence of Mr. Busby, as to the zeal with which 
he pursued the subject. I think that any erroneous 
views which may be expressed in them, are 
attributable to his not having had practical 
experience . . . I am perfectly well convinced, that had 
he been so fortunately circumstanced in that respect 
as myself, he would long ere this, have given to the 
colony ample evidence of his superior capability ... ". 







This doesn't prevent him from borrowing from 
Busby's books, without acknowledgement. In all this, 
and in his attitude to the unfortunate classes, 
Macarthur is very different from the optimistic 
"gentlemen of Adelaide" who were establishing 
vineyards in the 1840s. "The art of pruning and 
dressing a vineyard," says Macarthur, "is certainly 
difficult to teach tc an ordinary laborer; but, if an 
intelligent person be chosen, not altogether a hope-
less undertaking." · 


Macarthur casts the eye of a condescending 
opportunist on some German "Vine Dressers ... 
almost starving" in New Zealand: "If allowed a good 
ration , and a small plot of garden ground, these 
Germans will be content to hire at low money wages, 
and will generally prove to be orderly and 
industrious servants, capable of performing most of 
the ordinary operations of farm husbandry." (Our 
italics.) One almost feels the shadow of Vorster, cast 
back across the centuries. 


At vintage time , one must select as grape
pickers "those only who are likely to be attentive and 
obedient." Necessary virtues, for he points out that 
"where the crop is valuable, it is usual in Europe for 
each person gathering to be provided with a pin, to 
be used in picking off the ground such berries as are 
unavoidably dropped ." 


Pickers, he repeats, must be "only such persons 
as are old enough to understand the directions they 
may receive , and willing to abide by them ." As, at 
least as late as the 1920s, children were released 
from the primary classes of South Australian schools 
to work as grape-pickers, one wonders about that "old 
enough," and also about the ability of Macarthur and 
his overseers to instruct the workforce. 


"Eating grapes amongst the rows of vines should 
be absolutely forbidden" (although pickers may "par
take freely" at rest times) because "many of the 
workers become gorged past all power of exerting 
themselves. Let all be cautioned ... and then let the 
first refractory person be immediately turned out ... 
the example will not be lost upon the rest." This con
trasts sadly with Hubert de Castella's humanitarian 
attitude to his grape-pickers , forty years later: "The 
work is light, the food plentiful and excellent, they 
get four times a day a full tumbler of good wine each, 
and have all the while the luscious grapes to eat ." 


When it comes to crushing the grapes, Mac
arthur says , the men must "tread them out by a rapid 
motion of the feet. In this work they are very much 
assisted by having some support for the hands , with
out it , the labour of treading out grapes for , perhaps, 
fourteen or sixteen hours a day, becomes excessively 
fatiguing ." (Our italics.) 


Perhaps Macarthur was the true father of 
Australian unionism. 
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Much of the Letters purports to be extracts from 
Dr . Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia (Vol 1. Domestic 
Economy), and this section contains historically 
interesting theorising about fermentation, the nature 
of "yest," and so on . But a lot of the book is pure 
Macarthur, from his cocky and erroneous "certainly 
it would be difficult to find a climate more propitious 
[for vine-growing] than that of the County of 
Cumberland, and, indeed, of the whole coast, from 
Illawarra to Moreton Bay," to the detailed and 
valuable descriptions of his treading-box, cellar 
equipment and vintage procedures. 


Class distinctions, we find, extend even to the 
wines: "If a delicate flavour be desired," and if 
conditions be favourable, fermenting off skins is 
advised. For inferior or damaged grapes, ferment on 
skins to get a heavy and strong wine, presumably for 
sale. More specifically, with grapes rain-burst and 
rotting, "There is no hope of making good wine ... but 
by adding to the must a large quantity of common 
sugar, (for this purpose the commonest will answer 
... ) to the extent even of one pound per gallon, a wine 
may be made which will keep with a little care, and 
serve for common purposes ." It's nice to know that 
the horrors of the convict settlement have not been 
exaggerated and that there is an historical excuse for 
the Australian habit of beer-drinking. 


All this is a reminder that the problem of style 
and quality in Australian wines is as knotty as an 
ancient vine-stock. There are people who insist that 
our shiraz and cabernet should be forced to conform 
to elegant French models. Others, more wisely, say 
that we should rather use the primary virtues of the 
great Bordeaux reds as criteria when judging our 
wines. But the plonk promoters, the vinoflatists of 
our newspaper columns, persist in justifying our 
barmaid reds "big in every way." This unfortunate 
parochialism goes deep into our historical soils. 


In Some Account of the Vineyards at Camden, 
on the Nepean River, Forty Miles South West of 
Sydney, the Property of James and William 
Macarthur (London, 1849, according to imprint; 
actually published in 1851), we read: "These wines 
have a certain dryness and bitterness peculiar to the 
Wines of New South Wales , to which the palate 
becomes accustomed: but with age this bitterness 
passes off, as in the specimens now in England. The 
Wines at Camden are rarely fit for use until three 
years old, and greatly improve by keeping. They are 
very wholesome, and are extensively used by persons 
who have acquired a taste for them." (Our italics.) 


In the same eleven-page pamphlet there is a 
description of a wine sent by the Macarthurs to the 
Great Exhibition that is surely the ancestor of our 
present elaborate vintitulism: 
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No. 1. A hogshead from the first Vineyard, made 
from a grape imported from France called La 
Folle, mixed to the extent of about one-third 
with another sort from Madeira, called the 
Verdeilho, the former being very productive and 
the latter remarkable for its richness in the 
sacharine (sic) principle. 
Three years old in March, 1851. In the process of 
manufacture the grapes were crushed by being 
passed through a machine of simple construc
tion, which reduces them thoroughly without 
bruising the stalks, and which, with the appli
cation afterwards of moderate pressure to the 
"rape," separates the juice from it with ease and 
expedition. 
The Wine was fermented in large vats of hewn 
stone containing from 800 to . 1600 gallons, in 
which it remained until the tumultuous fermen
tation had subsided. It was then drawn off into 
large store casks, containing 400 gallons, and 
suffered to continue the gentle stage of fer
mentation until quite still. The casks were 
regularly filled up _ at short intervals, as the 
fermenting liquid subsided. When the process 
was sufficiently complete it was clarified with 
isinglass. Three years old in March, 1851. 


According to twenty-four-year-old Francois de 
Castella, in his Handbook on Viticulture for Victoria 
(Melbourne, 1891): "La Folle is the white grape from 
which all the celebrated brandies of the Cognac 
district were made before the invasion of phylloxera. 
In some parts it is used for blending with red grapes, 
as it greatly improves the wine made from them, 
rendering it lighter and more agreeable. Wine made 
from it alone is usually of little value." 


CACOETHES SCRIBENDI 
From the late 1850s, Victorian viticulturists seem to 
have been afflicted with a cacoethes scribendi un
equalled until twentieth century newspapers bred 
the vinoflatists. Their ebullient eloquence was partly 
excited by the desire to promote the "superiority" of 
their colony's wines. On their own evidence there is 
reason to suppose that Victorian wines needed push 
as well as bush. 


In The Vine; with Tnstructions for its Cultiva
tion, for a period of six years; the treatment of the 
soil, and how to make wine from Victorian grapes, 
being two essays to which the prizes offered by the 
Geelong and Western District Agricultural and 
Horticultural Society were awarded (Geelong, 1859), 
John Belperroud spills some berries: "Two years ago, 
the Pollock's Ford, Berramonga, and Victoria Vine
yards, suffered very much from using these spoiled 
Grapes, the wine turned cloudy, muddy, and of a bad 
flavour, and nearly unfit for drinking. (Our italics.) 
That year, in consequence of the great demand for 
Grapes at the several diggings, the Grapes fetched so 


high a price that the Vine-growers continued to sell 
their fruit, and thus delayed their vintage too long, 
keeping only the over-ripe and rotten Grapes for the 
cellar." 


The same parochial gospel advises that grapes 
for "red wine must be gathered if the weather and 
other circumstances will permit, when they are over
ripe, shrivelled, or withered on the stock, then 
crushed in a large vat, stalks and all, to ferment a 
short or longer time according to the custom of 
different Vine growing countries." 


Hubert de Castella regards such practices as 
characteristic 0f "most Englishmen who become wine
growers." 


We also read in Belperroud' s essay that "some 
Vinedressers in this country put a certain quantity of 
dried Black Cherries in their vintage to improve the 
colour of the wine." And this was some time before 
Prince Charles graced the colony ... 


ALEXANDER KELLY 
One of the five unsuccessful candidates in the Gee
long essay competition was Dr. Alexander Kelly. In 
his first book, The Vine in Australia (Melbourne, 
1861), Kelly declares his debt to one of the judges, Sir 
William Macarthur, who not only considered Kelly's 
essay the best, in spite of many faults apparent to 
him, but also returned it with annotations, correcting 
its errors and omissions. The Vine in Australia, 
therefore, contains expertise gathered from Camden 
to Adelaide, and from twenty years of colonial 
viticulture. 


Reading Dr. Alex Kelly on the chemistry of fer
mentation, it would be easy to dismiss him as a sort 
of mid-Victorian Max Lake, dignified by his Victorian 
upbringing, matured in the civilisation of South 
Australia, and free from that rather self-conscious 
Rabelasian gusto that has become a kind of school 
uniform without which no modern apologist for the 
wines of New South Wales dares to venture into 
public print. 


It would be easy, too, to see him as a platitudi
nous medical dilettante in science and in wine, 
apparently ignorant that biology is also a science, 
terrified of being caught out in empiricism, of being 
seen to reason without a screen of authorities. 


Kelly quotes authorities, but he also examines 
them. His ability to do so makes his books valuable 
means of access to the often rather muddled and 
pretentious thinking characteristic of the Neolithic 
Age of winemaking. For viticulture became estab
lished in Australia at a time when science was 
leaving the cabinet and the quadrangle (which had 
not yet become a campus) and venturing into the 
noisy halls of industry. Progressive manufacturers 
had begun to expect gifts from science, and 







particularly from applied chemistry . Pasteur , of 
course , was a chemist who worked in biological fields 
only on sufferance , an-:l with his work too often 
hidden; so was Liebig, his scientific opponent . 


The vignerons of Victorian Australia looked to 
the chemists for assistance. Probably none in the 
middle period had any idea of the biological basis of 
fermentation although , as we can see in many books 
from Busby onwards, they were aware of the 
necessity for cleanliness . Kelly himself had the usual 
preoccupation with chemistry , but he quotes 
Maumene's radical idea that when nitrogenous and 
starchy substances are added to a sugar solution, 
"under the action of the air , they enter into strange 
combination ... by which there is produced the fer
ment , a substance so nearly of an organized nature 
as to be said to be almost living." Further , "according 
to M.M. Quevenne and Mitscherlich , the ferment if 
examined with the microscope , present (sic) the 
appearance of globules , like those in the blood of 
animals .... Both these chemists are disposed to con
sider these globules as really organic." 


Kelly was aware of the age of enquiry in which 
he lived , but he steered gracefully between 
authoritarianism and speculation . His The Vine in 
Austraha begins by dis<'ussing English wine tastes 
and the possibilities for an Australian trade ; goes on 
to a critical discussion of climates suitable for the 
vine ; to soils and situations , in Europe and Australia , 
with references to Busby and Macarthur ; to methods 
of soil preparation in vineyards ; pruning; winter 
work ; two chapters on fermentation , discussing 
current theories and trade practices; to preparations 
for vintage , with due reference to the advocates of 
open-vat and closed-vat fermentation; to vintage , 
with acknowledgements to Macarthur , and a number 
of diagrammatic engravings (with a caption mixup 
facing pages 117 and 136); to cellar practices and 
comparative opinions on frequent racking; to 
evaluation of grape varieties then used in Australia ; 
an appendix on Macarthur 's methods of trenching 
and terracing ; and another on winemaking at Xeres . 
The whole is a thorough , intelligent and able 
presentation of theory and practice , a major Aus
tralian achievement from an age when the source of 
all ideas was too often a jealous Britain . 


Dr. Kelly followed this with Wine-growing in 
Austraha , and the Teachings of Modern Writers on 
Vine-Culture and Wine-Making (Adelaide , 1867). 
Here he attempted to advantage the then depressed 
wine industry by gathering together for the infor
mation of vignerons the opinions of the most noted 
oenologists on controversial practices likely to 
influence the quality of wine . So we have the ideas of 
Machard , D'Armailhacq , Odart , Guyot , Vergnette
Lamotte , W. Franck and Lenoir on fermentation with 
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stalks, followed by a consideration of Australian 
practice. Then a similar discuBBion of open and closed 
fermentation, with authorities ranging from Liebig to 
Macarthur , followed by Machard and Odart on short 
fermentation. Next , chapters on winemaking in the 
extreme south of France, the climate of the Herault, 
the vineyards and winemaking of the Medoc, Ma
chard on white wines, including the questions of 
ripening on lees and of guillage, Alibert on the 
Gironde whites, Lenoir on whites, W. Franck on 
Medoc whites, several authorities on adjusting the 
chemical balance of the must, others on vinification 
generally , opinions on the Sampayo process, followed 
by fiv.-e chapters on vines and vineyard practices. 


WINE-GROWING 
.. 


A USTRA.LIA, 


Tttt T&ACH1K03 OF IIIODIP.Jf WJUTKU ON Vllfl-CULT U11t: 


AJfD W[Jfl -lU .KIJfO. 


-
BY ALEX. C. KELLY, ll .D, 


"THJ: VJJR Uf AOffliUA.. .. 


.I.DIU.IDl1 


l'OIUIIIIED IY &. .. WJOO. lt, av,i,u ,·rsm , 


UGT. 


Dr . Kelly's books can be assessed only by 
experts, but it is fair to say that they must have been 
of inestimable value to the vignerons of his time. 
Today , any student of oenology who aspires to be 
more than a mere technician should know Dr . Kelly's 
books thoroughly and critically. They are too valuable 
to remain as collectors' pieces. Modern editions, 
provided with good indexes , are called for, and any 
publisher who will produce these will render a real 
service to Australia , to viticulture , and to a great 
Australian. 


JULES GUYOT 
Of overseas writers , Dr. Jules Guyot had probably 
the most direct influence on the vignerons of mid
Victorian Australia. His book of 1860 was published 
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in translation as Culture of the Vine and Wine 
.Making(Melbourne, 1865). It is the sort of work that 
invites false appreciation. Superficially , it is enter
taining-a sort of museum of stuffed science, a fluent 
and authoritative treatise which derives a kind of 
period charm from long-dead theories embalmed in 
the translator 's sometimes comic English . But the 
State Library of South Australia has a frail copy with 
the signature of John Reynell (a noted pioneer South 
Australian winegrower) , and with page after page 
underlined and marginally annotated by Reynell. 
Looking at this copy, one sees the book as the gospel 
it once was , and it would be easy to accept its 
translator ' s estimate that "Dr. Guyot is , beyond a 
doubt, the greatest benefactor that wine producing 
countries have had . He has promulgated a rational 
system for the culture of the vine . . . . It is a skilful, 
concise , and consummate thesaurus of all the best 
methods of cultivating vines and making wines ." 


Fortunately, we have a just estimate by Dr . 
Kelly , in his Wine-Growing in Australia: 


To M. Marie we are indebted for the translation 
of one of the most celebrated works on the vine 
and wine (Dr . Jules Guyot's ). Like all the best 
practical works , however , which have been 
written on the subject , this . of Guyot's has 
reference to his own experience in the climate 
and situation to which his observations were 
confined ; and whoever reads the volume must 
see that , while much information of a general 
nature may be gained from such a work , the 
practice which he recommends , both in vine 
culture and wine making, is altogether inap
plicable to the warm dry climate of most of our 
wine districts in these Colonies ... excellent as it 
may be in itself , the Australian wine-grower will 
find it advisable to extend his researches into 
the writings of other authors , rather than give 
himself up entirely to the guidance of Dr . Guyot , 
or receive his dicta as infallible . 


One of Guyot 's "dicta" is worth quoting : 
"Conditions to be sought for in a good red wine. -To 
produce a good wine , "that cheereth gods and men ," 
that is salutary to body and mind , in other words a 
French wine; one that keeps well for 10 or 20 years , 
and bears the voyages and action of divers climates , 
such are in France the three conditions of the 
problem to be solved by viniculture and vinifi.cation." 


In the eternal battle to clear a track through the 
ever-growing tangle of subjective and objective 
criteria to a definition of "a good wine," one criterion 
seemed to remain constant , although its causes were 
not fully understood. If a wine "kept well ," it was a 
good wine ; if it didn ' t , it was bad. 


JOHN I. BLEASDALE 
The Victorians were more upright. The keeping 
power of wine was regarded by writers from Busby to 
Guyot as a standard unwavering above all the gusts 
of hot air , even by such stern judges as the Rev. J. I. 
Bleasdale , DD, FLS, FGS, Hon. Member of the 
Medical Society ofVictoria. In his On Colonial Wines 
(Melbourne , 1867) Bleasdale writes that before 1860 
"no wine , the produce of these colonies , was regarded 
as a beverage , which could be safely placed upon the 
table , save with great caution and an apology , and 
only in a few rare and exceptional instances ; and it 
required considerable hardihood in anyone professing 
to know aught about wine to assert, in the company 
of gentlemen , that he could relish any of even our 
best colonial wines." (Our italics.) 


The Reverend oenophile ' s background was some 
first-hand knowledge of the wines of Portugal, so it 
was not surprising that he was concerned with the 
alcoholic strengths of wines, and that he tabulated 
forty-eight samples-twenty-two from Victoria , nine
teen from South Australia , four from New South 
Wales , three from Western Australia-and graded 
them according to their keeping powers. His findings 
ranged from "did not keep well" to "kept pretty well" 
and "both these samples kept and improved . It is now 
more palatable than when opened." These last 
samples were two Y alumba sherries from the Smiths . 
One would really like to taste a sherry that was 
improved by ullage . Or perhaps one wouldn ' t . 


In spite of its very subjective judgments , On 
Colonial Wines began as a paper read at the Royal 
Society of Victoria . Like Busby in his first book, Mac
arthur writing as 'Maro ', Dr . Kelly and the translator 
of Guyot , Bleasdale was addressing an elite audience . 
Even more liberal writers , such as the de Castellas , 
Ebenezer Ward and George McEwin presupposed 
some education and acquaintance with the scientific 
interests of the day in their readers . But from the 
1870s onward useful handbooks began to appear, 
addressed to anyone who migh t be interested in 
viticulture. 


[In our next issue we shall ronclude ouroenographicaljourne y with 
a review of the "new everyman s oenology" library and a Select Lis t 
of Books on Grape Growing and Winema.king Important in 19th 
Century A ustralia . - Ed.] 







BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 


UE:z,.::D._Ja,;;;;;;\l~~.J Fred McMillin 


SAINTLY VIGNERONS 


" ... there is a very real and a very important link 
between monks and wine. One of monasticism's 
greatest services to Western civilization has been its 
contribution to wine-growing .... This agreeable by
way of cultural history can be very pleasantly 
explored without having to make too serious a study 
of either monasticism or wine." - Desmond Seward, 
Monks and Wine. 


Many , many Christian monks and friars tended 
vines and made wine. But few achieved sainthood. 
Here are some that did (in the order of their appear
ance, by birth-date). 


251 - SAINT ANTONY [sic] of Egypt, . the first monk, 
was not a Roman recluse, but an Egyptian who 
tended his garden on the upper Nile. His group 
made wine and took some of it downstream to sell to 
the big-city dwellers. 


316 - The first western 
Monk-winegrower of great 
repute, known today as ST. 
MARTIN of Tours, domes
ticated a grape from Mt . 
Chenin near the Loire River, 
and gave us Chenin Blanc. It 
was his donkey who, loosened 


.r.,._ · ,.,.:~;,:\.:.i from his tether in the monas-
. "'r-1,..n.i·•OO tery vineyards , munched the 


vines and taught the monks the merits of pruning. 


480 - Legend tells us the glass of poisoned wine 
shattered spontaneously as he lifted it to his lips. 
Hence, he got the message from his discontented 
followers, improved his management skills, and 
established the first monastic order. As to wine, ST. 
BENEDICT of Nursia, founder of the Benedictines, 
permitted half a pint per day to the members, which 
guided wine-growing for the next 500 years. 


c.550 - In the Loire River basin, he founded an 
abbey whose vineyards sloped down to the banks of 
the Allier River, and in time "produced one of the 
most esteemed wines in medieval France." The monk 
and his abbey were named ST. POURCAIN. 
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907 -The only saint whose representations carry a 
bunch of grapes and a wine press: SAINT WENCESLAS, 
Patron Saint of Bohemia, whose enjoyment of wine 
was ended at age 30 when murdered by his brother. 


909 - Barely escaping death while hunting at 
Cheddar Gorge, this Benedictine monk went on to 
reestablish monastic vineyards in southern England 
after the catastrophic visit of the Vikings. ST. DUN
STAN became the most famous Anglo-Saxon saint. 


1090 - Born near Dijon, this white-robed monk led 
the formation of great Cistercian vineyards. Legend 
says at this time Cistercians (a new order) first pop
ularized Chardonnay by planting it at Chablis, which 
they purchased from the Benedictine monks of ST. 
MARTIN (who had fled from the Loire Valley to 
Burgundy when they, too, learned that Vikings can 
be hazardous to your heaith). The Cistercian leader 
was ST. BERNARD. 


The Patron Saint of Alsatian winegrowers, ST. 
MORANDUS, a peer of St. Bernard, is often depicted 
standing in a vat, treading grapes. 


1181-John (his name at birth) initially forbade his 
followers to make and drink wine. Though born in 
Italy, his mother was French and his father traveled 
there frequently. Hence, he became known as Fran
cis, ST. FRANCIS of Assisi, founder of the Franciscans. 
The ban was long forgotten five centuries later when 
his friars made the first wine in California. 


THE BOOKS - Now to the books that treat us to all 
these tidbits: 
• One Hundred Saints. Little, Brown & Co., 1993. 
• The Bible and the Saints by G. Duchet-Suchaux 


and M. Pastoureau, 1994. 
• Oxford Dictionary of Saints. 4th ed., 1997. 
• M,onks & Wine by Desmond Seward. London, 1979 


Monks in a vineyard, 1513 woodcut- Seward, Monks & Wjne 
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McMillin, cont'd. 


THE BOTTLES - If you wish to sip a California wine 
with a saintly connection, here are some picks: 


• SAINT ANTONY OF EGYPT - Muscats grew in 
Antony's Egypt, try Sutter Home's Moscato. 
• ST. MARTIN OF TOURS - Since he jump-started the 
Chenin, we must toast the saint with a Chenin Blanc, 
such as Beringer's. 
• ST. BENEDICT OF NURSIA - Sangiovese was alive 
and well in Italy in St. Benedict's time ... open one by 
Geyser Peak. 
• ST. POURCAIN-The upper Loire is Sauvignon Blanc 
country. A constant winner is Robert Monda vi 
Reserve, which he successfully renamed Fume Blanc 
three decades ago. 
• ST. WENCESLAS-By the 10th century, the Riesling 
was evolving near B&varia. Try the Chateau St.Jean. 
• ST. DUNSTAN - As the English admired the wines 
of the Rhine, let's sip a blend of Riesling (Rhine) and 
Gewi.irtztraminer (nearby Alsace). It's called Bright
lighter, by Handley Cellars. 
• ST. BERNARD - It must be Chardonnay. A fine 
bargain is Barefoot Reserve, under $15. Of course, 
Pinot Noir was well-established in Burgundy by the 
12th century (though not yet so named), so if you 
prefer a red, Gary Farrell's Rochioli Vineyard is a 
sensational bottle ($60). 
• ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI - Franciscans made 
California's first wine in 1782, using their Mission 
grape. The best Mission tasted recently is made by 
Malvadino Vineyards, Sierra foothills. 


A BOOK REVIEW 


by&bFoster 


The California Wine Association and its Member 
Wineries 1894-1920 by Ernest Peninou and Gail 
Unzelman (Nomis Press, P.O. Box 9023, Santa Rosa, 
CA, 95405, 414 pages, hardback, $60.) 


always think of monopolies in terms 
of products like steel or oil. I was 
unaware there had been one for wine 
in California. In 1894, seven of the 
largest w .d most powerful California 
wine merchants banded together to 
form a monopoly to take advantage of 
the growing demand for wine in that 
era. The California Wine Association 
(CWA) made wine both under its own 
label and under the various labels it 


had purchased. At its zenith it owned nearly eighty 
wineries in addition to its own facilities in San 


Francisco. It controlled 84% of all wine and owned 
vineyards in every major wine producing area in the 
state. In 1902, the CWA produced 30,000,000 gallons 
of wine, nearly two-thirds of the state's production. 


Even the 1906 earthquake could not stop the 
CW A. When its facilities in San Francisco were 
damaged, it built a mammoth facility called Wine
haven, near Richmond on the shores of San Francisco 
Bay. It sold a mass-produced product that over
whelmed most other American wines of the time. 


The authors carefully detail the beginning of the 
CWA under the brilliant leadership of Percy T. 
Morgan. There are detailed histories of the original 
seven wine houses that were component8 of the 
organization. There are then sections on each of the 
major events in the history of the CWA, including its 
war with the California Wine Makers Corporation, 
dubbed the Wine War. There are detailed sections on 
the other major independent producers, including 
Italian Swiss Colony, that joined later. The ultimate 
demise of the CWA, caused by prohibition is 
delineated. It's a fascinating tale, well told. 


While the book might have concluded at this 
point, the authors then present, in amazing detail, 
thorough descriptions of most wineries that were a 
part of the CWA, sorted by region. Even if one had no 
interest in the CW A, this section on some of the 
earliest California wineries is utterly fascinating. 


Throughout the book there are photographs and 
illustrations, most of which have never before been 
printed in any wine reference book. The painstaking 
work of the authors in finding such materials is 
deeply impressive. 


This book belongs in the library of any wine 
lover with any interest at all in the history of 
California wines. It is superb . Very highly recom
mended. 


[Bob's review originally appeared in the California Grapevine. 
Vol.27 No.3, June.July 2001. Permission to reprint is gratefully 
acknowledged . - Ed.] 







WINE BOOKS A LA CARTE 
by 


Gordon Jones 


arly this year .Modem Library 
Food announced the publi
cation of a series of classic 
cook/food books. Among the 
first are Clementine in the 
Kitchen written by Phineas 
Beck (Samuel Chamberlain) 
in 1943, and Cooking with 
Pomiane by Edouard de Pom
iane in 1962. 


These are two classic cook books liberally 
sprinkled with wine. Does this qualify them as wine 
books? Perhaps we should explore the subject . 


In browsing through wine bibliographies (other 
than Simon ) there is very little that relates food to 
wine . But today, there is a wide effort to link food 
and wine. Wine producers are holding tastings and 
passing out literature to inform buyers about the 
delights of combining the two . In the Fall of 2001 in 
Napa , there will open COPIA , the American Center for 
Wine , Food, and the Arts , a major step in continuing 
this effort . This is a serious program (multi-millions 
of dollars) to broaden the public's appreciation of 
wine with food. 


Now what does this have to do ·with anything? 
Cook books , that's what . 


Is it realistic to assume that if you like wine 
books , you like wine? And if you like wine , you like 
food. You have lots of wine books and you have some 
cook books . Some of the cook books have recipes that 
call for wine . Ergo . .. 


Does this make the cook book a wine book? 
Well, that depends on the book. Does the book cover 
wine to go in food or wine to go with food? 


Does the book have menus? If it does , 
Saintsbury and Simon wrote cook books . 


Perhaps there is no easy answer or definition of 
what constitutes a wine book. What can be said, 
however , is that cook/wine books are indicative of the 
times in which they were published . These books 
evolved from the herbals of the 17th and 18th 
centuries . 


Mr. Boyle's Remedies 
An interesting example is a small volume by R. 
Boyle , A Collection of Choice and Safe Remedies 
(London , 1731, 7th ed ., corrected ). 


R. Boyle turns out to be Robert Boyle , famed 
physicist and chemist and promulgater of Boyle's 
Law that you learned in high school , i.e . "If the 
temperature remains constant, the volume of a gas 
varies inversely with the pressure ." 
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In the musi~ Camelot there is a song, "What 
Do the Common Folk Do." What they did for medical 
problems was to refer to Boyle: 


Poi-the Cholick, or Pains in the 
Sides. 


T AKE i Balls of frefh Horfe-dung, and 
infufe them for 12. Hours (if Halle re


quire, 3 or 4 may ferve the Turn,) in good . 
White-wine, in a clofe Velfel ; then firain 
the Liquor, and let the Patient take s or o 
Ounces of it at a time. 


or 


. An experimc•d Eye-water for 
an Inflammation andtfumour of the Eye. 


T A K E of prepar'd Tu tty ha ff an Ounce, 
the Water of white Rofes and of Frogs 


Spawn, and alfo of the bell C,mmy Wine, 
( not difiill'd) of each 2, Ounces, of Aqu"' 
,nirabilis half an . Ounce: Mix thefe well, 
an<l drop a very little at a time into the Pa
tient's Eyes. 


These are very mild. Some of the over 300 
receipts caJl for such ingredients as crab's eyes, 
turpentine , oil of vitriol, or bone of cuttlefish. The 
simple folk might even have appreciated an HMO. 


Wine was a common ingredient mentioned in 
medical books before and after Boyle, and continued 
until the latter part of the 19th century , when the 
effects of the temperance movement and the Wom
en 's Christian Temperance Union began to be 
strongly felt. 


There were the Drys and the Wets, and the Drys 
were winning. Home medical books spoke now of the 
horrors of alcohol , not of any beneficial uses. As an 
example , The People's Medical Advisor (two million 
two hundred and sixty thousand sold) by R. V. Pierce 
(Buffalo, NY, 1895). Dr . Pierce devotes ten full pages 
to the disaster that alcohol is to mankind. To quote 
the good doctor , "The true place of alcohol is clear; it 
is an agreeable temporary shroud." 


With the formation of the WCTU in 1874 and 
the Anti-Saloon League of America in 1895, the 
shadow of prohibition was broadening rapidly. 


Zealots such as Carrie Nation led the action and 
received vast amounts of publicity. She was a normal 
young Kansas girl (except for having a mother who 
believed herself to be Queen Victoria , and an aunt 
who made repeated attempts to turn herself into a 
weather vane) who grew up with a determination to 
reform . She carried on a free-swinging, ax-wielding 
campaign against alcohol, pepper, coffee, tea, white 
flour, reproduction , and tobacco . 
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The Anti-Saloon League was vitally important in 
passing the 18th Amendment - Prohibition - which 
took effect in January 1920 and lasted for the next 
fourteen years , bringing with it hard drinking, 
racketeering, gun molls , gang wars , speakeasies , Al 
Capone, Machine Gun Kelly, and any manner of 
other benefits to the American public . 


So as Demon Rum went down, so did Demon 
Lafite Rothschild. 


Ward McAllister 
During the temperance era and Prohibition little of 
interest regarding food and wine was written in 
America. There were a few exceptions , including 
Ward McAllister (1827-1895) , lawyer and social 
arbiter, and responsible for the term "The Four 
Hundred" to describe the socially elite. The figure 
refers to the number of people who could be 
accommodated in the ballroom of Mrs . William Astor . 


The book McAllister wrote in 1890, Society As I 
Have Found It, has two chapters on wine: Cham
pagne and Madeira. His suggestion for a social 
dinner: "Having had your Champagne from the fish 
to the roast , your Burgundy and Johannisberg , or 
fine old Tokay with the cheese, your best Claret with 
the roast, and then after the ladies have left the 
table, comes on the King of Wines , your Madeira." 


Also , a note: Madeira should be kept in the 
garret with a corn cob for the cork . He also pointed 
out that the fashionable world accepts Brut 
Champagne and avoids all others. 


There were other , less intimidating , books . Two 
ladies of Rising Sun, Indiana , Abbie A. North and 
Mary H. Espey, wrote the Harris Cook Book-A 
Recipe Book (Cincinnati , 1905). The book calls for 
fermenting grapes to make wine . This is strange for 
the era and for the area, the center of temperance . 


Sara Van Buren wrote Good Living: A Practical 
Cookery-Book for Town & Countzy(New York , 1908). 
It has recipes for Wine Cake , Icing , Jelly , Pudding , 
and making currant wine. The Wine Jelly recipe, 
"Gelee au Vin de Madere ," interestingly calls for one 
pint of Sherry with a little Brandy. 


In San Francisco in 1914 Clarence 
Edwords wrote Bohemian San Fran
cisco. Its Restaurants and their Most 
Famous Recipes . The Elegant Art of 
Dining . A heading , "How to Serve 
Wine ," covers a wide vinous range
Amontillado , Clos de Vougeot , Lacri
ma Christi , Chateau Lafite , Romanee , 
and Krug Private Reserve Brut. It is 


noteworthy that he lists a restaurant named 
"Viticultural" that had great vogue owing to the 
excellence of its cooking. Its specialty was marrow on 
toast , broiled mushrooms , and game . 


And , lastly , Victor Hirtzler wrote The Hotel St . 
Francis Cook Book (Chicago, 1919). The book covers 
menus for an entire year for the hotel , with recipes 
for breakfast , lunch , and dinner. A monumental 
effort . Additionally, there are sixty-four menus for 
special events , including a dinner for the Director of 
the Sumitomo Bank , Ltd. The dinner included 
Amontillado Sherry , Pommery Greno, and liqueurs. 


Then the curtain came down. A small amount of 
succor was provided during these dim years with 
literary efforts from the British Isles . Two of interest 
were : 


Andre Simon 
Andre Simon's The Art of Good Living. A Con
tribution to the Better Understanding of Food and 
Drink together with a Gastronomic Vocabulary and 
a Wine Dictionary (London , 1928) is practically a 
cook book for it is filled with food information. But it 
may be a little much for life in this century. For 
example , a roast sirloin of beef when prepared "a la 
Anglais" should be served with Ch. Mouton 
Rothschild. However , if prepared "a la Chatelaine," 
Ch . Rausan Segla is more appropriate. But no one 
could possibly quarrel with champagne being the 
correct accompaniment for ham . No matter , the book 
is jammed full of wine and food information . 


Isabel Beeton 
A second book filled with gustatorial information is 
Isabel Mary Beeton's Mrs. Beeton's Everyda y 
Cookery, with about 2500 Practical Recipes and 
Sections of Labour Saving, Household Work, 
Servant's Duties , Laundry Work, Marketing, 
Renovations , Carving and Trussing, the Art of "Using 
Up," Table Decoration, Table Napkins , Meals and 
Menus , Beverages , Etc., with 16 plates in colour and 
nearly 300 illustrations (London , 1920s) . A tome! 


Mrs . Beeton had previously produced many 
books on the same subjects and had the distinction of 
being among the first to use colour illustrations of 
food. 


Among her many admirers was Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle, who observes : "Mrs. Beeton must have 
been the finest housekeeper in the world . Therefore 
Mr. Beeton must have been the happiest and most 
comfortable man ," and concludes that Mrs. Beeton's 
book "has more wisdom to the square inch than any 
work of man." 


Menus for family meals for a Tuesday in winter 
are enlightening : Breakfast - fried whiting , stewed 
kidneys , veal cake , marmalade , jam, butter , dry 
toast , rolls , bread , coffee, tea, hot and cold milk. 


Lunch - Curry of cold meat , grilled steak , fried 
potatoie , apple dumplings , butter , cheese , bread , 
biscuits . 







Dinner - clear Mulligatawny soup, baked fillets 
of whiting, mutton cutlets, Brussels sprouts, potato 
croquettes, roast woodcock , salad , plum pudding or 
meringues , herring roe on toast . 


Interesting (I think) are the views in these two 
books on the serving of wine. 


Mrs. Beeton - "Claret and Burgundy should be 
drunk nearly milk-warm and the temperature can be 
raised by keeping the wine near the fire for a time , or 
more speedily by standing the bottles in a vessel of 
hot water , renewing the water when necessary." 


Andre Simon - "Chambre - To place the wine in 
a 'Chambre ' or dining roo".ll, where it will gradually 
acquire the temperature of the room . Unfortunately, 
chambre is usually translated "to take the chill off." 
Barbarous means to that end being to plunge into hot 
water a bottle of wine , or else placing it in front of a 
good fire for a little time ; both methods are equally 
fatal to quality of any wine ." 


- Hold on. The rigors of writing are beginning 
to catch up. What is needed is a little sustenance. 
This should do it! "Supremes de Volaille Stras
bourgeoise " from Bouquet de France. An Epicurean 
Tour of the French Provinces by Samuel Chamber
lain (New York , 1952). A very simple dish , sauteed 
chicken breast placed upon capellini to which has 
been added many small cubes of foie gras and cream. 
In an effort to keep down the calories , we eliminated 
the chicken breast. A bottle of 1971 Ch. Rieussec was 
an unusual but splendid accompaniment. Cham
berlain comments, "The more foie gras you use, the 
more seraphic your dish becomes." OK , culinary 
break is over. Back to work. -


By 1934 we had repeal of the 18th Amendment. 
The Food and Wine information age had begun , 
albeit slowly. There were wine books to be written , 
and cook books about what to do with wine in cooking 
and to suggest that wine and food were linked . 


The Browns' Wine Cook Book 
Not many of the early wine cook books were notable. 
Probably the first book by people who knew some
thing about food and wine was The Wine Cook Book 
(Boston , 1934) by the Browns-Cora , Rose and Bob. 
They were a Louisiana family that had been living in 
Europe since 1919, thus avoiding Prohibition. Their 
book is filled with Continental and Creole recipes 
that are more sophisticated than most, i.e., recipes 
for dry white wine, red wine, and sweet wine . There 
are twenty-six pages devoted to the origin, care , 
service , etc. of wine . 


The Browns had surprising foresight for their 
time . Take for instance, their entry on Spanish table 
wines : 


The reason that Spanish wines , other than 
Sherry and Malaga, are little known to us 
is because they are consumed locally ... 
They are sound, sunny wines to which the 
French pay a high compliment by importing 
them on a huge scale to give taste and 
quality to their own vin ordinaire . 
The ordinary vino tinto or Clarete of Rioja 
has as much taste and bouquet, strength 
and durability as Bordeaux costing several 
times as much. If you can get them , try any 
of the wines of Val de Penas, or ask your 
dealer to supply you with a red Marques de 
Riscal or a white Diamante of good years. 
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The current American market has just discovered 
these wines . 


THE 


~ 
COOKBOOK 


Being a. ,election ol 
IHCOMP.//R.IIBLE RECIPEJ' 


fiom FRANCE, 
./ivm tlw. FAR EAST, 


,.fo,,t tlu.fOVTH 1111.d ELJEWHERE, 
all at which. C1W9 thelT 
JIJHJIL KXCBLLl1'Clt 


to tha •kllllul - of 
7f.1,u 


IA their prrparation 


~ 
THE BR.OWNS 
Cora, Rose and BoL 


-m1;;;11K 


Also regarding California wines : 
In California , early monks imported the 
Mission Grape from Mexico and developed 
the delicious dessert wine "Angelica" known 
as a "lady's . wine" in the Gay Nineties . 
Then a German company planted millions 
of vines near Los Angeles and the Italians 
later imported European vines and helped 
establish our own Cote d'Or. California can 
now produce enough wine to supply each 
and every one of us with a gallon a year. 
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Its products are sound, full in body and 
flavor , and of good alcoholic content . All of 
the usual European types are reproduced: 
port, sherry, Tokay, Muscatel, Chablis, 
Sparkling Burgundy, Riesling, sauternes, 
champagnes, or what have you. But the 
mistake here has been in following 
established names instead of developing 
our own types and letting other countries 
try to copy them. 


Ida Allen's Wine & Spirits Cook Book 
A second 1934 book probably had more effect because 
of the prominence of the author: Ida Bailey Allens 
Wine and Spirits Cook Book (New York: Simon & 
Schuster). 


Mrs. Allen was the Martha Stewart of the Bix 
Beiderbeck era. More than twelve million of her 
cooking and home management publications had 
been sold; she was on the radio and had more than 
twelve hundred broadcasts to her credit. 


She states that she wrote the book because of 
thousands of requests for information on the right 
use of wine and spirits . In general, the recipes are 
those of the time with a little wine added. Her views 
of glassware are interesting . She states, "Wine is its 
own best ornament. That is w by all connoisseurs 
agree that wine glasses should be colorless , clear , and 
thin." But curiously then declares, "Sauternes and 
Chablis glasses may be of a pale green tint ." Size of 
glass is modest: Sauternes , Chablis, Moselle , Claret, 
Chianti, and Rhine White call for 4 ounces, 
Burgundy 3 or 4 ounces, all others 2 or 3 ounces. 
Happily, this has changed in more recent times. 


A Wine Lover's Cook Book 
Things were gradually improving by 1940 when there 
appeared A Wine Lovers Cook Book by Jeanne 
Owens, who was Secretary of the New York Wine & 
Food Society. There are many good recipes, and it 
was noted that Sauternes was a sweet wine , not a 
dry one . It is obvious , though , that American wines 
were not yet a factor . However, progress was being 
made on glass size. She quotes a Frenchman: "Like 
wine , liqueur has a soul , so don't imprison this 
precious liquid in a thimble-size glass . Serve it in a 
glass that permits you to enjoy its fragrance as well 
as its taste." 


Gourmet 
The year 1941 had the momentous event of Pearl 
Harbor, but a small , mostly unnoticed , event also 
occurred . Earl MacAusland , a distinguished Boston
ian, published the first issue of Gourmet magazine. 
Nothing much happened , of course ; it was possibly 
the worst time in history to launch a wine and food 
magazme . In spite of the problems , the magazine 


survived and eventually had an entirely new field of 
potential subscribers. Millions of Americans had 
served around the world and returned with a 
broadened knowledge of food and wine . 


Frank Schoonmaker 
In the late forties and early fifties Gourmet was 
fortunate in having two major contributors, Frank 
Schoonmaker and Samuel Chamber lain . 


Frank Schoonmaker had been a travel writer in 
the late 1920s. His travels led him through the 
European wine countries which caught his fancy and 
became his overwhelming passion, culminating in a 
1935 book, with Tom Marvel, The Complete Wine 
Book . Schoonmaker had entered into wine importing 
and by 1939 bad added an assortment of California, 
Ohio , and New York wines , having them bottled as 
"Schoonmaker Selections ." He refused to call his 
wines by the generic names that was then the 
custom. He was probably the motivation behind the 
labeling of American wines with varietal names. 
Wineries had noticed that his varietal wines were 
getting a higher price than their generic wines . 


Schoonmaker became associated with the 
Almaden Winery , and in the late forties produced a 
newsletter that went on for several years, possibly 
the first from a major winery . [See W-T Newsletter . Vol.6 
No.4. Vol. 7 Nos.1-3 for an historical review of winery newsletters . 


- Ed.] He was a tireless promoter of his wines . 
Perhaps his most spectacular promotion was in 1950 
with a cross-country , highly publicized tour and 
tastings with Princess Gabrielle de Liechtenstein , 
owner of Kesselstatt Domain, Josephshof , Piesport, 
Kasel , Oberemmel and Trier , and Baron Philippe de 
Rothschild , owner of Cbateau Mouton Rothschild and 
Chateau Mouton d'Armailhacq . 


All this led to substantial success and ready 
acceptance of his many wine articles in Gourmet . 
This, plus his several books , helped fuel the Ameri 
can desire for more food and wine information. 


The second strong influence at the magazine was 
Samuel Chamberlain who , along with his articles , 
also wrote books about food and wine (more about 
him later). 


Gourmet was also fortunate in having Henry 
Stahlhut for its cover artist . His covers were 
delectable. The Tournedos Rossini cover illustration 
makes one yearn for decadence , as do many others . 
( CO PIA has an extensive collection of old Gourmet 
magazines with memorable Stahlhut covers.) 


Since those pioneering days, a veritable flood of 
food and wine books , magazines, newspaper articles , 
and TV shows have overwhelmed us. Repetition 
seems to be the indispensable quality in all these . 
How many recipes can there be for Cog au Vin? (Yes, 
we have one .) 







Madame Maigret's Recipes 
There have been many good cook books and very 
many not so good. It is interesting to find one a little 
off the beaten track. Such a book is Madame 
Maigret's Recipes (New York/London, 1975). M. 
Maigret is, of course, the fictional detective of 
Georges Simenon. The book was written by Robert 
Courtine-known as France's most authoritative 
gourmet-on the occ.asion of his friend Simenon's 
seventieth birthday. Each page is devoted to a 
recipe, and Courtine also tells us what wine or beer 
or cider Maigret would drink with each dish. For 
example, on page 40: 


Mouclade des Boucholeurs (Mussels in Cream) 


"Do you like mouclsde?" 
"What is it?" 
"Mussels with cream ... a local dish ... " 
Maigret tried to single out a taste ... of ... what could it 
be? A whiff ... the barest trace ... 
"Curry!" he cried triumphantly. "I'll bet anything you 
please there's curry in it!" 


Ls Maison du Juge 


• Scrub , scrape , and wash thoroughly 3 qts. of mussels . 
• In a large stewing kettle place 1 cup of dry white wine , Y. cup of 


butter, 8 shallots, 4 crushed cloves of garlic , and a good pinch 
of pepper. Bring to a boil and add the mussels . Cover. 


• Cook several minutes, stirring frequently , until the mussels have 
opened . Drain the liquid into a saucepan. Bring to a boil, add 
a pinch of cumin and 2 tsp. of curry powder . Boil for two 
minutes. 


• Knead 4 Tb. of butter with 2 Tb. of flour . Drop into the boiling 
liquid , stirring well with a wooden spatula . Remove from fire 
and add 2 cups of heavy cream . Strain . 


• Remove one shell from each mussel. Arrange the mussels in a 
deep platter . Cover with the sauce and serve . 


COURTINE'S NOTE : You can shell the mussels completely-they'll be 
easier to eat , but it won't look so amusing . 
With the mouclsde des boucholeurs, Maigret drank Blanc de l'Ile 
de Re. 


(Ile de Re is off the southwest coast of France, 
approximately opposite the area of Cognac. The 
island's seacoast is awash with the seaweed used to 
fertilize the vineyards . The resultant wine has a 
unique smoky (fume) quality. There is a degree of 
interest by American importers to bring this wine to 
us, but until that happens, focus on the Loire Valley's 
Pouilly-Fumes, Sancerres, or Quincys; or take a 
Traminer or a Gewiirztraminer from the Alsace , or 
try a California Fume Blanc or dry Chenin Blanc.) 
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Cooking with Pomiane 
Now let us harken back to paragraph one. Edouard 
de Pomiane was a food scientist at France's Pasteur 
Institute, a noted gourmand, and a writer-lecturer on 
all things gastronomic. Cooking with Pomiane is 
based upon a series of lectures broadcast by Professor 
de Pomiane over French radio. An excerpt from "A 
Lunch in the Country" will give some idea of the 
book: 


Scrambled Eggs with Peas 
I beat 12 eggs in a large bowl and salt them. On the 
fire I put a copper pan . I melt 2 ozs of butter and pour 
in the eggs. With a wire whisk I beat energetically, 
scraping the bottom of the saucepan as I beat. The eggs 
thicken ... . They are slmostready . I lift the pan off the 
fire and beat and tum . They are just right . I pour them 
into a warmed dish and stir in a tablespoon of my peas 
which are still just warm. I carry my dish to the table. 


And now there are a succession of joys : 
The eggs with a glass of cider-just like velvet. 
The roast with its gravy and the mushrooms which I 
warmed whilst I was dishing the roast-a rustic 
cooking with a primitive freshness. With this a glass of 


Burgundy . 
The peas follow, soothingly bland . 
The cheese.. . The strawberries and cream . .. The 


coffee .. .. A thimbleful of plum brandy ... Contentment 
... The joy of living and loving one's friends . 


Samuel Chamberlain 
On to Samuel Chamberlain, a very talented man and 
Francophile. Author of some fifty books on various 
topics, he was a draftsman, print maker, etcher, 
photographer, book collector, designer and gourmet. 
He served in WWI as an ambulance driver with the 
American Field Service in France when he was 
twenty-two, and became enamoured of the country. 


He was asked to become the original editor of 
Gourmet, but declined because of other activities. 
Through the years he contributed to the magazine 
numerous articles which later became books, such as 
Clementine in the Kitchen, Bouquet de France, 
Italian Bouquet, and British Bouquet. His books are 
a delight because, along with recipes, wine and travel 
information , there are always photographs, etchings, 
and sketches. 


Clementine in the Kitchen by Phineas Beck (fin 
bee= fine nose) has many noteworthy recipes-the 
following one must be included here: 


Epinards au Madere 


Cook 2 pounds of spinach with Yo cup of water and a 


little salt until tender, but do not overcook. Put the 
spinach through the finest meat grinder you have and 
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mix in a good lump of butter, together with pepper -and 
a little numeg. Add Y. cup thick cream and beat well 
together . Keep this hot while you cook Y. pound of 
thinly sliced mushrooms in butter . Now add these and 
2 tablespoons of good Madeira wine to your spinach. 
Re-heat all together and serve surrounded by triangles 
of bread fried in butter. This is a dish that should be 
served by itself. 


From another book, The Flavor of France in 
Recipes and Pictures (done with Chamberlain's wife 
and daughter), comes the best version of that pre
viously mentioned recipe: 


Coqi>u Vin 
(Chicken in Red Wine) 


In a heavy saucepan saute 1 sliced onion and 1 minced 
clove of garlic in 1 Y. Tbs. of butter until the onion is 
soft . Add the neck , wing tips and giblets of a roasting 
chicken . When these have browned a little, add 4 cups 


of dry red wine and a bay leaf, cover the saucepan and 
simmer the mixture over the lowest possible flame for 
about 2 hours . Shortly before serving time, in an iron 
skillet saute the rest of the chicken , cut in serving 
pieces , in 2 Tbs . of butter . When the chicken is brown 
and almost cooked, strain the red-wine stock and blend 
into it 1 Tbs . of butter creamed with 2 tsp . of flour. 
Pour the wine sauce over the chicken and simmer the 
ooq au vin, covered, for 30 minutes . Serve with rice or 
boiled potatoes . Serves four to six . 


The format of The Flavor of France leads to 
browsing as each page has a wonderful photograph of 
France and a recipe of the area of the photo. 


S<r-wine books and cook books must go together 
as do wine and food. Omar Khayyam knew about 
this many years ago: 


Here with a LoafofBread beneath the Bough , 
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse - and Thou 


Beside me singing in the Wilderness -
And Wilderness is Paradise enow . 


I wonder if the Rubaiyat is a wine book. 
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extraordinsire of books on wine and food, encourage us to try these 


not-to-be-missed recipes - we shall not be disappointed! - Ed .] 







WINE AESTHETICS 
FOR 


THE GUZZLER, THE BIBBER, AND THE TASTER 


PART II- CONCLUSION 


by Allan Shields 


[ The first installment (Vol. I I No.2) of our professor's "philosophic 
excursus on the oenological and oenophilic arts" was concluded 
with a promise of''further remarks about the meaning of taste as 
judgment ... leading to connoisseurship , " including the vocabulary 
of concepts about judging, tasting, criticizing and evaluating wine; 
and the language of inebriation . - Ed.] 


THE LANGUAGE OF INEBRIATION 


further discrimination is in order . 
I ref er to the effects of alcohol 
after it is drunk. And drunk it is 
and you may be , if bibbing be 
carried to excess. In the spirit of 
scientific endeavor , I have under
taken a survey of the language of 
inebriation in an effort to see if 
wide human experience in drink
ing has produced careful discrimi
nations, or has simply resulted in 
vague, undifferentiated (but color
ful) observations. It must be 


reported that on the subject of organoleptic, orectic 
language of drunkenness and its variations , Western 
man is still trying to copulate paper sacks. Let me 
explain. 


First of all , our terms generally reflect an either
or, black or white dichotomous kind of thinking . You 
are either drunk or sober, alcoholic or not , a drinker 
or a teetotaler, totally committed or totally abstinent. 
Such a simplistic logical fallacy is unworthy of 
analysis . 


Next, when we consult Roget's Thesaurus, we 
learn somewhat more about terms available to us 
despite their disposition , again, to bifurcation. ' 


adj ., drunk - tipsy, intoxicated , inebriate, 
inebriated, in a state of intoxication , overcome , 
fuddled , boozy, full , lit up, elevated , groggy, 
screwed, tight , primed , muddled, stupi.fi.ed, 
obfuscated , maudlin, blind drunk, dead drunk , 
drunk as a lord. Wet (Heraclitus) 


Not believing Roget to be complete, I have 
consulted those nouveaux experts on inebriation, 
undergraduate students at San Diego State Uni
versity, members of two of my classes in logic. In 
what will remain in my memory as two of the livelier 


five minute sessions in my teaching career, students 
gave me this list of terms to augment Roget: 


wasted looped blazed 
bombed feeling no pain stewed 
smashed oiled to death plastered 
tippled snockered in the ozone 
wined blitzed fucked up 
juiced ripped totally ripped 
influenced toasted racked up 
hung over hammered boozed 
polluted gone zonked 
spaced sot pissed (Brit.) 
sloshed osterized 
drunk as a rolling fart (1821) 


One enterprising student, intrigued by the prob
lem, quizzed police officers, highway patrolmen, 
military men and women and others where she works 
and came up with a list of colorful terms that greatly 
adds to the list. 


cocktailed out of it monkey-eyed 
soused pre-processed plowed 
squiffy doused dingy 
preserved stoned stymied 
lushed petrified sop 
topper liquidated plugged 
snockered topsy-turvy loaded 
pie-eyed shit-faced tight 
lit packaged swacked 
torpedoed tanked poisoned 
fried blasted wall-papered 
fish-faced wiped out merry 
blown wockoo formaldahyded 
greased derelict uninhibited 
gutted flaggoned degenerate 
duce dipsomaniac all shot to hell 
ionized putrid emulsified 
iodized incoherent asphyxiated 
entrenched in a stupor blowing a 0.10 
502 anesthetized blowing a 3.0 
delirious intemperate thirsty soul 
mellow cut crapped out 
cockeyed out cold boiled 
spifficated stiff shellacked 
stinko elevated sponged 
toss-pot carouser guzzler 
dip so bar-fly fresh 
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three sheets to the wind 
snot-slinging-commode-hugging drunk 
red-eyed-bar-slapping-commode-hugging drunk 


A neighbor described a former governor ' s 
behavior : "He was so drunk he couldn't hit the 
ground with his hat. " 


Finally , we should add a medical recitation of 
inebriation by a physician . 


Alcohol is absorbed fairly rapidly by the 
bloodstream and distributed throughout the 
body. The alcohol directly affects certain tissues . 
Other effects are mediated by the central 
nervous system. Examples of direct effects of 
alcohol are the stimulation of secretion of peptic 
and hydrochlori.:: acids by the stomach , and of 
dilatation of capillary blood vessels at the 
surface of the body . Suppression of hyper
activity of the highP,r nervous system with a 
resulting lessening of mental tension and 
relaxation of stimuli to the muscles of the body 
are examples of effects not directly due to 
contact of the body t:.ssues with alcohol , but to 
changes in the messages from the brain 
mediated by the sedative effects of alcohol. The 
combined action of the direct and the brain
mediated effects results in reduction of anxiety , 
softening of irritation , and modification of 
shyness and aggression. 


Where does this leave us? Giddy , of course . But 
we are now in a position to see that there are real 
problems for aesthetics here as well as for linguistics . 
There are clearly 1) degrees or stages of inebriation 
and probably 2) qualities of inebriation that 
accompany the degrees and functions of the kind of 
alcohol imbibed. Anecdotally, I can report that my 
drinking friends insist thait there are noticeable 
differences in the qualities of inebriation dependent 
on whether they drink sherry , port , reds , whites , gin , 
scotch and other variations of drink. Mixed drinks 
are notorious in this regard . Even the ancients knew 
this. 


Edward Hyams , in his superb work on wine , 
Dionysus - A Social History of the Wine Vine 
(London I NewYork , 1965), remarks about drunken 
gods near Sumeria: 


Pa-gestin-dug and Sa-bil had nine children , one 
of them Siris , wine-goddess of the Hamrin 
mountain vineyards ; but in her later epiphany 
she seems , or so her name implies , to have been 
more concerned with beer , or perhaps with in
toxicating drinks in general. Her siblings were 
Sin-kas , which competent persons say means 
'spiced barley beer '; Sim-kas-gig , another beer-


name; M-hus , 'he of frightening speech' (it is 
suggested that this may imply the drunken 
brawler); Me-azag, 'he of clear speech' (which 
could imply the in vino veritas stage of drunken
ness ; Eme-te , 'eloquent of tongue ' (yet another 
stage of drunkenness) ; Ki-dur-ka-zal , the mean
ing of which is 'one who abides in mirth ', which 
is, again , a reference to one of the effects of 
alcohol ; Nu-silig-ga , 'the braggart '; Nin-ma-da , 
'lord of the land ' (perhaps the implication here 
is to drunken hubris. 


'~ .. wine is no more bottled poetry 
than poetry is spilled wine. " 


Furthermore , the- language of drunkenness , aside 
from ignoring the range of inebriation and its 
qualities , is hopelessly vague and in need of careful 
qualification. Can you discriminate (don ' t forget the 
paper sacks! ) being "zonked " from being "sloshed"? 


Finally , if we are serious about our endeavor to 
pursue the total experience of wines , we surely must 
count the joys of inebriation along with the vision , 
the nose, the taste and other vinous virtues. It simply 
won't do to talk about bottled poetry , for wine is no 
more bottled poetry than poetry is spilled wine. 
Lacking a prior model of the range of inebriation , we 
need to erect a vocabulary of the apparent scales of 
intoxication. Here is a first suggestive trial : 


If we approach the experience phenom -
enologically-and how else can we do this intro
spectively?-we may find these gradations 
meaningful : 
1. A warmth , accompanied by a mild dizziness 
2. A glow 
3. A buzz (as in "getting a buzz on") 
4. Distressed equilibrium 
5. Sensed d!;!generation of controls (from the 
perspective of the observer: vociferous denials of 
lack of control ) 
6. Diml y sensed loss of control 
7. Passing out ; drifting into a "sleep " (dead 
drunk ; virtually anaesthetized) 


When , however , we seek to establish public and 
objective criteria of inebriation , we run into diffi
culties. If a person is seated , he may affect sobriety 
by simply smiling all evening until step 5 or 6 in our 
list of private standards . The law has had 
considerable difficulty in this matter of trying to 
establish whether or not a person is under the 
influence of alcohol. Blood tests help. Walking a 
straight line is thought to help , as well. But you know 
cold-sober people who can ' t walk a straight line 
without a wobble, for that is not a normal way to 
walk. In any event , the public problem shows again 







our dichotomous penchant : we are either under the 
influence or we are not. We are either sober or drunk . 
Our private , unconfirmed set of discriminations is to 
be preferred . 


LOWER & HIGHER SENSES and WINE 
If it may be questioned whether the alcoholic~ 
of wine consumption are properly a problem in the 
aesthetics of wine , there can be no doubt that an 
accurate understanding of the various sense func
tions is appropriate. Such sensational information is 
practically synonymous with what we mean by en
joying or appreciating wines. The senses involved in 
tasting include sight , olfaction , the gustatory senses 
(sweet , bitter , acrid , salt) , tactile, cold, heat, equi
librium and pressure. Perhaps we should even add 
specious warmth as a visceral response . 


The usual listing by aestheticians of the sense 
modalities distinguishes rather grossly between the 
~ and the lower . The higher senses are sight 
and hearing , while the lower are touch , olfaction and 
taste . Psychologists in the twentieth century have 
considerably expanded the detectable limits of 
sensation to include pain , cold, heat , tickle, 
kinesthesis , synaesthesis and others more subtle
pressure , for example. 


Since it has been a fundamental question in 
aesthetics whether the lower senses can be exploited 
aesthetically , it will be helpful to see how two 20th 
century American aestheticians have dealt with the 
problem. The basic question is this : how do the 
higher and lower senses differ? 


George Santayana takes a descriptive , factual 
viewpoint on the subject in his influential work, The 
Sense of Beauty . He does not denigrate or pejorate 
the lower senses , but simply remarks the fact that 
" ... touch , taste and smell , although capable no doubt 
of a great development , have not served in man for 
the purposes of intelligence so much as those of sight 
and hearing ." He then goes on to explain why these 
senses have failed so to serve human intelligence. 
They normally remain in the background of 
consciousness , furnish few ideas that can be 
objectified , their pleasures remain " ... detached and 
unused for the purpose of appreciation of nature ." 
They are often called "unaesthetic ,'' for the further 
reason of the functions they serve , not because of 
their lack of sensuality or because of baseness 
inherent in them . Santayana adds a further 
important characterization of the lower senses: "They 
have not reached ... the sa111e organization as sounds 
and therefore cannot furnish any play of subjective 
sensation comparable to music in interest . Tastes do 
not exist in a social medium and the instruments of 
the lower senses do not ... allow such nice and stable 
discriminations as does the -ear . Though the lower 
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senses may aspire to the beautiful, their highest 
achievement is the pleasant." 


Santayana, characteristically, then advances a 
hypothesis worth testing: Though the lower senses 
preclude artistic exploitation, they serve inspiration 
and imagination perfectly well, for what is not found 
first in the senses cannot enter into imagination .PI 
intellect. "From these real sensations (of the lower 
senses) imagination draws its life, and suggestion its 
power. " 


D. W. Prall, who followed Santayana at Harvard 
University , was a close student of his colleague's 
writings, and sounds a similar set of views, but in 
more detail. Prall extolls the aesthetic impact of the 
lower senses even more than Santayana , but ends up 
in agreement with Santayana's assessment. The 
lower senses are properly ~enominated as relatively 
inadequate for aesthetic experience of beauties. Why 
are they not adequate? Prall answers. First, not 
because they are more internal than the ear or eye . 
Not because of their connection with our vital bodily 
processes and motions . Not because we usually 
consume what we taste but not what we see or hear. 
Not because of the transitoriness of smells or tastes. 
Prall continues, 


"Hence it is clear that smells and tastes and 
vital feelings are not the materials of beauty in 
the sense that colors are, or sounds or forms, or 
even textures , for they are obviously not the 
contents of typical aesthetic judgments. If they 
are not to be ruled out on the grounds of their 
nearness to the body , or their destruction by 
consumption, which is contemporaneous with 
and sometimes necessary to the very act of 
perception, or because of their transitoriness of 
occurence, or because they are associated in our 
minds with fulfilling biological needs, or because 
of any lack of objectivity or specificity of quality, 
we must find some other ground for the obvious 
fact that though they occur in delighted 
perception , though attention may be focussed on 
them, as specific qualities directly apprehended 
in sense experience, they are not usually 
pronounced beautiful, do not become the content 
of aesthetic judgments , and thus apparently are 
not the characteristic materials of the aesthetic 
experience that such judgments record ." 


Prall concludes with three summary obser
vations about the lower senses, the third being 
crucial for our interests in wine. First , smells and 
odors are sensuously delightful . Second, much of the 
beauty of nature is made up of such elemental 
delights that enter into more complex beauties. And 
third , " ... smells and odors do not in themselves fall 
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into any known or felt natural order or arrangement, 
nor are their variations defined in and by such an 
intrinsic natural structure, as the variations of sound 
and color and shape give rise to in our minds .... One 
smell does not suggest another related smell close to 
it in some objective and necessary order of quality .... 
There are apparently more or less compatible and 
incompatible smells and tastes, but there is no 
clearly defined order of smells and tastes, or any 
structure of smells and tastes in which each has its 
place fixed by its own qualitative being." 


For Prall, then , the lower senses serve to give us 
no clear aesthetic~ (not art objects) but do give 
us aesthetic materials. And they usually must be 
taken as individual , unrelated delights, not as raw 
materials for artistic development. 


Ifwe accept Santayana's and Prall's analysis as 
true, and I do so accept them , it follows that wines 
and the experience of wines, cannot now accurately 
be called aesthetic objects or art objects, even though 
our experience of them may be properly called 
aesthetic. It is an open question whether or not there 
will be revealed an organizing schema for the lower 
senses in the future. At this time, surely we must 
follow Prall and Santayana. 


Before leaving the subject of the meaning of the 
lower senses, it may be well to notice once more that 
the experience of tasting wines is an exceedingly 
complex one. Objectively , the senses we have 
remarked as all being involved-sight, smell , 
gustatory , taste, touch, cold, heat , equilibrium , and 
possibly others-strongly argue for withholding any 
final judgment about the potential for beautiful 
experience. Olfaction alone, I have read , can discrim
inate from 4-10 ,000 different odors in the human 
being! We have also reason to believe that there are 
both connoisseurs and virtuoso tasters who can help 
us to learn to appreciate, to come to our senses 
creatively , by elaborating our sense skills with wines. 


JUDGMENT OF WINES- CONNOISSEURSHIP 
Which brings us to a final topic: the judgment of 
wines. Though it is not altogether clear how we 
distinguish between taste and judgment of wines , for 
"good taste" is often taken to be synonymous with 
"good judgment ," we can now accept the fact of 
differences between the acts of tasting and 
pronouncement of verbal judgments about such acts . 
Without tasting, judgments would be uninformed . 
Also , tasting without judgment appears to be an 
incomplete act , for most human beings cannot refrain 
from forming ideas and opinions , if only to register 
the experience for thems3lves. Judging goes much 
farther than private opinions. We recognize connois
seurs-those who know. They are sometimes known 
by the name of judge in the trade, when their 


expertise has been established and they are accepted 
as experts. From the standpoint of the aesthetics of 
wine , the productive question is this: What are the 
credentials of a wine connoisseur? And there are 
closely related questions that beg for answers: 1) 
What weight should the connoisseur's judgments be 
given in forming one's own judgments? 2) Is judging 
radically subjective, and agreement accidental , 
coincidental , prejudiced and therefore unpersuasive , 
unconvincing? 3) Are the languages of judgment, the 
symbols of communication , intersubjectively reliable? 
And so on into a litany of familiar doubts often raised 
concerning the standards used in judging wines. 


Skepticism of any objective grounds for judg
ment has served to elevate a familiar phrase into a 
democratic credo : de gustibus non est disputandam . 
For most consumers of wine , no standard beyond 
their taste can possibly correct , inform , or change 
their judgments-or so they appear to believe and so 
they act. ''I don ' t .know anything about wine , but I 
know what I like! " This is not the occasion to try to 
show that this is a false doctrine on various grounds , 
but it may be useful to keep the view in mind as we 
examine briefly a typical pattern of judgment of 
wines that is widely used by serious students. 


AMERINE & SINGLETON 
Amerine and Singleton , those high priests of 
California oenology , in their book , Wine . An Intro
duction for Americans (Berkeley, 1965), offer a score 
card to be used in judging wines either singly or in 
comparison tests. The entire set of judgments to be 
scored is too intricate to try to display here; some de
tails are all we need. 


There are ten categories to use , spread over the 
three major senses involved : olfactory , gustatory and 
visual. Olfactory is weighted at 30-50% of the total 
score , gustatory at 25%, visual at 20%, with the 
remainder counted in under the heading of "general 
quality ." 


''Visual " includes "appearance ," which is rated 
on a three point scale: cloudy 0, clear 1, brilliant 2; 
"color," also rated on a three point scale: distinctly off 
o, slightly off 1, correct 2. "Olfactory " means asses
sing aroma and bouquet and vinegar scent , flavor in 
part , and general quality in part. "Gustatory " means 
acidity , sweetness, and bitterness , with other 
elements counted in the form of olfactory sensations . 
All of these qualities are to be assigned a numerical 
rating so that when your judging is finished you will 
have a total "score " for that wine being judged. 


Amerine and Singleton are careful to point out 
that this score is a simple one, not nearly so complex 
as one used for competitive judgings . However , it is 
enough to indicate several features in judging . First 
of all , we can appreciate the analytic advantages of 







"dividing the question" of a wine's qualities, for the 
three sense avenues are carefully discriminated. 
Second, within any sense modality, we can make 
rough but sufficiently clear distinctions to support 
our taste judgments----<:olor is correct (for that wine), 
or distinctly off. Though further refinements are 
possible in principle and practice, they are not 
always useful. Third , prior training in the use of 
wine terminology and training in its correct use are 
necessary conditions for judging : e.g., unless you 
have already apprenticed with a judge who knows, 
you will have serious difficulty sensing even the most 
obvious olfactory fault-vinegary. And without prior 
instruction (experience) the chances of your recog
nizing the correct varietal aromas are virtually nil. 
Can you detect the difference between Zinfandel and 
Cabernet Sauvignon? Unless you can answer yes, 
your judgment will not be reliable. And unless you 
already know whether or not a particular white wine 
may have a golden cast to it, you are immediately in 
trouble over the standard of color. Thus we see that 
the score card does not substitute for the educated 
palate. It is simply an objective assistance to the 
exercise of one. The score card does succeed, though, 
in focussing our earlier questions, for we now see 
that the cumulative experience of wine judges has 
begun to build a body of evidence that promises to 
raise the criteria for judgment out of the morass of 
subjectivity. In the presence of wine , we can corrob
orate or disconfirm judgments about color, olfactory 
qualities and gustatory qualities . We can begin to 
appreciate the credentials of the recognized connois
seur . We can begin to acknowledge that at least 
certain elements of judging approach objectivity, to 
the extent that such qualities are clearly attributable 
to the wine and not to our sense ; e.g., the clarity or 
turgidity , or even the sweetness. We can begin, also , 
to believe that the terminology among connoisseurs 
has a measure of reliability and their judgments a 
certain measure of validity we might not have 
suspected. Our initial skepticism has be,~ome 
chastened as our insight into the intricacies of 
judging has grown . Whether or not judging wines can 
ever become standardized to the degree of other 
sense qualities judged must remain an open 
question. But it is clear to me that aestheticians 
would be well advised to look more closely into the 
intimacies of wine judgment than they have so far 
troubled to do. When they do, I feel sure that the 
discriminations between the higher and lower senses , 
already admittedly blurred , will become increasingly 
difficult to maintain. 


" ... a cardinal sin to philosophize?" 
No one can be blamed for failing to discriminate 
tasting from taste , tasting from judgment , drunken-
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ness from tipsiness, or higher from lower senses, 
when we are urged by social process to believe that 
male is female, female male; that Gay is health, 
heterosexuality is myopia; random, casual orgasms 
are to be taken in course, while procreation is an 
ecological sin; that art is life and life is fictional. The 
very act of rational discrimination, the traditional 
mark of intellectual Nirvana, now carries the 
enormous political and social burden of being Lucifer 
himself. Is it after all a cardinal sin to discriminate? 
Is it therefore now a cardinal sin to philosophize? 


At the beginning there was the veiled promise 
that the meaning of aesthetics in this context might 
be revealed thro .ugh examples and through the 
discussion. That promise has not been fulfilled for 
some , I feel sure. It may be added as an epilogue that 
the foregoing remarks may serve to convince us that 
there are questions about wine enjoyment that lead 
us into aesthetic theory-into issues about the 
vocabulary of concepts about judging, tasting, 
criticizing, evaluating; into issues about the skills of 
consumption, about connoisseurship among wines, 
about the supposed differences between the lower 
and higher senses. Until some aesthetician resolves 
these issues for us, we may, in the meantime, 
continue to muddle through on our own , happily 
sampling the joys of wine. Cheers! 
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hose of you who are wine
lovers know about Thomas 
Jefferson and wine. As a 
relatively new Virginian, 
growing and .making wine, I 
feel I am making a small 
effort in fulfilling his memory. 
Those of you who are book
lovers know about Thomas 


Jefferson and his library. As a recently retired 
cataloguer at the Library of Congress, I feel that all 
of us at the Library of Congress have made great 
efforts in fulfilling his memory in that direction. 
Those of you who are Her Britannic Majesty's 
subjects might not remember the nasty unpleasant
ness that occurred in Washington, D.C., in 1814, 
which among other things caused us to repaint the 
President's Palace in whitewash, and thus bestow its 
new name , the White House . Shortly after these 
events, Thomas Jefferson realized that he was about 
to enter into a win-win situation. He had an 
unparalleled library. The country needed to replace 
its library. He needed money. 


Thomas Jefferson to Samuel Harrison Smith , 
September 21, 1814: 


"Dear sir: I learn from the newspapers that the 
vandalism of our enemy has triumphed at Washing
ton over science as well as the arts by the destruction 
of the public library with the noble edifice in which it 
was deposited ... 


"I presume it will be among the early objects of 
Congress to recommence foeir collection . This will be 
difficult while the war continues, and intercourse 
with Europe is attended with so much risk. You know 


my collection, its condition and extent. I have been 
fifty years making it, and have spared no pains, 
opportunity or expense, to make it what it is. While 
residing in Paris, I devoted every afternoon I was 
disengaged, for a summer or two, in examining all 
the principal bookstores, turning over every book 
with my own hand, and putting by everything which 
related to America, and indeed whatever was rare 
and valuable in every science. Besides this, I had 
standing orders during the whole time I was in 
Europe, on its principal book-marts, particularly 
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Madrid and London, for such 
works relating to America as could not be found in 
Paris. So that, in that department particularly, such 
a selection was made as probably can never again be 
effected, because it is hardly probable that the same 
opportunities, the same time, industry, perseverance 
and expense, with the same knowledge of the 
bibliography of the subject would again happen to be 
in concurrence. During the same period, and after my 
return to America , I was led to procure, also, 
whatever related to the duties of those in the high 
concerns of the nation. So that the collection, which 
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I suppose is of between nine and ten thousand 
volumes, while it includes what is chiefly valuable in 
science and literature generally, extends more 
particularly to whatever belongs to the American 
statesman. In the diplomatic and parliamentary 
branches, it is particularly full . It is long since I have 
been sensible - it ought not to continue private 
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property , and had provided that at my death , 
Congress should have the refusal of it at their own 
price. The loss they have now incurred , makes the 
present the proper moment for their accommodation , 
without regard to the small remnant of time and the 
barren uses of my enjoying it . I ask of your 
friendship , therefore , to make for me the tender of it 
to the Library Committee of Congress , not knowing 
myself of whom the committee consists. I enclose you 
the catalogue , which will enable them to judge of its 
contents . Nearl y th e whole are well bound , an 
abundance of them elegantl y, and of the choicest 
editions existing ... " 


This was written less than a month after 
British troops had invaded Washington and burned , 
among other buildings, the Capitol Building , which 
then housed the Library of Congress. The catalogue 
which he sent to Mr . Smith in 1815 was arranged 
according to Jefferson 's own catalogue system. Some 
of the original collection still has the original 
Jeffersonian cataloguing , and to this day , the Library 
of Congress requires at least one cataloguer to be 
cognizant of the Jeffersonian system so that , as 
needed , it can be converted to the present Library of 
Congress cataloguing system. The collection, when 
finally shipped , proved to include 6,487 volumes . 
Jefferson received $23,950 for his library , at prices of 
$10 per folio, $6 per quarto , $3 per octavo, and $1 per 
duodecimo. Such pricing was made easier by the fact 
that Jefferson had catalogued his books by size : 1 to 
16 were duodecimo (12mo) , 17 to 101 were octavo 
(8vo), 102 to 115 were quarto (4to), 116 to 129 were 
folio; a letter system was used for large books . 


MEMORY • REASON • IMAGINATION 
Jefferson based his cataloguing system on the 


system of Francis Bacon , who had organized all 
knowledge into the categories of Memory , Reason , 
and Imagination. Jefferson allocated Memory to 
History , both Civil and Natural. Reason was allo
cated to Philosophy , both Moral and Mathematical. 
Imagination was allocated to Fine Arts . 


Jefferson's library included a few of the classic 
books on wine and winemaking , a topic which even 
now is an unbreakable combination in the subject 
cataloguing system of the Library of Congress. One 
may distill many potions besides whisk(e)y ; one may 
brew many other potions besides beer ; one cannot 
wine-make anything else except wine . Jefferson had 
a number of books on gardening in his library, but as 
one can find in contemporary gardening books , they 
rarely give useful information on raising grapes , 
particularly if one is trying to raise them for wine. 
Two notable exceptions were JOHN GARDINER and 
DAVID HEPBURN , The American Gardener (1804, 


lst.ed.) and BERNARD McMAHON, The American Gar
dener's Calendar (1806, lst.ed .). Both contain ample 
directions for grape growing and wine making - and , 
along with Samuel Deane's 1790 New-England Far
mer , were the earliest U.S . books on horticulture. 
Another related book in his library, though not often 
classified a "wine" book, is STEPHEN JOHNSON'S Rural 
Economy (1806) , which includes a 42-page chapter 
on the "Culture of the Vine. " 


AGRICULTURE 
" ... agriculture , the employment of our first parents 
in Eden , the happiest we can follow,and the most 
important to our country ." - T. JEFFERSON , 1817 


Under Division I: History - Natural - Physics , we 
find Chapter 7: Agriculture. Books on wine , as cata
logued by Jefferson , are as follows: 


Cato, Varro, Columella, et Palladius De Re 
Rustica . 8vo. 
SCRIPTORES REI RUSTI CAE. 
Rei rusticre avctores Jatini veteres, M Cato, M 


Varro, L. Columella, Palladius : priores tres, e 
vetustiss. editionibus ; quartus , e veteribus membran
is aHquammultis in locis emendatiores: cum tribus 
indicibus , capitum , auctorum & rerum ac verborum 
memorabilium . Criticorum & expositorum in eosdem 
atque Geoponicos Grrecos notationes seorsum 
dabuntur ... [Heidelbergre:] ex Hier . Commelini typo
graphio , 1595. 


This book is a compilation of the works of 
classical Roman authors , still in print as 
parts of the Loeb Classical Library , which 
is in both English and Latin . These works 
cover all aspects of agriculture , with 
much attention paid to viticulture and 
winemaking as it was practiced in Roman 
times . A number of their ideas are 
pertinent even now . Grapevines and 
yeasts have not changed that much . 


Oeconomie rurale de Saboureux. 6 vols . 8vo. 
[Cato, Varro, Colum., Pallad., et Vegetius.] 
SABOUREUX DE LA BONNETRIE , CHARLES FRANCOIS. 


Traduction d'Anciens ouvrages Latins relatifs 
a ]'Agriculture rd a la Medecine Veterinaire, avec des 
Notes. Par M. Saboureux de la Bonnetrie .. . Tome 
Premier [-Tome Sixieme] ... A Paris: Chez P. Fr. 
Didot , [de l'lmprimerie de P. Al. Le Prieur , -de J . G. 
Clousier] . M.DCC.LXXI.-M .DCC.LXXV. [1771-1775] 


This work is a French translation of Cato, 
Varro, et al., by Charles Frarn;ois Sabour
eux de la Bonnetrie , 1725-1781 , a French 
lawyer and scientist. 
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The classificatior. scheme Jefferson devised /or his collection as it appears in the Cat 
alogue of the Library of the United States (Washington: Printed by Jonathan Elliot, 
1815). The Library of Congress adopted Jefferson's organization of knowledge, using 11 to 
classify its growing collection of books /or most of the nineteenth century. 
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Husbandry of the antients by Dickson. 2 v. 8vo. 
DICKSON, ADAM . 


The Husbandry of the Ancients . In two vols . 
By Adam Dickson . . . Edinburgh: Printed for J. 
Dickson , and W. Creech ; London: G. Robinson and T. 
Cadell , 1788. 


"A judicious compilation from the Roman 
writers in English" by Adam Dickson, 
1721-1776 , a Scottish minister , writer on 
agriculture , and a practical farmer . 


Tracts in Agriculture. 8vo. To wit, Fabbrom; 
Parmentier , Maupin. 
MAUPIN , FRANCOIS . 


L'Art de la vigne, contenant une nouvelle 
methode economique de cultiver la vigne, avec Jes ex
periences que en ont ete faites . Par M. Maupin ... 
Paris, 1779. 


Four pamphlets bound together in one 
volume . Maupin , a major writer on 18th 
century agriculture and one time valet
de-chambre to Queen Marie Leszcinska , 
sent several of his tracts on the culti
vation of the vine to Jefferson , with a 
view to establishing the industry in the 
United States. 


L 'Agricoltore del Trinci. 2 vols. 12mo. 
TRINCI , COSIMO. 


L'Agricoltore Sperimentato. Ovvero Regale 
generali sopra l'agricoltura . . . Venezia , 1796. 


Trinci's work , described by Jefferson as 
"the best book of the agriculture of Italy," 
contains a substantial section on grapes , 
including Trattato sopra la coltivazione 
della vite , descrito da M. Bidet. Jeffer
son's copy was sent to him in 1804 by 
Thomas Appleton , U. S. Consul at Leg
horn (Livorno). 


TRATTATO 
S0i'R.A LA COLTIV AZIONE DELLA 


. VITE. 


·too~mill~~~~~~ -1~~~!..~tmn1~'l 


'P.AR.TE 'PRIM.A. 


m A Coltivazione delle Viti con!ifl:e nel pian.; 
tarle , ne 1 potarle , nel lavorarle , ncl 
propagginarle, nell' innefl:ar!e , _nel con-


. cimarle , nel Jegarle , nel fucc1derle , e 
· nel d.ir Joro tanta rerra , e tanto fl:abbio, 


quanto bifogna per ingra(farle, e nel di
fcacciarne gl" infetri • 
· Se utile e al Proprietario I' avere un Vignajuolo ef
perto in tutte le parti ddla co!tivazione della Vigna ; 
minor certamente non e quello d" avere da p~r ~e. fl:ef
fo la cognizione di tutte quefl:e cofe, affine d1 dmgere 


· le operazioni di Jui , e non refl:are ingannato. 


Maupin sur la vigne. 8vo. 
MAUPIN, FRANCOIS . 


Nouvelle methode non encore pubh"ee pour 
planter et cultiver la vigne a beaucoup mains de frais 
. .. joints a la Theorie OU Je9on sur le temps le plus 
convenable de couper la vendange ... par M. Mau
pin. Paris: Musier , 1782. 


Traite de la vigne de Bidet & Duhamel . 
2 vols. 12mo. 
BIDET , NICHOLAS . 


Traite sur le Nature et sur la Culture de la 
Vigne; sur le Vin, la Fa9on de le Faire, et la Maniere 
de le bien gouverner. A ]'usage des differens 
Vignobles du Royaume de France . Seconde Edition. 


Augmentee & corigee , par M. Bidet .. . et revue par 
M. du Hamel du Monceau . .. Avec Figures. Tome 
Premier [Second] . A Paris: chez Savoye , 1759. 


Nicolas Bidet, 1709 -1782 , was a French 
agriculturist . 
Henri Louis Duhamel du Monceau, 
1700-1782 , was a French botanist and 
engineer. 


Traite sur la vigne, par Chaptal, Rozier, Par
mentier et Dussieux. 2 vols. 8vo. 
CHAPT AL, ET AL. 


Traite theorique et pratique sur la Culture de 
la Vigne, avec l'Art de Faire le Vin, Jes Eaux-de-Vie , 
Esprit de Vin, Vinaigres simples et composes ; par le 
Gen. Chaptal . . . M ]'Abbe Rozier . . . Jes citoyens 
Parmentier . . . et Dussieux . . . Ouvrage dans Jequel 
se trouvent Jes meilleures methodes pour faire , 
gouverner, Jes perfectionner Jes Vins, Eaux-de- Vie, et 
Vinaigres . Avec XXI planches representant les di
verses especes de Vignes ; les Machines et Instrumens 
servant a la fabrication des Vins et Eaux-de-Vie. 
Seconde edition. Tome Premier [-Second] . A Paris : 
chez Delalain fils , de l'Imprimerie de Marchant , An 
x.-1801. 


This work by Chaptal et al. is the classic 
practical work for viticulture and wine
making as practiced in France (and 
Europe) at the beginning of the 19th 
century . It was the Amerine and Winkler 
for its time , for those seriously interested 
in vines and wines . According to Jeffer
son , Chaptal 's book was " ... the best ever 
published on the vine , & on wines. " 
Recently , several antiquarian book sel
lers have included editions of Chaptal et 
al. in their catalogues , at prices ranging 
from $600 to $2250. Jefferson purchased 
his copy from bookseller Reibelt in 1805 
for $2.50, and immediately sent it to John 
March for binding at a cost of $1 per 
volume . [cont 'd. on pag e 18] 







Welcome to our new Tendrils! An updated and 
revised MEMBERSHIP ROSTER is enclosed. 


www.winelit.slsa.sa.gov.au 
Valmai Hankel, Rare Books Librarian at the State 
Library of South Australia , thanks us for the 
mention of their Winelit website in our last issue. 
She adds it is now possible to access the library's 
various catalogues and databases through the web
site (although the cataloguing of the Cellarmaster 
Collection of Rare Wine Books will not be completed 
until year-end) . Valmai would appreciate site feed
back from Tendril members . 


The LAMBIEL MUSEUM 
Our April 1997 issue paid tribute to Tendril Leo 
Lambiel's magnificent wine cellar and his wine 
library room whose six walls are covered with a 370 
sq.ft. hand-painted mmal depicting twenty-eight 
favorite varieties of wine grapes , trellised and 
twining to the ceiling. His home museum on Orcas 
Island , Washington , is open , by appointment , for 
daily guided tours . Visitors are cordially invited to 
experience his passion for the works of local artists . 
Write him for a full-color brochure: 668 Olga Road , 
East-sound , WA 98245 , or call 360.376.4544. 


Vinexlibris Tendrilii 
Copies are still available of our limited edition book
let Vinexlibris Tendrilii featuring the wine book
plates of Tendril members . (See last issue for full 
review and details.) You will be pleased with this 
addition to your bookshelf-while all proceeds go to 
help defray Wayward Tendril expenses. Only 60 
copies printed.. . Note: For those so infected with 
bookplates , copies of Erik Skovenborg's colorful Vin
exlibris - Bookplates with Wine Motifs (1991) are 
available from The Port Lover's Library (fax 603 . 
448.4160 or e-mail pll@valley .net). 


ABC for Book Collectors 
The seventh edition of this classic work by John 
Carter has been published by Oak Knoll Books , New 
Castle, DE. A "great basic resource and a rewarding 
v~lume for browsing or bibliophilic pleasure-reading ," 
with over 450 alphabetical entries offering definitions 
of technical terms and booksellers' jargon , it is highly 
recommended. 


Vlvte111te 


J-( utchi.Son 
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IN MEMORIAM: 


JOHN N. HUTCHISON 
(1911-2001) 
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"By most measures I have lived 
(as an ordinary man) an extra
ordinary life , performing often 
minor duties but sometimes as 
a participant in great events ." 
Though not one of our more well
known "wine author" names, 
John N. Hutchison was , never
theless, a fine contributor to the 


literature of wine. While following a distinctive 
career - journalist, Army officer (including duty as 
General Patton's liaison with press correspondents), 
four years at the Marshall Plan Headquarters in 
Paris, followed by service in the U .S. Information 
Agency (with tours of duty in Paris, London, Manila, 
Washington, and awarded the Agency's Superior 
Service Award in 1973), public affairs officer for the 
U.S. Embassy in New Zealand-John Hutchison 
always "appreciated a good glass of wine as well as a 
good story." For many years he was a contributor 
and later a contributing editor , to Wines & Vine~ 
Magazine. When Andre Simon published his 
encyclopedic Wines of the World in 1967, John was 
asked to write the section on "Wines of the 
Americas." He shares the title page of the 1966 
classic, Gods, Men, and Wine by William Younger: 
"And a chapter on Wine in America by John N. 
Hutchison." As one of the prestigious list of 
contributors to the University of Califorma I Sotheby 
Book of Califorma Wine (1984), he wrote the 
historical essay, "Northern California from Harasz
thy to the Beginnings of Prohibition." 


John's wine writings , presented in his fluent 
informative, and entertaining style , will forever b~ 
appreciated. 


7-_~ :::·'>.~c.c ...,°""',...-,: ... uo c, 
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WINE AESTHETICS 
FOR 


THE GUZZLER, THE BIBBER, AND THE TASTER, 


or more precisely , 
A philosophic excursus on the oenological and oenophilic arts with the objective of 
formulating an explicative, discursive compendium of issues on the problems of the 
axiology of wine judging , the questions of organoleptic and orectic language forms , and 
certain para-psychological animadversions that are prompted by theoretical para
lipomena on specific topics , such ac, inebriation and tasting. 


by Allan Shields 


[ Tendnl Shields, Professor of Phil osophy, Emeritus , SDSU, pre sented this lecture to the San Diego State Universi ty Chapter of 
American Ass ociation ofUm ·versity Professors, April 1976, two y ears before his retiremen t. He writes today, "It is safe to observe 
that the questions adumbra ted and pursued in this lecture have yet to be given a defini te resolution. Such subtleties of experience 
are, as the philosopher The,mas Vernon Smith noted , more frequently 'resolved than solved. ' My objective in 1976, as now, was to 
crisp -up the concepts, a worthy philosophic program. " - Ed.) 


he subject of wine aesthetics is enough to 
drive a person to think . Wine itself has 
been a conversation piece for more than 
6000 years and has insinuated its lovely 
self into virtually every activity of man
ceremony, medicine , religion , science , poli
tics , economics , poetry , history , drama and 
various other forms of art including music , 
painting , dance, sculpture and architec
ture - even war. But when we examine 
the literature about wine , it eventually 
becomes apparent that there is a puzzling 
paucity of aesthetic analysis and sharp 
theory . One could reasonably expect that 
with all the world's bibbing, tasting , and 
judging that a respectable aesthetics of 


wine would be readily available. Not so. We 
search in vain for any systematic theory of vinous 
virtues . It is only a minor hyperbole to assert that 
the problems of wine aesthetics are hardly raised , let 
alone resolved . What follows is an identification of 
some neglected issues in wine aesthetics and 
occasional suggestions for resolving some of them . It 
is not my purpose to present a new aesthetics of 
wine . 


Rather than burden you with a necessarily dull 
explication of what aesthetics can be taken to mean 
in this context , let me simply remark that the 
discussion and examples may prove to be enough to 
make the meaning clear. One caution must be made : 
aesthetic theory in none of the arts has succeeded in 
ruling out in advance what shall be relevant to con
sider . Our speculum must remain broad , especially 
when we seek a survey in this preliminary way. Let 
us begin by placing ourselves in medias res where 
the action is . From there we may progressively 
repair to quieter issues for reflective , contemplative 
consideration. 


It can be said now in a preliminary way that 
though the proximate means of analysis are experi
ential, the ultimate objectives are explanatory and 
theoretical. The experiencing and enjoyment of 
wines , as with art objects , are palpably exciting and 
rewarding in ways that an historical analysis and a 
theoretical explanation are not . George Santayana 
recognized this hazard of writing in aesthetics in his 
work , The Sense of Beauty: 


To feel beauty is a better thing than to under
stand how we come to feel it. To have the 
imagination and taste , to love the best , to be 
carried by the contemplation of nature to a vivid 
faith in the ideal , all this is more , a great deal 
more, than any science can hope to be .... 
[Philosophic] Reflection is indeed a part of life, 
but the last part . 1 


Here are four cases that suggest some problems 
in the aesthetics of wine: 


Case I : Still glowing from an early afternoon 
glass or two of sweet wine , a red eyed man sits down 
in a doorway of a side street in San Francisco , un
screws the cap on a fifth of Gallo Muscatel and tips 
the bottle up as he gulps the first of his evening's 
enjoyment. 


Case II: This is a direct quotation from a wine 
list on the table of a popular San Diego restaurant : 


ABOUT WINE. The only thing you need to know 
about wine is that you don 't need to know any
thing about wine to enjoy it . Custom , of course , 
favors red wine with red meats , white wine with 
fish and fowl. But if you personally prefer a 
glass of White Chablis with your blood-rare beef , 
then Chablis is the proper choice . Champagne 
with hot dogs? Why not? 
Case III: You are a diner in Gallatin's in Mon


terey , Califorma. You have ordered Filet of Sole 
Meuniere and Broccoli with Hollandaise sauce. The 







waiter hands you the wine list . From among fifty 
select foreign and domestic wines, which will you 
have? 


California Chardonnay of Martin Ray 
$12.00 per fifth 


Le Montrachet, 1959 $20.00 
Chateau Lafite Rothschild , 1934 $25 .00 
Chateau d'Yquem , 1947 $35.00 


Case IV: Idwal Jones in his rhapsodic and ro
mantic eloquence on California wines , Vines in the 
Sun (New York : William Morrow , 1949) details some 
of the skill of a true wine taster in his description of 
Almond R. Morrow: 


The equipment of an accomplished taster is a 
judgment based on familiarity with wine
making , which is a very complex art , and with 
wines , of which he must have tasted oceans. 
When Almond Raleigh Morrow stands before a 
table spread out with the tulip-shaped , thin
walled sampling glasses , the outer world is 
obliterated for him . He has been tasting wines 
for sixty years , is dean of the vintners on the 
Coast , and Honorary Chairman of the Board of 
the Wine Institute . His mild , softly beaming 
countenance , which holds the suggestion of a 
head vestryman , or Canon Prebendary , will 
betray nothing to the spectators , standing mute 
against the wall. They will have to wait until the 
end , when he has scratched off his notes and 
made some brief utterance , listened to as if it 
were the decree of a court of the last instance. 
He works with precision , almost swiftly . His 
china-blue eyes , gone sharp behind the gold
rimmed spectacles , judge the color in a flash. 
Old red wines must show a slight browning ; old 
white a golden tint. These samples before him 
run through the whole chromatic scale of wines. 
If the color passes , he lifts the glass . It will not 
do to inhale the scent too long , or the olfactory 
nerve becomes dulled . It may be fragrant, but if 
through the nimble emanation he detects a flaw , 
however slight , then the sample is rejected. It 
might be tourne , betrayed by ever-so-slight a 
fustiness ; or it might be a symptom of one of the 
twenty maladies that afflict wine , which is a 
living and mysterious organism . He puts down 
the glass ; for if that wine touched his palate , he 
would judge no mo~e that day , or until the 
shadow wore off. He scratches a notation on 
what should be done with that wine-aeration , 
housing in another barrel , reblending , or 
destruction . 
It might be something else . The chemist may 
prove the soundness of a wine , but only the 
taste-and taste is half smelling-can appraise 
quality . 
Then he swirls his glass , watching the slow, 
downward trickle of the drops-Jes pleurs du 
vin--adjudging the "texture " of the wine , and 
tastes , not swallowing a drop. His comments are 
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written down. The wines are classified , on his 
utterances are based the prices that will be 
asked in the catalogues ; some millions of dollars 
are involved , and the outlook for possibly a 
dozen huge wineries . The ceremony is over; he 
beams again , puts on his bowler hat , and 
hemmed in by the troop-less tense now but still 
manifesting reverence , for in the wine trade the 
possessor of a great palate is more honored than 
was any stage beauty of the Edwardian court 
-is escorted to luncheon , being doubtless fam
ished . His breakfast this day was probably no 
more than dry toast and a nip of black coffee.2 


There may be , you see, some go0d reasons for 
taking wine ae1,thetics seriously . 


LANGUAGE AND LOGIC 


~~~E~EEEij A vocabulary of concepts for 
n communication has been devel-


oped among oenophiles and 
oenologists which in part may 


~~l~~~~,w justify our aesthetical interest. 
The language and logic of the 
aesthetics of wine actually 
started in antiquity , spread by 
poetry , literature , and song 
through human culture in so 
pervasive a manner as to 
suggest that , far from wonder
ing why aestheticians should 


concern themselves with wine , we should rather ask 
how they could have ignored so fecund a source of 
aesthetic instruction for so long . 


No doubt , too, there are good reasons why the 
aesthetics of wine have been neglected. The vocab
ulary of descriptive term s is not free from vagaries. 
Even for the initiated a .dry wine is one term that 
leaves a lot to be desir ed for specificity. Other terms 
are notoriously vague , especially for the uninitiated : 
peasanty , earthy , robust , fruity , aromatic, tangy , 
alcoholic , acetic. 


This vintage tidbit appeared in an English 
parish magazine's report of a village wine com
petition and these term s are really quite definite! 
"Winners in the homemad e clar et section were Mrs. 
Davis (fruity and well rounded ), Mrs. Rayner (fine 
colored and full-bodi ed) and Miss Ogle-Smith 
(slightly acid , but should improve if laid down) ." 3 


Harold and France s Torbert kept a running 
journal called Wine Ta sting Note s which show a still 
different dimension of wine terminology , a topic to be 
pursued later. Here ar e some samples of esoteric 
jargon. 


Burgundy (Roma Wine Co.): Another central 
valley blend from heavy-bearing , nondistinctive 
grapes. We had it as the carafe wine at an Italian 
restaurant, which describes it well enough . 
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Hearty Burgundy (Gallo Wine Co.): A blended 
red wine made in the central valley at Modesto , but 
tasting as if it had in it some grapes from coastal 
vineyards . A notch or two higher than the two 
preceding ones, this blend is good enough to serve as 
your inexpensive home drink or even · to serve guests 
with such fare as casse!'oles, barbecues and other 
appetizing but not elegant dishes . 


Cabernet Sauvignon (Louis Martini) 1961: 
Beautiful dark red robe; at nearly 10 years of age , it 
had a typically California 11ose, fruity and still fresh ; 
in the mouth it show s an excellent balance between 
tannic hardness and acid , with considerable warmth 
and charm . One of the best California wines we have 
ever tasted . 


Cabernet Sauvignon (Louis Martini) 1964: Robe 
similar to the 1961; on the palate it is obviously 
younger with still a good deal of tannicity. We believe 
that in another three or four years it will be a wine 
California growers can be proud of. 4 


THE ACT OF TASTING 
We cannot find much greater recommendation of 
wine aesthetics in such a concrete aspect as the act of 
tasting . For , once the visual and olfactory tests have 
been accomplished, there remain to be distinguished 
the qualities of FORETASTE, MIDDLE-TASTE, and AFTER
TASTE for that particular wine , and each quality 
distinguished by the educated palate _must be named 
and described. Though foretastes , middle- and after
taste are the traditional gamut , I believe this is the 
proper occasion for unveiling a discovery in experi
mental wine aesthetics. As one whose budget is 
limited , I have been forced to drink quantities of 
mediocre wines from time to time . Superior wines 
may fall under these new conditions , but I cannot 
confidently say. However , with inferior wines there 
exist two further discriminable taste dimensions : 1) 
the long-after-taste and 2) the morning-after-taste . 
And these new sources of evidence may be used in 
supporting judgments of appraisal . Just how we can 
contend with these discoveries in a theory of wine 
tasting I have not yet decided. The achievement of 
discovery has left me in no fit condition to contend 
with such a sobering problem. 


While on the general and unstructured subject 
of wine aesthetics , it may be well to mark dog
matically , and as a reminder , basic differences 
among tasters , so-called . We are not the first to do so. 


PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY 'S BANQUET 
"You are laughing at me , Socrates ," said 
Agathon ; "but you and I will decide this contro
versy about wisdom by and by, taking Bacchus 
for our judge . At present , turn to your supper. " 
After Socrates and the rest had finished supper , 
and had reclined back on their couches , and the 


libations had been poured forth , and they had 
sung hymns to the god, and all other rites which 
are customary had been performed , they turned 
to drinking . Then Pausanias made this kind of 
proposal. "Come , my friends, " said he, "in what 
manner will it be pleasantest for us to drink? I 
must confess to you that , in reality, I am not 
very well from the wine we drank last night , and 
I have need of some intermission . I suspect that 
most of you are in the same condition , for you 
were here yesterday. Now consider how we shall 
drink most easily and comfortably. " 
" 'Tis a good proposal, Pausanias, " said Aristoph
anes , "to contrive , in some way or other , to place 
moderation in our cups . I was one of those who 
were drenched last night. " Eryximachus, the 
son of Acumenius , hearing this, said , "I am of 
your opinion ; I only wish to know one thing
whether Agathon is in the humour for hard 
drinking ?" "Not at all ," replied Agathon. "I con
fess that I am not able to drink much this 
evening. "It is an excellent thing for us ," 
replied Eryximachus - "I mean myself , Aris
todemus , Phaedrus , and these others-if you , 
who are such invincible drinkers , now refuse to 
drink . I ought to except Socrates , for he is 
capable of drinking everything or nothing ; and 
whatever we shall determine will equally suit 
him. Since , then , no one present has any desire 
to drink much wine , I shall perhaps give less 
offence if I declare the nature of drunkenness. 
The science of medicine teaches us that 
drunkenness is very pernicious ; nor would I 
choose to drink immoderately myself , or counsel 
another to do so, especially if he had been drunk 
the night before ." "Yes ," said Phaedrus , the 
Myrinusian , interrupting him , "I have been 
accustomed to confide in you , especially in your 
directions concerning medicine; and I would now 
willingly do so, if the rest will do the same. " All 
then agreed that they would drink at this 
present banquet not for drunkenness , but for 
pleasure . 5 


THERE is the secret that is basic to the distinc
tions among imbibers-HOW wine is drunk. The MODE 
with which they are done , Plato says , determines the 
worth of talking , singing , love-making , and drinking . 
I shall reject these temptations to divert. 


Here then is a range of wine drinkers based on 
their manner of drinking, that I have compiled. Such 
drinkers are visible any night , in any city , during any 
century of man . From the list you may learn HOW you 
drink wine. Mark these distinctions well. 


One matter more before the list . The first (and 
lowest) drinker on the list , or more accurately , the 







method or mode of drinking , is swallowing without 
noticing ; whereas the highest (and last) on the list of 
modes is the very opposite: noticing in subtle detail 
without swallowing in the least. 


MODES OF DRINKING WINES 


I II 
1. Swigging 4. Imbibing 
2. Guzzling 5. Sipping 
3. Drinking 6. Tippling 


III IV 
7. Bibbing (to bib) 10. Trying 
8. Sampling 11. Proving 
9. Testing 


V 
12. Tasting 


Though this list ma y seem to depend upon 
strained distinctions that are more colorful than 
careful , I have not reall y begun to display the 
variety. Regarding the last category of tasting itself , 
for example , it is no exaggeration in the least to say 
that there are so man y further refinements waiting 
to be made of substantial differences in capacity and 
skill of discriminations of taste that I can only be said 
to have introduced the subject . We would better 
speak of specific tasters , to be accurate: taster of 
Cabernet Sauvignon ; taster of Sherries ; taster of 
Ugni Blanc , &c.... Just as in music , conductors 
specialize in Brahms , Beethoven or the French Im
pressionists , and are known for their specialties , so 
in the wine industry , skilled tasters are known for 
their specific skills and knowledge . 


CONCEPTUAL DISCRIMINATION 


I fear that all of this talk about wine without wine to 
imbibe will strike you as trying to kiss you over the 
telephone . Such is the lot of the philosopher of art . 
Indeed , if we can believe recent philosophic efforts , 
the objective of philosophy is to effect conceptual 
discrimination , and in our work here we can be said 
to have barel y begun . In conceptual discrimination 
we celebrate differences and distinctions , trying to 
avoid the easy temptation to find everything related 
to everything else in a great shmear of bland 
similarity , a great BLAH of sameness and identity . 


A Marine officer recounted these experiences. 
When he was captured by the Japanese on Correg
idor early in WWII , he perceived all Japanese as 
exactly alike , failing to discriminate any individual 
differences. On being rescued from the Japanese 
prison four years later , he then could individuate 
Japanese , but on the American Hospital ship, ht: saw 
all Americans as exactly alike! 


We once owned a bantam rooster whose actions 
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illustrate the human confusion of failing to dis
criminate. During windy weather this rooster, Mr. 
Tut by name , quite frequently tried to copulate 
blowing leaves and paper sacks. How confused and 
conflated can your ideas get? Remember this 
aphorism: avoid copulating paper sacks . In this 
manner you will be nearly philosophical. 


Let us discriminate . 
"Taste" is one concept that is central to wine 


aesthetics , as it has been germane to aesthetics in 
general. Any number of authors have instructed us 
in the skills of tasting wines , the act of sampling , 
drinking and judging wines . Many ha ve divided the 
act into its main parts : 1) the vision of the wine , 2) 
the nose , 3) the wine in the mouth , and 4) the 
swallowing . David Hume recounts an incident which 
illustrates an added dimension: the delicacy of 
tasting. 


It will be proper to give a more accurate 
definition of "delicacy ," than has hitherto been 
attempted . And not to draw our philosophy from 
too profound a source we shall have recourse to 
a noted story in Don Quixote. 


It is with good reason , says Sancho to the squire 
with the great nose , that I pretend to have a 
judgment in wine : This is a quality hereditary in 
our family . Two of my kinsmen were once called 
to give their opinion of a hogshead, which was 
supposed to be excellent , being old and of a good 
vintage . One of them tastes it ; considers it ; and 
after mature reflection pronounces the wine to 
be good, were it not for a small taste of leather, 
which he perceived in it . The other , after using 
the same precautions , gives also his verdict in 
favour of the wine ; but with the reserve of a 
taste of iron , which he could easily distinguish. 
You cannot imagine how much they were both 
ridiculed for their judgment . But who laughed in 
the end? On empt ying the hogshead, there was 
found at the bottom . an old key with a leathern 
thong tied to it . 6 


Variations of the conditions of tasting obviously 
will affect the tasting . But it is not obvious just how 
far reaching those conditions may be. We can readily 
assent to biological and psychological evidence about 
how our senses differ. Our taste buds vary in number 
and acuity. We ma y be pathologically deprived , 
possess genetic faults by inh eritance , suffer psychical 
hysteria , have developed long standing habits of 
simply not noticing . We may smoke . All wine tasters 
of discrimination under stand the problem of clearing 
the palate between samples . But how are we to 
measure these additional conditions as they influence 
our tasting? 1) The high price of the wine , 2) The 
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company you are m, 3) Whether or not there is 
enough to go around , 4) Whether the tasting occurs 
in a winery tasting room or in a garage , 5) Drinking 
from a plastic cup, a dirty bottle , etc .. Though these 
kinds of conditions are rarely taken into account , I do 
not believe they can be ruled out arbitrarily as 
without some influence. Think , too, of the influences 
transmitted wholesale by advertising on TV ("That lil 
ol' winemaker, me!"), the very names of wines (Cali
fornia wines use European names: e.g ., Burgundy , 
etc .), the general reputation of a particular winery's 
wines and that influence on any one of their wines , 
the reliance on the general reputation of a restaurant 
to pick a decent Vino de Casa , or the knowledge of 
whether the wine is imported . Chilean whites in 
dusty pinch bottles , long since past their prime and 
vinegary beyond belief , are snatched up by the thou
sands by innocent Americans , simply because they 
are "imported, " apparently. 


If these conditions seem too indirect , let us take 
a condition of tasting that is directly involved and 
amplify it for clarity. A European skill that is not 
widely know in this country can greatly enhance your 
understanding and enjoyment of wines. When you 
take some wine into your mouth (a sip) , try arching 
your tongue, spreading it wide, then cautiously draw 
in air around the sides , causing the wine to slosh 
around . This simple trick (which may choke the 
unwary if the head is tilted back , or if air is taken in 
too fast) will warm the wine, thus releasing esters to 
the olfactory region and will contact greatly exposed 
areas of the taste buds , thus increasing the qualities 
to be noticed. A chief drawback to this practice is the 
noise that accompanies it , but if others are doing it , 
the onus is at least shared . With practice the skill 
can be executed in near silence and may be secretly 
done even during dinner parties . 


Before leaving this topic, it may be mentioned 
that there are other less direct consequences and 
effects of wine tasting that are noticed by all con
sumers , even though their influences are evanescent 
and fleeting . Think of the influences on appetite , the 
visceral functions , including digestion , and even on 
the impulses to sexual lust. 


Later I shall have occasion to add some further 
remarks about the meaning of taste as judgment , 
leading to connoisseurship . 


1. George Santa yana , The Sense of Bea uty, p.11. 


2. ldwal Jone s, Vi"ne s in the Sun (New York : Wm. Morrow , 
1949), pp .68- 73. 


3 . Playboy , Novemb er 1972 . 


4. Harold and France s Torbert , The Book of Wine (Los Angeles: 
Nash Publi shing , 1972), pp .381-2 . 


5. Percy Bysshe Shell y, Transl., The Banquet (Plato , "The 
Symposium"), pp .12-15. 


6 . Alexander Seson.ke, What is Art; David Hume , On th e 
Standard of Ta ste, p .158 . 


[In our next issue , we shall continue this s tudy of the aesthetics of 
wine with a "further discrimination ": the effects of dnnk.ing alcohol 


and the language of inebna tion ... among other things . - Ed.] 


"Clearly , 
the pleasures wines afford are transitory-but so are 
those of the ballet , or of a musical performance. 
Wine is inspiring and adds greatly to the joy of 
living." - NAPOLEON! [1769-1821) 


I GIVE HEARTY AND HUMBLE THANKS for the 
safe return of this book, which having en- ~ 


· dured the perils of my friend's bookcase & 
~ the bookcases of my friend's friends, now 
~ returns to me in reasonably good condition. 
.,,,.. I give hearty and humble thanks that my 


friend did not see fit to give this book to his 
: infant for a plaything , nor use it as an ash 
· tray for his burning cigar, nor as a teething 


ring for his mastiff. When I loaned this 
~ '": book, I deemed it as lost; I was resigned to 


the business of the long parting; I never 
~ thought to look upon its pages again . But 
~ now that my book has come back to m~, I 
~ rejoice and am exceedingly glad! B~ng 
1'.~ hither the fatted morocco and let us rebmd 
• .\. the volume and set it on the shelf of honor , 
. x for this my book was lent and is returned 
~~ again. Presently , therefore , I may return 
.~ some of the books I myself have borrowed. 
/'.~ - CHRISTOPHER MORLEY, The Hau.ated Bookshop 


[New York, 1919) ' 







BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


White House Gastronomy ... 
from Martha to Mamie 


PROLOGUE 
+ The only president to raise grapes on the White 
House grounds was James Buchanan (1857-1861). 
+ The biggest eater in the White House was William 
Howard Taft. Dinner on 4 August 1910 included 
lobster, salmon, cold roast beef, roast turkey, tongue 
and ham. And don't forget the frozen pudding and 
the cake! 
+ Second president John Adams held the first 
reception in the White House on January 1st, 1801, 
and his son, 6th president John Quincy Adams, 
introduced the custom of drinking toasts at the White 
House. 
+ What president often read cookbooks to relax? 
Dwight D. Eisenhower (1953-1961) . . Which briugs us 
to Mamie (Eisenhower) and Martha (Washington) 
and what they had in common. 


THE GENERALS' FA VO RITES 
+ Both George and Ike liked meat loaf. The dishes 
were similar , except: 1) Martha used cracker crumbs 
vis-a-vis Mamie's bread crumbs, and 2) Martha used 
only beef, compared to beef and pork at the 
Eisenhower's. 
+ Both generals were fond of onions. Ike's had to be 
prepared separately, since Mamie didn't like them. 
"President Washington loved onions and even ate 
them cored and stuffed with mincemeat." 


THE BOOK: White House Chef by Fram;ois Rysa
vy, 1957. Revised edition: White House Menus and 
Recipes [added President John F. Kennedy years], 
1962. New York: Hearst Corp., Avon Book Division. 


The source of all these tidbits is French-trained chef 
Frarn;ois Rysavy ... who was stunned his first day at 
the White House when the supper menu he was to 
prepare certainly didn't challenge his skills: chicken 
soup followed by a broiled sirloin steak with squash 
and string beans. But , the wine was not specified , so 
at least he could check the cellar and pair a lovely 
sherry with the soup and a claret with the sirloin . 
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Then the shock ... the only beverage for the entire 
meal must be ice water! 


THE ROUTE TO THE WHITE HOUSE 
So who is Chef Rysavy? Orechov, Czechoslovakia, 
before World War I . .. Fran~ois has no memory of 
his parents, who both died from illnesses when he 
was two. Condemned to living in orphanages, at age 
nine he arrived at the home of his next guardians, a 
very harsh couple. But, even at a very early age he 
was fascinated with food, and the couple lived above 
a pastry shop. "It smelled the way I thought it would 
in Heaven." That was the start of the route to the 
White House. There, he humbly cooked for world 
leaders, and also, with equal respect, combed the 
White House files to learn much about the gas
tronomy of past American presidents. 


THE BOTTLES: Rysavy's revelations about some of 
the wines: 
+ SHERRY has a long track record at the White 
House. Nearly two centuries ago Dolley Madison was 
adding two cups to her wine soup. Much later (1957), 
Dry Sack sherry was poured for eighty-three at a 
dinner honoring Chief Justice Earl Warren. 
+ ROSE WINES. Jacqueline Kennedy often used pink 
wines. For example, it was poured with Cornish hens 
and spinach souffle for the daughter of India's Prime 
Minister Nehru. 
+ CHAMPAGNE. Pol Roger was the Rysavy pick in the 
1950s. The "Dry Special" was served to the President 
of Italy with a simple Bibb lettuce salad after the 
lamb chop entree. 
+ MADEIRA. The big wine from the small island 
appears in a number of White House recipes: a very 
old one for Black Bean Soup (at a Pres. Kennedy stag 
dinner for twenty-one) , and in a more recent recipe 
for Capon Supeme (at a Jacqueline Kennedy ladies
only luncheon for 600}--which may have depleted the 
White House supply since a half-cup of Madeira was 
required for each bird . 
+ CHABLIS (Chardonnay) . British Prime Minister 
Harold Macmillan surely enjoyed his trout-an entire 
bottle of Chablis was used with each five fish. 


POSTSCRIPT 
Chef Rysavy tells of serving in the White House 
someone who was my very sharp chemistry lab 
partner at Stadium High School in Tacoma, Wash. 
John Eisenhower and I didn't know his dad would 
become President. 


FOOJ'NCYl'E: Fred expresses his thanx to Editor Gail for massaging 
his drafts into coherence for the past ten years. 


[ The Editor expresses her thanx for 10 years of columns!) ~ 
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A STUNNING COLLECTION 
A BOOK REVIEW by 


James Gabler 


Lloyd , Ward, et al. A Wine-Lovers Glasses: The 
A.C. Hubbard, Jr. Collection of Antique English 
Drinking Glasses and Bottles. Somerset , England: 
Richard Dennis , 2001. 128 pp . Illus . $90. 


love of wine was the catalyst that 
inspired AC. Hubbard , Jr . to assemble 
thi s fascinating visual and historical 


account of 17th and 18th century English 
drinking glasses and bottles . The well
written text , by Ward Lloyd and other 


'- authorities , takes the reader on an easy-to-
understand journey on where and how antique 


English drinking glasses (mainly wine glasses ) were 
made , and why they evolved as they did . 


. Beautiful color and black and white photographs 
depict over 600 glasses and bottles, and make this 
book a unique and valuable reference source for 
curators , librarians, historians , collectors , dealers , 
and wine lovers with an intellectual interest in wine . 
For example , the chapter on wine bottles contains 
detailed photographs of eighty-one bottles and bottle 
seals dating from 1650 to 1830. I know of no other 
s~urce extant that records so completely the visual 
history of 17th , 18th , and early 19th century wine 
bottles . This same comment can be made for the 
other chapters that discuss and show the emergence 
of English drinking glasses : balusters , balustroids , 
Newcastles , air and color-twists , Jacobean, and en
graved and painted glasses. Also within the collection 
are numerous interesting and rare items , including 
a color-twist sweetmeat (known by only one other 
example) and a one-of-its-kind signed Royal Armorial 
Beilby . 


A Wine-Lover's Glasses can be ordered from 
Amazon.com , Barnes&Noble .com, or by special order 
from your local book dealer through the Ingram 
Book Company . 


"the work is a joy" 
B~b Foster ~s pleased , yet slightly puzzled , with 
Wine Memories: Great Writers on the Pleasures 
of Wine , edited by Sara Nickles. San Francisco: 
Chronicle Books, 2000. 142 pages , hardback , $16 .95. 
H~ w_rites: I always enjoy finding a passage about 
wme ma great work of literature . Sara Nickles has 


assembled an amazing array of material from such 
notables as Ernest Hemingway , James Thurber , 
Nathaniel Hawthorne , and A. J. Liebling. It is a 
fascinating journey , artistically illustrated with color 
photographs of wine labels-but I can ' t quite under
stand how they were selected as they seem to have no 
direct connection to the work being quoted. But in 
any event , the work is a joy. 


2001 WINE FICTION 
Grand Cru by Barney Leason (New York: Tom 
Doherty Associates Book, 2001. Paperback , 308 pp. 
$7.) "New York Times Bestselling Author" Barney 
Leason , writer of "sizzling tales of intrigue and desire 
among the rich and beautiful"-who has sold over 
3,000 ,000 copies of such stuff-now "exposes what 
really goes on in the sexy milieu of world-class wine
makers !" World-renowned wine expert Robert Park
er critiques it as "tasty , ... a juicy novel...with intrique , 
fraud , murder , greed , and worldwide scandal." Our 
in-house critic: "A preposterous romantic novel 


nothing eve, happens ." ' / 


AVAILABLE APRIL 2001 


The California Wine Association and its 
Member Wineries 18 94 - 1920 by Ernest P . 
Peninou and Gail G. Unzelman. Santa Rosa: 
Nomis Press. 414 pp . Illustrated , with Notes 
and Index . $60. 
"From its founding until Prohibition - the 
mighty C.W.A. dominated California's wine 
industry." The giant furn , under the brilliant 
leadership of founder and president , Percy T. 
Morgan , controlled over 80% of the wine made 
in California and owned vineyards and wine 
cellars in every major wine-producing area of 
the State. 
This fascinating history of one of the wine 
industry's grandest enterprises-including 
historical sketches of the founding San 
Francisco-based wine houses and some eighty 
affiliated wineries throughout the State-is 
generously embellished with man y previously 
unpublished photographs and illustrations 
from the authors ' private collections . 
Available from Gail Unzelman at Nomis Press 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa , CA 95405 . 707.546.1184 
or email : nomis@jps .net . $60 (less 20% dis
count for all Tendrils) + $4 S/H. 







IN THE 
WINE LIBRARY 
by Bob Foster 


An Encyclopedia of the Wines and Domaines of 
France by Clive Coates. Berkeley/Los Angeles: U.C. 
Press , 2000 . 608 pages , hardback , $60 . 


had been critical of Coates' last work 
The Wines of France , because h~ 
simply listed the major producers in 
certain regions without giving any 
evaluative comments. Given Coates' 


~~~~Y thirty-five-year love ·affair with the 
wines of France , I felt he could have 
given his readers so much more . 
With this work, Coates shows he is 


~«:...~tii~UI capable of providing his readers with 
the depth of his information and opinions. The work 
begins with an introduction that covers some of the 
more familiar areas: the history of wine in France, a 
year in the vineyard , how wine is made , the grape 
varieties of France and the French wine laws . While 
some of this is unnecessary information (if you care 
enough to want a detailed book on the wines and 
producers of France , you probably already know how 
wine is made) , other portions a.re particularly 
interesting . In describing the grapes grown in 
France , Coates includes the regions where the grapes 
are used , and the various styles found for wines 
made from these varieties . The section on wine laws 
is interesting for what the laws allow and the 
loopholes that Coates soundly criticizes. 


The core of the book is over 500 pages evaluating 
the specific producers of France . The book is divided 
into 11 major regions (containing a total of 39 sub
regions). For each of these regions and sub-regions , 
there is a color map. Some of the maps are clear and 
readable , while in others there is simply too much 
information crammed onto one page. For example , 
the map of the Northern Cote de Nuit tries to show 
all of the major vineyards from Fixin to Vougeot. So 
much information is crammed onto this third of a 
page , that the reader only gets the vaguest idea of 
where a particular vineyard is located. 


For each of the regions , Coates presents a small 
data block giving hard numbers such as the size of 
the region , its production levels , the grapes used and 
an assessment of recent vintages . Then comes the 
meat of the book. Coates has entry after entry cover
ing the major producers in the region. For each of the 
producers there is a data block including the name of 
the owners, the size of the vineyard and a list of the 
wines produced. This is followed by a lengthy 
paragraph evaluating the wines. While Coates is a 
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devoted lover of French wines , he is no sycophant; he 
gives criticism where it is due. For example, in 
talking about Domaine de Beaurenard in Chateau
neuf-du-Pape he comments, "Occasionally I find the 
Cuvee Boisrenard too oaky ." 


The coverage spans all of France in amazing 
detail . There is a vast wealth of information here. 
Lovers of French wines will find this work an 
absolute necessity for their wine libraries. Highly 
recommended. 


Private Reserve: Beaulieu Vineyard and the Rise 
of the Napa Valley by Rod Smith . Stamford, CT: 
Daglan Press, 2000. 173 pages , hardback , $39 .95. 


To commemorate BV's role in the Napa Valley in the 
20th century, the winery has commissioned a beauti
ful , lavish work chronicling its history during the last 
century. The loving tribute is replete with gorgeous 
photographs and seldom covered historical details. 
The modern photographs are by well know photog
rapher Andy Katz and , as always , his work is top 
notch. In addition there are a large number of older 
photographs from the earliest days. For me, the 
photograph of the BV laboratory in the early 1950s is 
fascinating in that the two men laboring in it are 
Andre Tchelistcheff and a very young Joe Heitz. 


Collectors of Beaulieu's Georges de Latour 
Private Reserve Cabernets will be particularly taken 
with a section of tasting notes at the back of the book 
covering over 50 vintages dating back to 1936. (These 
notes stem from a tasting in London in 1999.) 


But having praised all this , it must be noted that 
such winery produced projects seldom if ever even 
allude to the d&rker side: there is no mention of the 
vintages plagued by bottle variation (1974 Private 
Reserve may be the best example ) and no mention of 
the years of mediocre wines . Additionally , the lack of 
any index makes the work more of a coffee table 
decoration than a serious reference work. 


Despite these points , Beaulieu wine fans will 
find much here to enjoy . The detailed material on the 
early years is fascinating , supplemented by photo
graphs never before made public . Highly recom
mended. 


[ Our Tendril thanks to Bob Fostl'r and the California Grapevine for 


their generous permi ssion to IY'print Bob s book reviews from the 


Feb/March 2001 iss ue. - Ed.I 
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ZINFANDEL: A HISTORY OF A GRAPE AND ITS WINE 
by 


Charles L. Sullivan 


INSTALLMENT VIII 
ZIGNETTES 


A glowing , freewheeling economy has allowed consumers to pursue luxury wines like never before ... 
- JAMES LAUBE, Wine Spectator . 2001 


~~~~-~~~~~~e left Zinfandel in the late 
1980s in a state ofrebirth . 
Our historic friend was 
heading into the 1990s . a 
beautiful and well-muscled 
phoenix . But in 1991 when 
a certain producer I con
sumer group was organized 
to promote Zinfandel . there 
was no sense of frenzy in-


~~=~=====~~volved . And certainly the 
next year when that same group held its first tasting . 
at San Francisco's Mandarin Hotel , twenty-two 
producers poured their young and old wines to about 
100 tasters , without fanfare or mob scenes . 


Purple-tongued Tastings 
Now let us leap ten years to old Fort Mason on San 
Francisco 's waterfront . Here two gigantic former 
Transportation Corps warehouse s have been con
verted into a pair of wine tasting salons . Either could 
hold two full-sized games of American football 
simultaneously , with space to spare . For seven hours 
thousands of consumers will pay $35 (member) to $45 
in order to taste the young and very young wines of 
more than 250 Zinfandel producers . The human 
crush can be challenging, particularly around certain 
producers whose names begin with R. But I doubt if 
there is a happier purple-tongued group that size 
elsewhere in the world . I wouldn't miss it . 


The number of producers has increased fivefold 
since 1994 when these ZAP tastings reall y started 
taking off. In 2001 and in 1994 about 86% of the 
producers represented were located in the North 
Coast , the Central Coast and the Sierra Foothills. 
And when we look at the year 2000 vintage, from 
which many producers were offering barrel samples , 
some interesting statistics come through. If we 
examine the total Zinfandel production of these 
premium areas we arrive at a tonnage that comes to 
but one in nine (11 %) of the bottles of Zinfandel 
California will produce from that huge vintage. In 
other words the visible enthusiasm we saw at Fort 
Mason was directed to a very small percentage of the 
Zinfandel that California produced last year . 


The average price of the bottles offered at this 
year's extravaganza was a whopping , I think , $22.36. 


I count 36% of these at $25.00 or more . Three years 
ago the average was $20.80 with 24% at or above the 
$25 .00 mark . These numbers are understandable 
when we see that the average price of the 1998 Zins 
rated at one puff or higher by Connoisseur 's Guide 
has been $23.18 . 


Lest it seem that I am denigrating this situation , 
and I have heard and read many who do, I should 
add some personal history. I like the big , rich, 
luscious style of Zinfandel so popular now, but I don't 
buy it for my cellar . What I buy is for the future , 
selecting wines for their structure , chemistry , varie
tal definition and its intensity . I'm currently drink
ing my '84- '87s . At Fort Mason my wife Roz and I 
tasted and spit every wine $20 and under from the 
1998 vintage , now currentl y on shelves. From these 
we found fourteen we would happily own; yesterday 
I bought a case of one beauty ($14.95 per bottle , 
listed at $18.00). I shall use it to help me through my 
declining years. 


Strange Numbers 
The premium Zinfandel of the 11 % I mentioned 
above actually represents less vintage 2000 tonnage 
than the Cabernet Sauvignon production of Fresno 
County in that year , and little more than half the 
Chardonnay produced in that desert land . In other 
words , there is not as much fine 2000 Zinfandel as we 
might think , although we eventually will have to 
share about 30,000 ,000 bottles of it. 


To these data I shall now add a bit of mystery 
concerning that 11 % premium land. In those areas , 
whose environment helps account for almost all our 
great Zins , the acreage in that variety has grown at 
an annual average rate of 1.9% in the last decade . 
The average growth of land in Cabernet Sauvignon 
there has been 279% of that rate . Sonoma Zinfandel 
acreage grew at a rate of about 40 acres per year in 
the nineties. Could there be something of a shortage 
of premium Zinfandel grapes in relationship to other 
top varieties? 


I shall suggest an answer to that question with 
two figures: in 1990 Sonoma Zinfandel brought 
growers an average of $727 per ton. In 2000 it was 
$2143 , a figure higher than the average for Napa 
Cabernet three years earlier . 


It takes several years for such a situation to 







translate into more grapes , if qualit y is to be main
tained. Thus we might expect to see Sonoma grape 
growers rushing to plant Zinfandel , since that 
grape's price in 1998 was about the same as 
Chardonnay there , and was about $200 higher in 
2000 . But in the 1998-1999 seasons Sonoma growers 
planted 374 acres of Zinfandel and 2141 acres of 
Chardonnay. I never took any economics or history 
courses that help me explain these data . 


Old Vines? 
One of the factors that adds to the sense of scarcity 
surrounding fine Zinfandel production has been the 
growing interest during the nineties in wine from 
"old vines." There is little one can do to expand the 
amount of old-vine Zinfandel available except to 
cheat (e.g. overcrop) or to lie (what is old?). At first 
glance one cannot avoid the idea that much of the 
fervor for wine from ancient vines is a marketing 
ploy. It is , but there is some su):>stance tc the 
contention that grapes from very old Zinfandel vines 
make wines with concentrated flavors . And there is 
reason to believe that the intensity comes from more 
than the fact that older vines make for lower yields . 


Now and again I am asked to name the oldest 
stand of Cabernet Sauvignon or Chardonnay vines in 
the state or a region . My first reaction is, why should 
anyone care? A Bordeaux grower would think some
one daft to boast at having a Cabernet vineyard with 
vines 50 or 75 years old. What could possibly be the 
advantage? But a Zinfandel vineyard , on upland soil, 
dry farmed and head pruned of that age is a treasure 
today. 


I am certain that a fair percentage of Zinfandel 
vineyards whose wines bear claims of super
annuation carry exaggerated birth dates . In the 
nineties I winced to hear the seemingly endless 
claims for hundred-year-old stands in the North 
Coast . How did these vines survive the phylloxera 
blizzard that blackened Napa and Sonoma from the 
late 1880s to the late 1890s? Certainly there were 
some few planted on resistant rootstock by such 
prescient pioneers as Kenwood's James A. Shaw who 
grafted his Zinfandel onto V riparia rootstock in the 
1880s, and whose vines survive on the Kunde Estate 
toda y. But these are extremely rare . Almost all the 
oldest Zinfandel vines in Napa and Sonoma would 
date from 1897-1909 when serious replanting took 
place , mostly on rupestri::. St. George rootstock . But 
most of the old-vine Zinfandel here is 75 to 80 years 
old and dates from the planting frenzy of the early 
1920s . 


It is not possible to calculate precisely how many 
old vines of what age are still standing . But there are 
some statistics available that can lead us to informed 
guesses . Let's look for 40-year-old vines in Napa and 
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Sonoma , this being the age which I take to be the 
consensus minimum limit for the old-vine sobriquet. 


In 1990 Sonoma and Napa had 4500 acres of 
Zinfandel more than ten years old . In 1980 there 
were 3300 . In 1970 there were almost 4000 that 
dated from 1959 or earlier. Looking at the last 
number should we guess how many of those 40-plus 
vines are still bearing? Say, one fourth, at least . If so, 
with a yield of 1.5 tons per acre we might expect to 
see from 15,000-20 ,000 cases of old-vine Zinfandel 
from these two counties. Amador, Paso Robles , and 
Lodi also have their share of such vines. 


How old is old? is another hot ques tion. And how 
do we know how old a parcel of vines is? And what 
about stands in which a large number of vines have 
been planted to replace the dead and dying? Not long 
ago the BATF indicated that it was going to look into 
possible criteria to impose on labels that claimed old
vine status for their wine . Now, wisely , I think, they 
are looking the other way . But there has been a lively 
debate in the press and in wine publications since 
1999 on the subject. Most of those interviewed think 
that 40 years should be the absolute minimum , but 
I'd say that 50 to 75 is preferred . But Matt Cline 
noted that old vines are no insurance for quality. He 
knows of ancient stands on deep rich soils that are 
pruned to yield five tons per acre . And Ravenswood's 
Joel Peterson claims that you can trick a young vine 
into giving old-vine like fruit . Head prune , short 
spurs , dry farm , St. George rootstock , small crops, 
reduce leaf cover and - voila! But he chooses his 
words carefully when he says with such a careful 
regimen that "you do get some (my emphasis) of th~ 
old-vine character ." 


Old vs Young 
One might think that serious blind tastings of old vs 
young-vine Zins would have been common , but pro
ducers are not interested in such events . Strange 
things can happen when tasters can't see the labels . 
Finally , last month the San Francisco Vintners' Club 
put together a six vs six tasting , eight of the twelve 
from Sonoma. Of the latter there were four each, 
young and old. Their average price was close ($21-19) 
but the young wines had a higher average, mainly 
from one wine , the group winner . 


The group favored the old-vines 57-43. I favored 
young vines 53-47 . My favorite was old-vine ($18). 
The group favorite was young ($33) . In this calcu
lation I did not count the non Sonoma wines because 
two had a California appellation , one was from Napa 
and one from the Sierra Foothills . None of these 
ended in the top five. Also worth noting was the 
average alcohol content of these twelve wines -
14. 7%, right in line with the numbers from the Club's 
Zinfandel tasteoff last year . 
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ZINFANJDEL 


s 
News for Zinfandel Ad v ocates and Produc e r s 


MTHI\NNU/\L 


FESTIVAL 
.. , .. , .... .,,.,._ .. , •. ,., •·.1.•.·"''!'· 


'"' "••• H 1 .,1w.,.• 


ZAP prepares for the 10th Anniversary Celebration festival 
January 25-27, 2001 


It 's news you can use to play with your 


palate and st re tch your senses in a friendly 


and boisterous setting at the water 's edge in 


San Francisco and across the l3ay in 


Alameda. Glorious Zinfandels await you . 


Find out if the l 999 vintai:e meets the 


expectations as another stellar year for 


Zinfamkl. Chat with the w,nemakcrs . 


Expe r ience the passion . We look forward to 


greeting you there' 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 


AS WE GO TO PRESS .. . 
As we go to press, our new board of direc


tors is taking shape. ZAP is pleased to 


announce that Roben Biale from Roben Biale 
Vinerards will take over as President. The ZAP 
Board is a critical component to the success of 
ZAP. charting our course and leading our or~a
nization with exciting ideas and pro~r.1ms. 
ZAP is pleased to present the 200 I Board as 
listed on the cover. \'v'c welcome new board 
members Chuck Spen ker, Spcnker Winery in 
Lodi , Phillip Lolonis, Lolonis Winery in 
Redwood Valier , Mendocino , Susan Ridler, 


Hendry winery ill Nap~, ;am.I Donn lk1!'>l.'ll. 
Ridge Vineyards. at large . 


Inside This Issue 
Zinfandel FestiYal 


Heritage Vineyard Label 


ZAP Histor, · 


Volunteer News • Upcoming EYents 


ZINFANDEL EXPRESS I )cm,wn 2001 


[MPs newsletter- shght ly reduced from its 8.5 x 11 format. Z4P con tact informatio n: lower left corner. - Ed.] 







Old-Vine Zin vs Phylloxera 
Here might be a good place to tell you why old-vine 
Zinfandel did not fall victim to the phylloxera plague 
that smashed Napa and hurt Sonoma in the 1980s 
and early 1990s. The problem was a certain 
rootstock , the AxR#l , which the University, since the 
1950s , had been advocating as the best under most 
California conditions. Foreigners , particularly French 
and South Africans , knew from experience that this 
stock was not resistant . It is a cross between a re
sistant American vine and a very non-resistant 
vinifera variety. Few Californians paid any attention 
to this history and by the 1990s vineyards were 
collapsing. Thousands of acres of vines have been 
torn up and replanted in Napa and Sonoma over the 
last fifteen years . But most Zinfandel , old or young , 
has not been affected . The situation was particularly 
obvious in Sonoma where the St. George rootstock for 
Zinfandel has an almost universal following dating 
back to the late 1890s . 


Thus , most old North Coast Zinfandel vineyards 
have survived this new phylloxera attack . Napa 
Zinfandel growers have be.en spared some , although 
well over 1000 acres were planted there on AxR#l in 
the 1970s . But a large portion of these were grafted 
to other varieties or pulled up in the 1980s when few 
Zinfandel vines were planted there . After the Uni
versity finally warned against the AxR#l in 1990, 
Napa has added about 500 acres of Zinfandel on 
other rootstock. Sonoma has added about 1000 acres . 


ZAP 
The Zinfandel Guild went down for lack of support 
from the industry itself in the early 1980s . Other 
organizations associated with specific varietals have 
been formed with varying but certainly less than 
spectacular success (e.g. Sauvignon Blanc , Pinot 
Noir , Cabernet Sauvignon). None has come close to 
matching the success of ZAP, Zinfandel Advocates 
and Producers . 


Originally the brainchild of Storybook Moun
tain's Jerry Seps in 1991, it was seen as a producers ' 
marketing tool aimed at raising the image of Zin
fandel as a fine wine variety . When Sunset Maga
zines Margaret Smith came aboard as executive 
director the emphasis waE modified , adding an A for 
consumers to add to the producers' P . 


We have seen the modest beginnings at the first 
tasting in 1992; the timing was perfect . The extent 
that ZAP has ridden the wave of Zinfandel frenzy in 
the nineties or is largely responsible for it is debat
able. In 1997 ZAP president Kent Rosenblum was 
asked , "Did ZAP create all this interest and energy?' ' 
His answer , "I think it was already there but ZAP 
was responsible for organizing and channeling it into 
an effective force. " Today there are about 270 
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producer members with an advocate membership of 
well over 4000. 


Smith's newsletter , "The Zinfandel Express ," 
gave the advocates a detailed program for enjoying 
Zinfandel all over the state. They carry their 
membership cards which they display at a member
producer's tasting room . Cordial reception and 
abundant hospitality are the almost inevitable result. 
Most producers hold special ZAP events . This 
approach plus the monster January tasting at Fort 
Mason have done much to help the founders reach 
their original goal. 


Heritage Grape? 
One of ZAP 's campaigns has been to get national 
recognition of Zinfandel' s special place in America's 
viticultural history. The first step was a tasting for 
Congressional representatives in Washington DC in 
May 1994. There a resolution was read proclaiming 
Zinfandel "a National treasure ." In July 1997 Rosen
blum officially announced this "heritage" campaign. 
Two months later ZAP leaders met at Storybook with 
representatives of the Smithsonian Institution to 
discuss that organization's possible association with 
the campaign. 


Although there has been much energy expended 
to have Zinfandel named America's ''heritage grape, " 
the resolution presented to the U .S. Senate (#132) in 
July 1999 by California's Senators Feinstein and 
Boxer simply called for January 23-29, 2001 to be 
"Zinfandel Appreciation Week, " and acknowledged 
that Zinfandel is a "National treasure." 


It is not clear to me how much grumbling there 
was east of the Rockies by those who might think a 
native variety like Concord or Cynthiana more 
appropriate. But grumbling there was . And with the 
political chaos during the last months of 2000 the 
resolution did not come to a vote . 


To my way of thinking a more notable ZAP 
contribution has been a practical one in terms of a 
Zinfandel heritage . At the Oakville Experiment 
Station a small (.76 acre ) vineyard has been set aside , 
administered by the Viticulture and Enology Depart
ment at UC Davis under James Wolpert . ZAP has 
pumped in sizable sums of money so far to support 
the project , which is unique in California. Wolpert 
and his crew have scoured the state for older 
Zinfandel vineyard s to take cuttings and establish a 
vineyard of about 500 vines. At last count there were 
90 selections from 27 sites. In Wolpert's words , "This 
research will help us discover answers to some of the 
mysteries surrounding Zinfandel and preserve the 
special qualities of these old vines for future 
generations. " 


[conta'. on page 19) 
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[HUTI'ON , cont'd . from page 4) 
Jean Antoine Claude Chaptal , comte de 
Chanteloup , 1756-1832, the author of 
volume two , served as Napoleon's 
Minister of the Interior. A chemist , 
instructor of chemistry at Montpellier , he 
was in charge of establishing chemical 
industries , and among many other things 
introduced the metric system of measure
ments. During the Napoleonic era , in an 
effort to reduce dependency on sugar 
imports from overseas colonies , blockaded 
by the British navy , extractio~ of sugar 
from sugar beets was developed , and the 
avaliabilit y of relatively inexpensive 
sugar allowed its use to fortify grapes 
with a low sugar content. Such a practice , 
called Chaptalization , was developed by 
M. Chaptal. 
Antoine Auguste Parmentier , 1737-1813 . 
French chemist and agriculturist . 
Franc;ois Rozier , 1734-1793 . French agri
culturist and author - killed , while sleep
ing , by a bomb explosion. 
Louis d'Ussieux , 1744-1805. French 
author . 


Millar's [sic] gardener's dictionary . Fol. 
MILLER , PHILIP . 


The Gardeners Dictionary: containing the best 
and newest methods of cultivating and improving the 
kitchen , fruit , Dower garden, and nursery ; as also for 
performing the practical parts of agriculture: in
cluding the management of vineyards , with the 
methods of making and preserving wine, according to 
the present practice of the most skilful vignerons in 
the several wine countries in Europe . . . The eighth 
edition, revised ... and embellished with several 
copper-plates , which were not in some former 
editions . London : Printed for the Author , and sold by 
John and Francis Rivington [and others], 1768. 


Miller , 1691-1771 , was an English gar
dener and botanist. Included in this 
work are English translations of Claude 
Arnoux's Dissertation sur la Situation de 
Bourgogne (1728) and Jacques Boullay's 
Maniere de Bien Cultiver la Vigne ... 
dans le Vignoble d'Orleans (1723) , with 
two full-page plates showing wine 
presses. Jefferson made constant use of 
Miller's Dictionary, and while in Paris , he 
bought a copy of the French language 
edition , Dictionnaire des Jardiniers de 
Millar (1785) , translated by Laurent de 
Chazelles , French horticulturist . 


TECHNICAL ARTS 
Under Division I: History - Natural - Occupations of 
Man , we find Chapter 15: Technical Arts . Here , 


under WINE , the following books are listed : 


Art de faire le vin par Cossigny. 8vo. 
CHARPENTIER DE COSSIGNY , JOSEPH FRANCOIS. 


Observations sur "L 'art de faire le vin " par Mr . 
J A. Chaptal . . . Par J . F . Charpentier Cossigny. 
Paris : Imprimerie de Gagnard , 1807 . 


Joseph Francois Charpentier de Cossig
ny , 1730-1809 , a French naturalist , was 
capitaine-ingenieur du roi. Jefferson re
ceived this book from the author in 1808 
and had it bound by Joseph Milligan , 
Georgetown , at a cost of 50 cents . 


Fabbroni dell' arte di fare il vino. 12mo . 
FABBRONI , ADAMO. 


Dell' Arte di fare ii vino, ragnionamento di 
Adamo Fabbroni . Firenze , 1787. First edition. 


A gift from the author , sent via his 
brother Giovanni. Jefferson replied upon 
receiving the book: " ... be so good also to 
convey to your brother my acknoledge
ments [sic] for the present of his book on 
the subject of wine , a subject interesting 
to me , and which had not before been 
philosophically treated ... " 


Tracts in the arts. [including:] Eclaircissements 
concernant la vigne, les vins etc. par 
Maupin. 4to. 
MAUPIN . 
Supplement necessaire a la science des acad


emies ... ou nouvelle demonstration . .. de mes 
principales decouvertes concernant la vigne, Jes vins, 
Jes cidres, Jes terres , Jes grains , ... par M. Maupin . 
Paris : Musier , 1784 . 


Five tracts bound together in one volume 
for Jefferson by John March in August 
1805 . The cataloguing data does not 
make clear which of Maupin 's numerous 
pamphlets on Wine this is , but it is most 
likel y the above title . 


Art de faire le vin par Maupin. 12 mo. 


Lj) A R T 
DE FAIRE LE VIN, 


OU 


EXPERIENC~S 
s ll I. 


LA BONIFICATION DE TOUS 
.LES VINS, 


TANT BONS' QUE MAUVi\!S, LORS DE 
.LA FERMENTATION; 


A t ' USAGE DB ;roos LES VIG NOBLES; 


Avec Jes Principe• Jes plus ·etTcr.t;eJs fur la 
maniere de gouvemer !es V I !I s. 


PAR. M1.. MAUPIN. 







Jefferson was involved in compiling a library 
covering all of human knowledge , a rather difficult 
project for someone simply setting up his own 
reference collection , let alone a local or national 
library. That he had done so was a salvation to our 
new government which had just lost its starting 
library in the conflagaration of 1814. Here was a 
ready made collection that enabled the refoundation 
of one of the greatest libraries in the world. And he 
didn't ignore the best books on wine and winemaking 
that he could find at the time! 


INFORMATION: JEPFERSON LIBRARY 


The two major sources of information on the Jeffer
son library are: 


Catalogue of the Library of Thomas Jefferson . 
Compiled with annotations by E. Millicent Sowerby . 
5 vols ., 29 cm. Washington , DC: Library of Congress , 
1952-1959. Reprinted by the Thomas Jefferson 
Memorial Foundation , Inc . Charlottesville: Univer
sit y Press of Virginia , 1983. 


Thomas Jefferson's Library. A Catalog with 
Entries in His Own Order. Edited by James Gil
reath , Library of Congress, and Douglas L. Wilson , 
Knox College. Washington , DC: Library of Congress , 
1989. 149 pp. , 23 cm. 


RE COMMENDED COMPANION READING : 
Silver , Joel. "Thomas Jefferson as a Book Col


lector." American Bookman's Weekly , Sept. 15, 1997. 
pp .586-594 . (Silver's in-depth article ·cites numerous 
published writings on Jefferson and his library. ) 


Gabler , James. Passions. The Wines and Trav
els of Thomas Jefferson . Baltimore : Bacchus Press, 
1995. [Contact Tendril Gabler: bacchu spr@aol.com.] 


Lawrence , R. de Tr0ville (Ed.) Jefferson and 
Wine. The Plains , VA: Vinifera Wine Growers Assn. , 
1976 . 


Christian Brothers Wine Museum of San Fran
cisco. Thomas Jefferson and Wine in Early America. 
[Illustrated catalog for] A Special Bicentennial Ex
hibition , 1976. 


[Five-sided walnu t book sta nd, ca.1810, s t Monticello . - FrClm the 
Library of Congre ss Bicentennial Exhibi t ion -on Tbos . Jefferson , 
April - October , 2000.] 
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[SULLIVAN , cont'd . from page 17] 
The vines are head pruned on rupestris St. 


George rootstock , spaced at eight by nine feet. The 
Heritage Vineyard produced its first small crop in 
1997 : a single wine was made by Nils Venge of 
Saddleback Cellars . Later vintages came from Biale 
(1998) and Cline (1999) . In 2000 several separate 
lots were produced at UC Davis. 


California's Own? 
California has a powerful claim on the Zinfandel 
heritage , but it is not unknown under that name 
elsewhere. In 1999 ZAP counted thirte en other states 
where it was produced . I have found a total of ten 
that produce and market a Zinfande l, according to 
the industry directory . Besides California there are 
Arizona , Illinois , Nevada , New Mexico, North 
Carolina , Oregon, Ohio , Texas and Washington. I 
know for sure that several of these states have well
established Zinfandel vineyards. Southwest Oregon's 
first Zinfandel was planted in the 19th century. But 
last fall I visited an 80,000 case winery in North 
Carolina and marveled that they were able to ripen 
Zinfandel in the hills around Asheville . A friendly 
employee finally admitted that the grapes for this 
wine were shipped from California. 


Outside the U.S. we find some old Zinfandel 
vineyards in Baja California. Australia has claimed 
one since 1980. And I understand there is a small 
patch in Bordeaux . Just recently I was told that some 
Italians had acquired some excellent Sonoma Zin
fandel wood and had planted a vineyard on the boot . 
In 1990 at the Society of Wine Educators conference 
I was really taken aback when a member of the 
audience at a Zinfandel session came forth with a 
commercial bottle of South African Zinfandel. It 
surely tasted like Zinfandel. 


All of this 
has nothing to 
do with the fact 
that bottles of a 
certain Italian 
wine can now 
be legally sold 
in Europe as 
Zinfandel , per
haps soon in the 
U .S. I shall 
deal with this 
Second Zinfan
del War next 
time when I 
finally conclude 
this history. 







[FROM: MAUPIN NOUVELLE EDITION . .. ] 









